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Welcome back for the first day of classes! 
THE BG NEWS 
Vol.71   Issue 2 Bowling Gr«en, Ohio Wednesday, August 24,1988 
Minority funds proposed 
by Elizabeth Kline* 
staff reporter 
Paul Olscamp 
Although recruitment of 
minority freshmen for the Uni- 
versity has increased 65 per- 
cent since 1987. University 
President Paul Olscamp said 
Monday he was "ashamed" 
the University is not faring as 
well with recruitment of min- 
ority faculty. 
Speaking at the annual state 
of the University address, Ols- 
camp said he mil recommend 
to the budget committee and 
the Board of Trustees that a 
group of funds be set aside with 
the intention of using them only 
for hiring minority faculty. 
"I have tried everything I 
thought might work, but now I 
think it is time for unusual and 
bold action," Olscamp said. 
Olscamp also announced the 
appointment of the second 
black person to serve on the 
Board of Trustees. Ellen C. 
Connally, a Cleveland munici- 
pal court judge, will replace 
William Spengler, who has ac- 
cepted an appointment on the 
Foundation Board. 
He also said housing prob- 
lems encountered on-campus 
last year may be alleviated 
this year with the completed 
renovation of Williams Hall. 
Faculty members occupying 
rooms in Founders Hall during 
the remodeling will be moving 
back to Williams Hall in Sep- 
tember. 
Other University construc- 
tion is on schedule at this time, 
he said. The addition to the 
Business Administration build- 
ing is completed. Within the 
next two years work will begin 
on Hayes and Shatzel Halls and 
the Overman Hall renovation 
will be completed. 
"We are in the midst of the 
biggest capital improvement 
program in the last 25 years, 
andof any 10-year periodin the 
history of the University," Ols- 
camp said. 
In retrospect, Olscamp de- 
scribed the past six years as an 
"academic revolution" which 
has seen the University grow in 
resources. 
"BGSU is becoming compar- 
able ... to the middle third of the 
membership of the National As- 
sociation of State Universities 
and Land Grant Colleges. This 
organization is made up of ap- 
proximately 150 of the finest un- 
iversities ui the country," he 
said. 
To illustrate the growth, Ols- 
camp used examples of im- 
provements that nave taken 
place over the past six years. 
Some of the improvements in- 
clude: 
An increase in library vol- 
umes, which have doubled in 
the past six years. 
GAn "almost seven-fold" in- 
crease in campus computing 
capacity. 
GA near doubling of 
research grants and contracts 
for faculty. □ Total   endowment   funds 
rose from $2 million in 1982-83 
to approximately $18 million 
G See Olscamp, page 5. 
Long-distance 
calls now need 
BG Call Card 
by Amy Burkett 
wire editor 
All students will be required to 
use the University's long- 
distance services this semester 
or pay a 50-cent charge per call 
from campus telephones for ac- 
cessing the out-of-town lines 
provided by the school. 
Richard Conrad, director of 
computer and telecommunica- 
tions services, said the new re- 
quirement is an attempt to cover 
some of the expenses the Uni- 
versity incurs by providing long- 
distance lines. 
"At the April Board of 
Trustees meeting it was ap- 
proved that a 50-cent fee be 
charged to anyone using the on- 
campus long-distance telephone 
(service) regardless of which 
outside service is used," Conrad 
said. 
He said the University pays 
between $30,000 and $35,000 to 
General Telephone per month 
and the 50-cent charge is de- 
signed to cover some of the Uni- 
versity's cost. Other universi- 
ties, such as Miami University 
of Ohio, use this same system, 
he said. 
Conrad said all on-campus 
students must use the calling 
card to access the long-distance 
lines — even if the student uses a 
company like MCI, Sprint or 
Allnet, or reverses the charges. 
Students do not have charge 
the actual call to the BG Call 
Card, but a 50-cent per call ser- 
vice charge will be applied to 
their Bursar bill whenever they 
use an independent long- 
distance company's lines. 
This is the first year the BG 
Call Card has been required to 
place long-distance calls. Some 
advantages to using the card in- 
clude a free three-minute long- 
distance call through Aug. 31. 
A new rate schedule has been 
also established. After Oct. 1, 
lower night rates will begin at 7 
p.m. to eliminate the blockage 
problem that usually occurred 
after the 11 p.m. rate reduction, 
he said. 
Calls costing $1 during the day 
will cost 40 cents after 7 p.m. 
with the new rates, he said. 
However, if a caller lets a call 
ring more than six times they 
will be billed — even if no one 
answers. 
BG Call Cards can be picked 
up at the Centrex Building, next 
to the Education and Allied 
Professions Building. Off- 
campus students can get the 
cards if they have an on-campus 
mailbox where they can be bil- 
led. 
There will be a desk outside 
the building for sign-ups be- 
tween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday 
Tuition raised 13 percent 
by Elizabeth Kimcs 
staff reporter 
A low subsidy rate from the 
state coupled with the rising 
costs of University expenses is 
translating into more dollars 
and cents out of University stu- 
dents' pockets. 
This summer, students were 
notified via a letter from Uni- 
versity President Paul Olscamp 
of a 13 percent increase in in- 
structional fees for the 1988-1989 
school year. 
According to the letter, dated 
May 12, the University's major 
source of income is the state 
subsidy money, which accounts 
for 52 percent of the total re- 
venue. The state granted the U- 
niversity an increase of 0.49 per- 
cent over last year's subsidy 
rate, the lowest increase in the 
state. 
The average subsidy increase 
for the 11 major public universi- 
ties in Ohio was 4 percent, with 
the highest being 7.46 percent at 
the University ofToledo. 
When the subsidy rate from 
the state is low, the University's 
other major source of income, 
instructional fees, must in- 
crease to accommodate the loss 
of funds. Instructional fees ac- 
counted for approximately 40 
percent of total University re- 
venue in 1987-88. 
According to Christopher Dal- 
ton. vice president of planning 
and budgeting, the low subsidy 
increase for this year was an 
anomaly. 
"Last year was a very unusual 
year and likely will not repeat 
again," Dalton said. 
The state determines subsidy 
rates with a formula that ac- 
counts for 11 different levels 
within the universities. These 
levels are three levels each of 
general studies classes, bacca- 
laureate classes and masters 
classes, and 
G See Increase, page 3. 
160 freshmen homeless 
by Scott Whltehead 
staff reporter 
Judge appointed new trustee 
A University graduate who is a Cleveland judge 
has been appointed by Governor Richard Celeste 
to the University's Board of Trustees. 
Judge C. Ellen Connally succeeds William Spe- 
ngler, whose term expired in May. 
Connally, who graduated from the University in 
1967 with a degree in education, 
will serve a nine-year term. 
Connally said she has "come a 
long way since my days at Bowl- 
ing Green." A graduate of the 
National Judicial College of the 
University of Nevada at Reno, 
Connally received her law de- 
Ese from Cleveland Marshall 
w School. 
She served on and was an offi- 
cer of the University Alumni As- 
sociation Board of Trustees from 1975 to 1978. A 
member of the Cleveland Women Lawyers and the 
National Conference of Black Lawyers, she is a 
Connally 
founding member of the Black Women Lawyers 
Association of Cleveland. 
As Cleveland municipal court judge, Connally, 
47, is the first black woman to be elected to a judgeship in Ohio without first being appointed. 
Prior to her election, she was an attorney and gen- 
eral referee for Cuyahoga County Probate Court. 
Connally has been active in the Weekend Inter- 
vention Program at Deaconess Hospital of Cleve- 
land where she serves as a volunteer lecturer. The 
self-help program is for people who have been 
convicted of driving while intoxicated. 
She is a member of the board of trustees for the 
Cleveland Society for the Blind and is president of 
the Cleveland Public Theater. 
She said one of her plans as a trustee is to make 
contact between "the cultural aspects of Cleveland 
and the cultural aspects of the University." 
For the fourth time in the past 12 years the Uni- 
versity has admitted more on-campus students 
than the residence halls can hold — forcing 160 
freshmen women to live in study lounges and a 
local motel until available rooms are found. 
Jill Carr. director of housing, said rooms should 
be available for 123 students when the faculty of- 
fices currently occupying the fifth floor of Foun- 
ders Quadrangle are returned to Williams Hall. 
Until then, however, the students will continue to 
live in Falcon Plaza Motel and study lounges con- 
verted to residence rooms in several residence 
halls. 
Last year 175 women were also housed in the 
motel and study lounges until permanent housing 
was found. 
For the past two years, Williams Hall has been 
undergoing a complete renovation. Faculty offices 
were moved to Founders until the renovations 
could be completed, decreasing the number of stu- 
dent rooms available. 
James Corbett, associate vice president of oper- 
ations, said students may begin moving into the 
residence hall in five weeks, pending the results of 
a final inspection of the renovated hall at 10 a.m. 
this morning. 
Although he said there is no guarantee that the 
building will pass inspection, he said he does not 
foresee any problems. 
If the building passes the inspection today, the 
faculty will begin moving their offices back into 
the building Thursday and should be finished by 
Sent. 2. 
Once the offices are moved, the rooms will be 
renovated before students will be moved in. Cor- 
bett said the rooms will be recarpeted, the paint 
will be touched-up, air conditioners removed and 
the furniture replaced. Also, a resident adviser 
must also be hired before students can occupy the 
rooms. 
Corbett said the earliest possible date that stu- 
dents could move in by is Sept 12. 
"I have talked on 
the phone to some 
parents who were 
not very happy." 
-Jill Carr, director of 
housing 
Christopher Dalton, vice president for planning 
and budgeting, said an unusually large freshman 
class has contributed to the overcrowding prob- 
lem. 
"Bowling Green initially expected a freshman 
class of 2,825 but by the time classes start Aug. 24 
that figure will have grown to more than 3,200," 
Dalton said. 
He said it is important of keeping the halls filled 
to capacity to cut costs charged to students. 
"That's one reason why we are able to have the 
lowest room and board costs of any university in 
the state," he explained. 
For a double-capacity room, the current cost per 
semester for room and board at the University is 
$1,105, In comparison, Kent State University char- 
ges $1,369 for a double-capacity room and meals. 
Carr said an increase in upperclassman living 
on campus has added to the housing problem. 
More than 66 upperclassman have opted to stay in 
residence halls this year, cutting down the number 
of rooms available to freshmen and underclass- 
men. 
Although all students living in the temporary lo- 
cations were notified by mail explaining the hous- 
ing situation before they moved to campus, Can- 
said she has received calls from parents upset 
about the current arrangement. 
"I have not met personally with anyone who was 
upset, but I have talked on the phone to some par- 
ents who were not very happy," she said. 
Wednesday 
GRenovations changed the look of the 
first floor of Ihe University Union during 
summer. See story page 9. 
QThe Real Thing will trade places with 
The Choice of a New 
Generation when University dining halls 
switch Coke to cans and Pepsi to foun- 
tains this fail. See story page 17. 
GGail Davenport leaves BG for an 
Ohio State softball head coaching job. 
See story page 25. 
News in brief 
Area police make first 
drug-related arrest 
Local law enforcement agencies have made 
their first arrest involving the lethal drug known 
as crack. 
Christopher J. LaPoint, 20, of 7515 Berridge, 
Whitehouse, and Brian Fan-, 29, of 214 Napoleon 
Rd., Bowling Green, were charged with aggra- 
vated drug trafficking, said Galen Ash, Bowling 
Green police chief. 
Crack is "crystallized" cocaine that is manufac- 
tured and sold for a lower price than cocaine, Ash 
said. 
He said a Bowling Green informant assisted 
undercover city police officers and officers from 
Perrysburg Township and the Bureau of Criminal 
Investigation in apprehending the men after the al- 
leged sale- of cocaine and crack took place in a 
Palmer Avenue parking lot. 
Charges are pending on a Toledo woman in- 
volved in the incident. Ash said. 
The men are being held In Wood County Jail. An 
Aug. 29 court date has been set. 
Ash said this is "just the beginning" of an in- 
crease in drug enforcement and arrests in the city. 
-by Beth Church 
Portion of Ridge Street 
closed to daily traffic 
When students cross Ridge Street in front of the 
Math Science Building this semester, they may no- 
tice they are no longer dodging cars. 
Beginning today, the section of Ridge Street 
west of Prout Hall and east of Hayes Hall will be 
closed to traffic on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
"This partial closure, which has been sought for 
decades by the University, will lessen the risk of 
accident to pedestrian traffic," University 
President Paul Olscamp said Monday. 
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BG Calling card 
a burden,costly 
At this University, reaching out and touching 
someone by telephone is going to cost 50 cents 
more per call than from most places. 
In June, the Board of Trustees approved a rule 
that all on-campus students use the BG Call Card 
for long-distance calls or have 50 cents per call ser- 
vice charge added to their bursar bill. 
With thisruling, the trustees eliminated students' 
rights to choose an independent company without 
facing penalties. 
True, the call card has its advantages. It offers 
reduced rates and gives students a free three- 
minute phone call — as well as giving students a 
chance to send the bill home to the parents by way 
of the bursar bill. 
But it does have its limitations. 
The card can only be used to place calls from the 
campus. So, in the rare instance that a student 
travels away from campus during his or her four- 
year stay, the card is useless. 
The parents who give their sons and daughters 
calling cards to use are actually increasing the 
costs of putting their children through college. 
Students cannot even get away from the calling 
card dilemma by reversing the charges of the call. 
The trustees allowed the ruling to extend into the 
collect-call area — causing both parents and stu- 
dents to be charged for a single call. 
Calling cards, bank cards and other forms of 
"carryable accounts" were once extended to cus- 
tomers as a convenience. Now the students of Bowl- 
ing Green are forced to pay extra for that conven- 
ience. 
Shouldn't the students have the option of select- 
ing their own phone company —one that suits their 
financial needs and not the University's? 
Be alert.think safety 
After a long, hot summer, the first day of class- 
es has finally arrived. 
While many have settled safely into their dor- 
mitories or apartments, University students should 
remember that for a safe year they must be both 
responsible and careful. 
Taking precautions will eliminate the opportuni- 
ties for injuries, damages or theft. Here are a few 
suggestions for having a safe year — in the long 
run, it will save you money and grief: □ Bicycles and cars should be registered with 
Campus Safety. Bicycles should be locked to fixed 
objects, and cars parked off-campus should be 
checked periodically for damages. 
Coupon books, books and notebooks should not 
be left unattended. If they are stolen, report the 
theft to the campus police. 
CNever walk alone at night on campus. Instead, 
walk with a friend or call the Escort Service. 
Always keep dormitory rooms locked even if 
you will only be away for a minute. It just takes a 
second for valuables to be taken. 
D Report any suspicious activity to the campus 
police. 
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MIKE ROYKO 
Calif, shooter up in arms 
In his own small way, Lewis 
Meeks is a celebrity, although 
he probably doesn't feel like one 
these days. 
Meeks, 32, is one of those Cali- 
fornia ns who made big news last 
year when they began shooting 
at each other on the freeways. 
And he has the added distinc- 
tion of being the first of the 
freeway gunslingers to be sent 
to prison. 
Sitting in a California prison, a 
man has time to brood. And 
while brooding the other day, 
Meeks decided to call and talk 
about what a bum rap he got. 
Since he's the first California 
freeway gunslinger I've ever 
heard from, I thought I'd share 
his story. 
It began one summer night 
last year when he left a movie 
theater after watching a film 
called "Robocop," which is all 
about people being blasted, zap- 
ped and blown away. 
Meeks got into his pickup 
truck and zoomed onto a free- 
way. But he didn't zoom for long 
because he found himself behind 
a sports car that was not zoom- 
ing. 
As he tells it: "I got stuck in 
the middle lane behind these two 
people in a 280Z. They're only 
doing 45. And I can't get around 
them into the fast lane because 
everybody else is in the fast lane 
because the 280Z is going so 
slow." 
"I couldn't pass them on the 
right because that lane became 
an exit ramp. So I was stuck be- 
hind this car." 
Were you tailgating? 
"Uh, I was close, but I 
wouldn't call it tailgating. But 
the guy in the passenger seat - 
there was a woman driving - 
he jumps into the back, has his 
face pressed against the window 
and he's giving me the finger. 
"Then he throws an empty 
beer can out the window. So I 
turned on my brights." 
Why did you do that? 
"I wanted to see if he threw 
anything else out." 
Did he? 
"Yeah. He threw an empty 
COOTS six-pack wrapper. And he 
was still screaming.'' 
"At that point, we broke into 
the Golden State Freeway, 
where there's five or six lanes. 
But there was still a lot of traf- 
fic. So I passed them on the 
right." 
"I guess I was a little close, 
about three feet, because when I 
got next to them, the guy leaned 
out and knocked off my sideview 
mirror with a tire iron. I yelled, 
'You (obscenities deleted),' and 
hit my brakes. I wanted them to 
pass. But they hit their brakes. 
Then I speeded up and so did 
they." 
"Then the woman who was 
driving started swerving into 
my lane. I think she did it on 
purpose." 
"That's when I decided to pull 
out my gun, a little .25 caliber 
automatic I had under the seat." 
You carried a gun in your 
truck? 
"Yeah. See, my wife's ex- 
husband was in a motorcycle 
gang and he was making a lot of 
threats. Anyways, I held it out 
the window. It was empty. I 
thought that would get rid of 
them. But he kept swinging the 
tire iron. 
"So I put in the clip and shot at 
their front tire. I hit it, but it 
bounced off. I only fired it be- 
cause I thought it would scare 
them and they'd leave me alone. 
But they still tried to run me off 
the road." 
So there you were, in a three- 
quarter-ton pickup truck, with a 
gun in your hand, being men- 
aced by low-slung sports car 
driven by a woman. What did 
you do to defend yourself? 
"I took a second shot at their 
rear tire to disable it and escape 
from them. But as I fired, my 
truck hit a little drainage ditch 
along the shoulder. That caused 
my truck to tilt. So instead of hit- 
ting their tire, I shot the fender 
above the tire. 
"So I said to myself: 'This 
isn't working.' And I floored the 
gas pedal and took off. At first 
they didn't chase me, but after a 
half mile they were behind me. 
"They chased me, and we 
must have been going over 100 
miles an hour. We went through 
two freeway changes. I got off 
one freeway, took sidestreets, 
made a U-turn, got back on the 
freeway in the opposite direc- 
tion. And they were still chasing 
me. I knew my truck couldn't 
beat their sports car, so I finally 
got off the freeway, and they 
didn't bother following me any- 
more. 
"So I went home and waited 
for the cops to trace my license 
and show up. I didn't think it was 
any big deal. I figured I'd get 
charged with illegal discharge 
of a firearm within the city li- 
mits. 
"The next day they showed 
up, and I talked to them because 
I figured what I did was a self- 
defense. But the detective says: 
'You're one of those damn free- 
way shooters, and I'm going to 
see that you hang for this.' 
"I couldn't believe it. Accord- 
ing to the law, you can use a gun 
if you are being threatened with 
bodily harm." 
That's true. A guy could be 
decapitated by a flying Coors 
six-pack wrapper. 
"My relatives didn't know 
about it until they saw my pic- 
ture on TV. At first they thought 
I had gone crazy. But when the 
couple in the car was inter- 
viewed, my family knew it 
wasn't my fault." 
How did they know? 
"That couple said that I threw 
the empty beer cans. But every- 
body in my family knows I'm not 
a beer drinker." 
Meeks' family may have been 
convinced of his innocence, but a jury wasn't. And a judge gave 
him seven years in prison, al- 
though he can be paroled in 
three years. 
There are several lessons to 
be learned from Meeks' experi- 
ence. 
First, it's better to watch mo- 
vies such as "Bambi" than 
"Robocop." They leave you in a 
better frame of mind. 
Second, if you must carry a 
gun in your truck, you should 
use it only to shoot at your wife's 
ex-husband, not at slowpokes 
who give you the finger on a 
highway. 
Third, and most important: 
You stiffs who ride commuter 
trains just don't know what 
you're missing. 
PAT WHITMAN 
Is Dan Quayle the best choice? 
With the national press corps 
snapping at their heels, the 
Bush-Quayle presidential ticket 
is looking less presidential all 
the time. And the moneyed duo 
of Bush and Quayle, plus the 
Eress corps, makes a rather un- 
oly triumvirate poised for mis- 
chief in this campaign season. 
Alright gang, let's look at the 
individuals and the three- 
headed beast combined in this 
convoluted case of political in- 
trigue gone awry. 
Our Mr. Bush, desperately 
seeking not Susan, but to be a 
political "everyman's" candi- 
date as was our retiring leader 
Ronald Reagan, asked Pretty 
Boy Dan Quayle to be his run- 
ning mate. 
Quayle, rich with more than just money and a right-wing vot- 
ing record, is a handsome politi- 
cal lightweight that gives the 
GOP ticket the balance George 
Bush wants. To look presidential 
and avoid a kangaroo ticket, 
stronger in the hind legs, tele- 
genic Danny Boy fits the Bush 
checklist perfectly, except... 
Few suspected the cancerous 
dark spot on the Quayle public 
record — his honorable six years 
in the National Guard. 
What may have not been so 
all-fired honorable is how 
gentleman Quayle found his way 
into the Guard. 
"The overview of this mess is that Bush 
picked a rich kid who does not yet have 
what is called 'presidential stature.'" 
As the facts seep in, my in- 
stincts tell me that Danny saw 
the draft and grade pressure 
looking over his shoulder. Dur- 
ing Nam, males had to maintain 
good academic standing to keep 
that heaven-sent college defer- 
ment. 
To guarantee that he never 
saw the bush of Vietnam, Quayle 
attended law school and did easy 
time in the Guard. When he got 
this inspiration, Dan called 
home, home called the state 
Guard commandant, and when 
assured that openings existed, 
Mr. Quayle proudly took the 
oath to serve Indiana in the 
Guard. 
What is apparent is that 
someone with the family Quayle 
called the top to find out how 
easy it would be for young Dan 
to join the Guard. After assur- 
ances were given that getting in 
was not a problem, Quayle he- 
came a guardsman. 
The national press, having 
heard Quayle mentioned as a 
conservative alternative to Jack 
Kemp for vice president, checks 
for what dirt had been done. The 
guard story had possibilities. 
After the Nixon and Water- 
gate cover-up, the natural cyni- 
cism of the press and its power 
to shake the foundations of 
government became firmly en- 
trenched in the system. 
Reporters seek "the story" 
with the passion of Lancelot 
questing for the Holy Grail. 
Compared to the frenzy of 
sharks seeing blood in the water, 
competition for that onepiece of 
the puzzle which breaks "the 
story" wide open is ferocious. 
And, the public is more than 
aware of the lengths some re- 
porters will go get that informa- 
tion. 
Because of this single- 
mindedness, which is often seen 
as mean-spirited, the press is 
not loved. Bush knew this when 
he refused to answer Dan 
Rather about Iran-Contra on a 
nightly newscast. Bush aggres- 
sively challenged Rather on the 
air, instead of answering the 
question. 
The Bush campaign, after see- 
ing this perceived success 
against the media, decided to 
pull a fast one. To solidify the 
Quayle nomination, Bush- 
Quayle went to Indiana. 
Instead of the press confer- 
ence after the convention which 
was promised by the GOP to ex- 
Elain Quayle and the Guard, the 
ush people staged a media 
event. In front of a hometown 
crowd of Dan Quayle support- 
ers, the media asked pointed 
questions to Quayle only to be 
booed and jeered by the locals. 
Yup, the press got set up, 
Danny gave pat answers, the 
Bush people bought some time, 
and the media looked like evil- 
screaming ninnies out to perse- 
cute another "good" American. 
The overview of this mess is 
that Bush picked a rich kid who 
does not yet have what is called 
"presidential stature," the Bush 
campaign bashed a sometimes 
over-aggressive media, and the Quayle "story" has not yet been 
completely told. 
The questions become: Will 
we find out the real Dan Quayle 
story, and would a Bush presi- 
dency be a story of years of 
evading the media at all costs? 
Respond  
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Fourth public 
computer lab 
opens for fall 
by Scott Korpowski 
staff reporter 
The University Computer 
Services is opening its fourth 
f>ublic computer Tab and a 
ifth lab is scheduled to open 
by spring, according to Ri- 
chard L. Conrad, director of 
UCS. 
The Busi- 
ness Ad- 
m i n - 
istration 
Annex 
computer i 
lab will be 
open for 
student use 
for   fall 
Conrad 
said. Located in 1005 Business 
Administration, the lab offers 
40 microcomputers and print- 
ing hardware, including a 
laser-printer. 
Students may also access 
computers in the Union, 
Technology or Jerome Li- 
brary labs, or in any of the 10 
smaller residential labs. 
There are 324 microcom- 
puters available for under- 
Saduate use, and over 1,000 
CS serviced computers on 
campus, Conrad said. 
UCS also provides comput- 
er facilities, training for 
hardware and software use, 
and computer sales and ren- 
tals to students, as well as 
services to the campus' facul- 
ty and administration. 
Computer training classes 
will again be offered for free 
to students and faculty. 
Training course offerings in- 
clude "Introduction to Ma- 
cintosh," which Conrad rec- 
ommends to all new students. 
"If I were a beginning col- 
lege student, that is the first 
course I'd take," he said. 
"I can't imagine a BGSU 
graduate getting a job and not 
having to know anything 
about computers," Conrad 
said of the need for computer 
literacy. "Computers are an 
integral tool which will be 
used as part of most students' 
jobs." 
Student use of campus 
microcomputers has risen 
sharply in the past three 
years, Conrad said. The Jer- 
ome Library labs, for exam- 
ple, served 39,400 students in 
the 1985-86 school year, ver- 
sus 48,600 users for 1987-88. 
The computer labs are now 
operating at user ceiling, ac- 
cording to Conrad. 
To help ease the demand 
for computer time, UCS is 
renting Macintosh 512k 
microcomputers with 400k 
disk drive for $150 a semes- 
ter, or (65 per month. Also, 
UCS sells computer units at a 
40 percent discount of list 
price, Conrad said. 
UCS provides computer 
services to the entire campus 
community, he said. Services 
include administrative com- 
puting such as billing through 
the Bursar's office and class 
registration and records. 
Conrad said UCS is working 
on an "on-line registration 
service" for students to pick 
up classes via computer ter- 
minals. 
UCS has operated since 
1962, and now employs about 
85 full-time staff members as 
well as more than 100 part- 
time student employees, Con- 
rad said. 
Final divestments planned 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
staff reporter 
The president of a private University fund- 
raising organization was originally against 
divesting funds from companies doing busi- 
ness in South Africa because of possible 
repercussions against the University. 
Ashel Bryan, Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity Foundation president, said the May 
10 decision of the Foundation to divest its 
remaining holdings in the racially-divided 
country mil have minimal effect on the Uni- 
versity. 
"When you consider it was only $160,000 
out of around $10 million, we honestly don't 
see it as impairing the program," Bryan 
said. 
The Foundation voted unanimously to 
divest the money at its biannual May meet- 
ing after an ad hoc committee of the Board 
reported its findings on divestment. 
The fact that the (University) president 
was in favor of it (divestment), the Faculty 
Senate had sent us two resolutions, various 
campus groups had spoken out, and the stu- 
dent vote had not been overwhelming, all led 
us to the decision to divest," Bryan said. 
The Undergraduate Student Government 
held a vote in April on whether the students 
supported divestment or not. The final vote 
of 682-609 against divestment was later re- 
jected by the USG because the vote did not 
draw the necessary 10 percent of student 
body response to draft a referendum. 
Bryan said the Foundation has always 
been against apartheid and will continue to 
work with the Progressive Student Organi- 
zation and other campus groups to facilitate 
awareness of apartheid. 
Currently, the PSO, which is "satisfied" 
with the decision to divest, is awaiting a tar- 
fet date to be set for actual divestment, said 
!rrol Lam. faculty adviser to PSO. 
"The least they can do is set a date as to 
total divestment, until then we will be 
wrapped up with this system of apartheid," 
Lam said. 
Bryan said no target date has been set 
since the individual investments are handled 
by private investors. He said the Foundation 
will be in contact with the investors prior to 
its October meeting. 
The Foundation is a private organization; 
not affiliated with the University, which 
handles contributions from private donors' 
and corporations.        / 
The divestment controversy came to the 
forefront in November 1966 when it was 
revealed that the Foundation had $780,000 
invested in companies doing business in 
South Africa. 
In May 1987, the Foundation announced its 
decision to divest its holdings in five of the 48 
companies in question, bringing the amount 
of money invested down to $160,000. 
At that time, the Foundation also announ- 
ced it had established a policy limiting fur- 
ther investments. 
This policy partially stated: "No new in- 
vestments will be made in companies doing 
business in South Africa, unless the com- 
pany is judged to be working to eliminating 
laws and customs that impede political and 
social justice and follow a policy of nondis- 
crimination." 
Greeks add new chapters 
New fraternity to join in rush, sorority colonizes in fall 
by Pamela Monastra 
Friday staff reporter 
The University's Greek 
system has expanded recently 
with the addition of two new 
chapters. 
A_new fraternity, Phi Sigma 
Kappa, was colonized in May 
ana will participate in fall rush. 
A new sorority, Alpha Omicron 
Pi, will not participate in formal 
rush with other chapters this 
week, but Wayne Colvin, direc- 
tor of Greek Life, said it will co- 
lonize this fall. 
Although Alpha Omicron Pi 
will hold its own rush, it will be 
represented in the rush booklet 
distributed to this week's ru- 
shees. 
Colvin said the two new chap- 
ters will bring the total number 
of Greek organizations on cam- 
pus to 41 — 23 fraternities and 18 
sororities. 
Peg Crawford, international 
president of AOPi, said part of 
the sorority's system is similar 
to the University's Greek 
system. 
"Tentatively, we plan on 
having an information party for 
the first stage of parties, per- 
sonal interviews with each indi- 
vidual rushee for the second 
stage, and then a preference 
party for the final stage," Craw- 
lord said. 
Colvin said Phi Sigma Kappa 
already has 30 members and 
will probably attract 20 new 
members this fall. He also said 
the sorority hopes to obtain 
about 95 members. 
The 30 members of Phi Sigma 
Kappa expressed an interest at 
the end of spring semester in 
starting their own chapter be- 
cause they were not satisfied 
with   what   the   established 
fraternities had to offer. 
Doug West, one of two men 
who began the movement for the 
new fraternity, said the fraterni- 
ties at the University are very 
good, in their own way, but 
something is missing from their 
point of view. 
"We felt that the Greek 
system has a lot to offer and we 
wanted to be a part of it," he 
said. 
Colvin said until housing can 
be provided, the new chapters 
will hold meetings, form com- 
mittees and conduct other busi- 
ness at other houses, the Uni- 
versity Union and other campus 
rooms. 
According to Colvin, the main 
goals of the expansion of the 
University's Greek population 
are to increase interest in Greek 
life, provide more leadership 
roles tor students and give them 
a chance to help in the Formation 
of a new organization. 
Increase  
:_: Continued from page 1. 
two levels of doctoral classes. 
From here, certain costs are 
assumed and multiplied by the 
number of full-time equivalent 
students at each level, Dalton 
said. The total cost is then de- 
rived from that and the fee in- 
come subtracted, thereby 
determining the subsidy rate of 
that particular level. 
"If you have 30 students in a 
five-semester hour class, the 
numbers are multiplied for a 
total of 150, which is then divided 
by 15 for full-time hours for fall 
semester. Therefore, the sub- 
sidy rate is for 10 full-time equi- 
valent students," he said. 
Dalton said the University 
was affected adversely because 
fewer students were registered 
for the five levels that went up 
on the subsidy scale. The 
majority of University students 
were at the six levels that went 
down. 
A further restriction of the 
current formula to determine 
subsidies is the enrollment ceil- 
ing placed on the University, 
Dalton said. Currently, the Uni- 
versity cannot exceed a limit of 
15,000 full-time students. 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES. INC 
WELC0 
TO 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
During your stay here in Bowling Green as a student 
at Bowling Green State University, if you encounter 
a legal problem or have a question regarding land- 
lord-tenant rights, consumer relations, dissolutions, 
criminal charges, etc. . .we're the ones to call or 
to  visit. 
If you are eligible for our service (currently paid 
legal fee of $3.00), then you can meet with our 
staff attorneys at no extra cost to discuss your 
situation. 
We will advise you, answer your questions, repre- 
sent you in court, or assist you in any other possible 
way.   Don't delay - call today to schedule an appoint- 
ment.   Notary services are also available. 
372-2951      324 University Union 
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Faculty may 
amend rules 
by Amy Burkett 
wire editor 
The Faculty Senate is beginning the 1988-89 school year with 
a long list of goals and concerns — including revising and up- 
dating the University's Academic Charter, which is celebrat- 
ing its 25th anniversary this year. 
Bartley Brennan, faculty senate chair, outlined the organiza- 
tion's goals for the year at the State of the University Address 
Monday. 
During his speech, Brennan compared revising the aca- 
demic charter to amendments added to the U.S. Constitution. 
"We as a nation, do not allow Presidents or members of Con- 
gress to make exceptions to the Constitution," he said. "It is by 
our willingness to respect the documents and abide by the pro- 
cesses outlined in them." 
Brennan also outlined 10 of the more than 60 issues to be ad- 
dressed by the Senate Executive Committee and at Faculty 
Senate meetings throughout the year. 
Included in the issues Brennan discussed are an early re- 
tirement plan, prioritizing points on the Role and Mission 
Statement and examining faculty members' perception of the 
working atmosphere. 
Brennan also discussed 10 concerns that faculty members 
have about the future of the University. 
"In the last two years I have spent time talking to over 300 
faculty members in formal and informal meetings, and 
listened to many of their concerns," Brennan said. 
Brennan said the instructors' ability to both research and 
teach effectively should be examined in the future and men- 
tioned the possibility of establishing rewards for teaching and 
service as well as research. 
"These are some of the perceived unresolved issues that we, 
as faculty, must come to grips with," he said. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
Daw Jones Locker 
************************ 
* Start off the year with a 
* furry, fishy, or feathery friend! * 
* ********** *********** * 
1002 S. MAIN 353-PETS 
Mon. thru Fri. 11-6 pm 
Sat. 11 - 5 pm 
Aquariums  -  Pets  - Supplies 
TO's TOO 
Convenience Mart 
GRAND 
OPENING 
• Coke Products 99' - Grand Opening Special 
• Beer and Wine at State Minimum Prices 
• Fresh Coffee and Donuts each Morning 
• School Supplies 
• Dry Cleaning Drop-off 
Develop Beautiful 
Memories At A 
Beautiful Price 
Color Print Rim 
12 Exposures for Just 
n.79 
15 Exp. $2.49 
24 Exp. $3.99 
36 Exp. $5.49 
OFFER VALID: 
Aug. 24-31, 1988 
To receive that* 
special prices on 
film developing lust 
submit a roll ol C-41 
color print film tot 
processing 
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Fall welcomes new deans 
Alumnus accepts 
Huron dean post 
Kerek takes over 
Arts and Sciences 
by Judt Kopp 
staff reporter 
Kerek 
The new dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences believes he is 
ready for the "challenges dean- 
ship has to offer." 
Andrew Kerek, former asso- 
ciate dean of 
arts and sci- 
e n c e s at 
Miami (Ohio) 
University, 
became head 
of the Univer- 
sity's largest 
undergradu- 
ate college 
Aug. 1. 
Kerek said 
he was impressed with the Uni- 
versity because of the likeness 
between it and Miami Universi- 
ty- 
"The two schools are similar 
in size, structure, values and as- 
piration," he said. "I feel very 
much at home and believe I can 
fit in there very easily. I don't 
have to leave Miami, but the 
bottom line is (the University) is 
a good university — a university 
on the move." 
Kerek said he would like to 
expand and strengthen several 
missions in the college, includ- 
ing the liberal education mis- 
sion, and the receptiveness to 
interdisciplinary measures. 
Also included in his goals are 
faculty development and stu- 
dent recruitment, he said. 
"I would like to explore facul- 
ty development," he said. "It is 
essential to attract, retain and 
keep the faculty busy and 
happy. Also, student recruit- 
ment is important." 
Kerek was born in Hungary 
and left in 1956 after a revolution 
by workers. He became a United 
States citizen in 1962 and 
received bachelor's and 
master's degrees in linguistics 
from the University of Michi- 
gan. He received a doctorate in 
linguistics, teaching English as 
a foreign language (TEFL) and 
English from Indiana Universi- 
ty in 1968. 
Kerek taught at Miami in 1963, 
and returned after teaching at 
several universities in the U.S. 
and West Germany. He spent a 
year at Al Azhar University in 
Egypt as a Senior Fulbright 
Lecturer. 
"I have traveled widely," he 
said. "I like to travel — it's an 
important form of education. I 
still have family in Hungary and 
I go back often to visit them." 
He was named assistant dean 
of arts and sciences at Miami in 
1982 and was promoted to asso- 
ciate dean for academic affairs 
at the college in 1984. 
In addition to his deanship re- 
sponsibilities, Kerek will also 
serve as a professor of English 
at the University, which he said 
will help with communication 
skills. 
"I feel really good (about the 
move)." he said. "Deanship is a 
difficult challenge. 
"I feel up to it,   he added. 
CATHOLIC? 
Join us at 
St. Thomas More, 
your University parish 
(Located at 425 Thurstin. across the street from McDonald Quad parking lot) 
Masses:  Saturday 4:00 p.m. 
Sunday 10:00 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 7:00 p.m. 
Tone & Tan Boutique 
WE HAVE MOVED TO 
434 E. WOOSTER 
(above Myles Dairy Queen-Ti block west of campus) 
Welcome Back Special 
5 TANS - $18 + 1 free 
10 TANS - $30 + 2 free 
20 TANS - $50 + 3 free 
40 TANS - $85 + 4 free 
(offer expires 9-30-88) 
The Sun Never Sets! 
Call for an appointment 
354-1213 
h 
KIsrAURANT 
by Judi Kopp 
staff reporter 
DeBard 
When students at the Univer- 
sity's branch campus in Huron 
arrive on their campus this fall, 
they will have an alumnus as 
their new dean. 
The new 
dean of Fire- 
lands College 
is Robert De- 
Bard, for- 
merly the 
dean of the 
Division Of 
Student De- 
velopment at 
Old Dominion 
University   in 
Norfolk, Va., and a 1966 Univer- 
sity alumnus. 
DeBard, who took the post 
Aug. 1, said he believes the 
campus "has the raw materials 
to be a great regional campus." 
The size of the college and the 
dedication of the faculty and 
staff are what attracted DeBard 
to Firelands, according to the 
new dean. 
"I am an alumnus of the Uni- 
versity and I received the 
alumni publication At BG," he 
said. "I recently read an article 
about the Firelands College. 
Then I learned about the posi- 
tion and it was just the type of 
opportunity I was interested in. 
"(Firelands) has a small de- 
dicated faculty and a lot of non- 
traditional students and quite a 
lot of freshmen, which appeals 
tome." he said. 
Shortly before taking up his 
new reins, DeBard said there 
were several plans he would like 
to implement at the college. 
"I would like to refine Fire- 
lands' public relations — I think 
the Firelands' story needs to be 
told," he said. "I would like to 
establish strategic centers to re- 
cruit and retain students, includ- 
ing a women's center and a re- 
tirement center. 
"Because the Huron area and 
the campus is surrounded by a 
retirement community, I be- 
lieve this would be an important 
sector (of people) to tap. 
DeBard received a bachelor's 
in English in 1966 and obtained a 
master of arts in English from 
the University in 1968. Prior to 
joining the ODU staff in 1976, he 
received his doctoral degree 
from Indiana University. 
His wife, Maxine, also an 
alumna of the University, is a 
second-grade teacher. The De- 
Bards have two children: Lori, 
14, and Robbie, 11. 
DeBard said the post of dean 
of Firelands has great breadth 
since it deals with all sectors of a 
college. 
"It's almost like a microcosm 
of a university," he said shortly 
after his appointment. "I'll be 
dealing with academic affairs 
and student affairs. I'll be culti- 
vating alumni activities and 
continuing education activities. 
I also want to foster community- 
university relations." 
Election registration 
easy on, off campus 
Students wishing to cast a ballot on Nov. 8 for the next presi- 
dent of the United States should see Warren J. Lotz, deputy di- 
rector of the Wood County Board of Elections. 
Lotz said students can register at the Office of Student Af- 
fairs, 305 Student Services, or the Board of Elections at the 
Wood County Courthouse. All students are required to present 
some form of picture identification when registering. 
Both offices can also help students obtain absentee ballots if 
they wish to vote in their home counties. 
"Students who have previously registered, but haven't voted 
in the past four years need to renew their registration," Lotz 
said. 
On-campus students can vote this year on Nov. 8 at the 
Northeast Commons building. Off-campus voting locations will 
vary. 
ATTENTION 
ALL STUDENT CLUBS, GROUPS, 
& ORGANIZATIONS 
Those groups which did not receive registra- 
tion information this summer should stop by 
405 Student Services as soon as possible to 
pick up a 1988 - 89 Student Organiza- 
tions Registration Form. This is the 
form each organization must fill out annually 
in order to retain its registered status as a 
B.G.S.U. student organization. The form 
must be submitted by FRIDAY, SEPTEM- 
BER 9 in order for your club to be listed in 
the Fall Semester Student Organiza- 
tions Directory. 
AUGUST 
Welcome Back Students! 
SUNDAY    MONDAY    TUESDAY  WEDNESDAY  THURSDAY    FRIDAY     SATURDAY 
28
 Sunday 
Brunch Buffet $5.75 
29
 Egg Roll 
& Rice 
•2.99 
30   BBQ 
Sampler Platter 
•4.25 
31
 California 
Fruit Plate 
•3.29 
Chicken 
Kabobs 
'3.99 
Specials Served _-    - >\, 
2
 Tuna Melt 
& Fries 
'3.49 
3 Chicken 
Fingers & Fries | 
'3.49 
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Students will 
enjoy updated 
healthy menus 
by Judl Kopp 
staff reporter 
With some of Food Opera- 
tions' upcoming changes, stu- 
dents will be able to "stuff" 
themselves with food that is bet- 
ter for them, according to its di- 
rector. 
Updated menus and the addi- 
tion of theme lines and foods 
that are lower in sodium and 
cholesterol are some of the 
changes that will be implemen- 
ted this fall, Jane Schimpf, di- 
rector of Food Operations, said. 
"Nutritionally, we are chang- 
ing our menus," Schimpf said. 
"We are going to try to reduce 
cholesterol levels for better 
health. Instead of using butter or 
soy products, we are changing to 
corn oil margarine. The bulk we 
are going to use and the little 
packets we pass out will be Fle- 
tschman's Corn Oil Margarine." 
The dining halls will also be 
reducing the amount of salt in 
the menus and will no longer use 
bacon fat, Schimpf said. 
"We have new recipes which 
will cut the amount of salt in 
half," she said. "(Also), we are 
no longer going to be frying food 
in bacon fat. It's been found to 
have a lot of nitrites and carcin- 
ogens, so we decided to stop fry- 
ing in that oil." 
She said the Food Operations' 
staff and a student advisory 
board decided to make the 
changes because of nutritional 
information. 
"We are finding it's not when 
you're 40 or 50 when you should 
start worrying about your diet, 
but that you should watch it all 
your life,' Schimpf said. 
She said she wants to make 
menu suggestions like a 1,200 or 
1,500 calorie diet plan. 
"We have been working with 
the home economics department 
that will suggest meal plans for 
students. It may just be a sheet 
by the register for the entire 
week that would suggest a 1,200 
or 1,500 calorie dietfor women 
and a 1,800 or 2,100 calorie diet 
for men," Schimpf said. 
"We want to get more infor- 
mation about nutrition out to the 
students," she said. 
Schimpf said new recipes and 
products are being added to 
menus around campus and the 
Towers Inn and Berries menus 
will be updated with new food 
choices. 
Also, two "deals" will be ad- 
ded at both lunch and dinner for 
"the price-conscious student," 
she said. 
"There will also be more 
sandwiches and theme lines at 
all the cafeterias," she said. 
Planned theme lines include a 
Mexican line and an Italian line 
among others that offer several 
specialty items, Schimpf said. 
An all-you-can-eat line called 
"Stuffers" will be initiated in 
Founders Quadrangle; 
however, an opening date has 
not been set yet. 
" 'Stuffers' will consist of po- 
tato bars, taco bars and all-you- 
can-eat spaghetti. The idea is to 
pay one price and eat all you 
want," she said. 
Schimpf said the primary 
complaint she faces is about 
prices, and this summer's 
drought hasn't lowered the price 
of food. 
"The number one complaint is 
the high price we have to charge 
and we didn't want to have to 
raise the prices. However, with 
the drought the price of food is 
higher and students will see a 
Knee increase at the dining 
alls. We are, however, hoping 
to lower prices at the semester 
break," she said. 
Changing the method of pay- 
ment is also being looked at, she 
said. 
a See Food, page 7. 
Is it my turn yet? 
BG News/Sherry Koskl 
John Hileman of Rockford. Ohio, anxiously waits on top of his trac- 
tor, Ohio Gold, in the 7200 modified tractor heat at the National 
Tractor Pull held last weekend at the Wood County Fairgrounds. 
Director working 
'for the records' 
by Linda Hoy 
city editor 
The newly-appointed director 
of records is taking her Job in 
stride —even though she is re- 
sponsible for keeping track of 
every student's progress during 
their years at the University. 
Mar j one 
Hufford, a 1986 
University of 
Toledo liberal 
studies gradu- 
ate, was ap- 
pointed to the 
Sosition on 
ulyl. 
Previously, 
she held the 
position of re- Hufford 
cords management officer at the 
University, where she used re- 
cords to advise students about 
theirprogress. 
"We were the keeper of re- 
cords," she said. 
Hufford is now responsible for 
supervising the records staff, 
maintaining permanent student 
records, producing transcripts, 
final grade lists and student 
grade reports. The office of re- 
cords must also update aca- 
demic records kept in the office 
of the registrar. 
A Perrysburg resident, Huf- 
ford was employed as a secre- 
tary in the Lima City Schools 
from 1975 to 1976, and the Ore- 
gon City Schools from 1969-75. 
Although she is still learning 
the many aspects of her posi- 
tion, she said everything has 
been going fine. 
"I think my experience in 
business has been very helpful," 
she said. 
Olscamp  
n Continued from page 1. 
by 1987-88. 
Looking forward to the 1988-89 
school year, Olscamp outlined 
continued work to be done on the 
cultural diversity program, an 
improvement of the honors pro- 
gram, and an investigation into 
combining University personnel 
services into one office, among 
others. 
NORTHWEST OHIO 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT 
BUSINESS 
FAME 
IStii 
-V 1   N  4B«* 
W0' ' iES!ss! 
ttirafefl 
Beit Wiiliei 
for a iiuceiiful 
icnoot i f ear. 
EQSViUnhi ! 
BOWLING GREEN 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
163 N. Main SI. 
353-7945 
Joan H. Gordon, Executive Manager 
Support the 
pop ooooo oo »op,»atat«aia 
March of Dimes 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
Don't Lei That Summer 
Tan Fade Like a Memory 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
6 Sunbeds 
143 W. Wooster 
353-3281 
and 
THE WASH HOUSE 
7 Sunbeds 
248 N. Main 
354-1559. 
c& 
-Since 1980- 
o                    * 
BG's Newest and 
Most Modern Laundromat 
Featuring 
37 WASHERS 
and 
25 DRYERS 
Open 
7 a.m. - 11 p.m. • 7 days a week 
1045 N. Main     Across from Foodtown 
ELEGANT MAKEUP BONUS FREE WITH ANY $12.50 k 
PURCHASE OF MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS. 
Merit Norman's exclusive offer includes a duel of rich Dual Performing 
Eyeshadows, a gold accented Trimline Eye Pencil naturally sheer Liquid 
Makeup and a luminous Lipstick that lasts 
Offer good while supplies last One per customer Bring this ad in to 
redeem your free gift 
Tor your purchase, we recommend the jewel toned colors from our Royal 
Portraits Fall Collection 
meRLG noRmm STUDIO 
188 Soulh Main Sireei-Mini Mall 352-706O 
Hours: Monday thru Friday 10:00-5:30 
Saturday 1000-4:30 
B 
Sidewalk    Sale 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sot. . 
BGSU Shirts 
3.95 - 9.95 
Reg. 5.74 -15.95 
Denim Jeon 
Rock Vfe OFF 
Inside 
Winter Coots 
1/2 OFF 
.50 -1.00 TRBL€ 
Values to 9.95 
5.00 Toble 
Values up to 
32.95 
9.95 Toble 
Values up to 
45.95 
Modular Peice 
Dressing 
60 % OFF 
Pink, fiquo & White 
Bathing Suits 
V4 OFF 
Sweaters 
1/2 OFF & more 
Selected styles 
JEANS N THINGS 
(Across from Mac UJest) 
S31 Ridge 
Visit The Cooler Crew at 
J.T.'s Carruout (in the rear) 
405 Thurstin 
T 1
 ' ■ ' " ' ■ ■ ■ " riTTTT-n 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
WELCOME TO BGSU FROM BOWLING 
GREEN'S LARGEST AND MOST CONVENIENT 
VIDEO SUPER STORE! 
• OVER 9,000 MOVIES AND PLENTY OF VCR'S TO RENT 
• NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
• 24 HOUR TAPE DROP AVAILABLE 
• $7.50 LIFETIME STUDENT MEMBERSHIP FOR WEEKLY SAVINGS 
ON MOVIES. 2 FREE MOVIES INCLUDED WITH MEMBERSHIP. 
• LOCATED CLdSE TO CAMPUS - WOOSTER STREET TO S. MAIN 
2 BLOCKS TO WASHINGTON STREET 
• PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
AVAILABLE THIS WEEK 
Watch for 
FREE 
Movie Coupon 
in Wednesday's 
Welcome Back 
Edition. HATRPTOY 
PLUS 
* Hairspray 
* Trains. Planes, and Automobiles 
* Police Academy 5 
* Empire of the Sun 
E.T. is Coming Home to the Video Spectrum Oct. 27. 
112 E. WASHINGTON 325-4171 
:11111n M11111111 M 1111111111 IT 
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WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS! 
from your two Bowling Green Food Town storesl 
1044 N.MAIN ST. & 840 S.MAIN ST. 
Daily 8am to midnight * Sundays 9am to 9pm Prices effective at Bowling Green Food Town stores thru Sun., Sept. 4. 1988. Quantity rights reserved. 
Dinner Bell 
Slteed Bologna 
Buy one 8 oz. pkg. and 
get another 8 oz. pkg. 
FREiL 
Driggs Farm 
Orange Juice 
Buy one quart carton and 
get another quart carton 
FREEL 
Green Label 
Paper Plates 
Buy one pkg. of 50 and 
get another pkg. of 50 
FR1ML 
Bunny 
Wheat Bread 
Buy one 16 oz. loaf and 
get another 16 oz. loaf 
FREEL 
Citrus Hill 
Frozen 
Orange 
Juice 
12 OZ. CAN 
99* 
Cottage 
Cheese 
Staff 
24 oz. 99 
Swiss Style 
Yogurt 
Staff 
8 oz. 3/$l 
2 Lb. 
Jar 
Driggs Farm 
Ice Cream 
Buy one half gallon carton and , 
get another half gallon carton 
. 
FREE! 
Berkshire 
English Muffins 
Buy one pkg. of six muffins and 
get another pkg. of six muffins 
FREE! 
Staff Flouride 
Toothpaste 
Buy one 6.4 oz. tube and 
get another 6.4 oz tube 
FREEL 
Brookville 
Grape Jelly 
79< 
Peanut 
Butter 
Staff 
18 oz. 99 
Dole or 
Del Monte 
Golden 
Bananas 
29* 
BUY ANY TWO 12" 
DELI FRESH PIZZAS 
and receive a 
FREE 
2LITERBTL 
OF COKE 
with coupon below! 
FREE 2 LITER BOTTLE OF COKE 
With this coupon & the purchase of any two 
12" DELI FRESH PIZZAS 
food 
own 
Coupon valid at either Bowling Green 
Food Town thru Sunday. Sept. 4, 1988. 
Don't delay, clip this coupon now! 
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Leaders pursue 
action, visibility 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
The Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government will be 
starting the 1988-89 school 
year on on a new foot with 11 
rookies on its executive ca- 
binet. 
The 13-member cabinet is 
designed to handle seven 
different aspects of student 
government. Only two ca- 
binet members are returning 
from last year: Kristen 
Rumble, University commit- 
tee coordinator, and Jim 
Vanzant, national, state and 
community affairs coor- 
dinator. 
Joe Meyer, USG vice presi- 
dent, said the cabinet has the 
enthusiasm to make up for 
any lack of experience. 
"There might be a slow 
start...(but) I nave packets of 
information (that were sent 
to each person this summer) 
on what they are supposed to 
do, basic stuff." he said. 
Meyer saia he and Tim 
Peterson, USG president, 
selected people they thought 
were qualified, and their de- 
cisions were based more on 
skills than USG experience. 
"These are good people; 
they're competent ana highly 
motivated'' Meyer said. 
"They  will  catch  on  soon 
"These are good 
people; they're 
competent and 
highly motivated. 
They will catch on 
soon enough." 
-Joe Meyer, GSG 
vice president 
enough." 
Six deputy positions have 
been added to the cabinet 
since last year. 
The new cabinet members 
are Chris Coleman, minority 
affairs coordinator; Kevin 
Turner, deputy minority af- 
fairs coordinator; Brian 
Gadd, academic affairs coor- 
dinator; Kathy Carter, aca- 
demic affairs deputy coor- 
dinator; Cathy Komyanek, 
public relations coordinator; 
Sue Matlack. public relations 
deputy coordinator; Carol El- 
lensohn, university commit- 
tee deputy coordinator; Lisa 
Zollins, national, state and 
community affairs deputy 
coordinator; Wendy Wessels, 
student welfare coordinator; 
Melissa Dunn, deputy student 
welfare coordinator; and Ke- 
vin Thomas, treasurer coor- 
dinator. 
USG rookies enthusiastic 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
Due to a little ground-laying 
work last year, Tim Peterson, 
Undergraduate Student 
Government president, and Joe 
Meyer, USG vice president, are 
"walking into a great organiza- 
tion," according to Meyer. 
"Jim (Perry, 1987-*8USG vice 
president) and Dave (Robinson, 
1987-88 USG president) did a 
good job with what they had to 
work with," Meyer said. What 
last year's leaders had to work 
with was a group in need of or- 
ganization, Meyer said. Running 
USG took time away from the 
leader's opportunity to wander 
campus and see students on a 
day-to-day basis, he said. 
"They were criticized for not 
being out with the people, but 
they didn't have time." 
Meyer said that due to re- 
organization by Robinson and 
Perry, he and Peterson will be 
able to be more visible. The pair 
have planned roundtable discus- 
sions and building tours to meet 
the students. 
"I want to tour through every 
building on campus as soon as 
possible," Meyer said, adding 
that he wants to inspect building 
Peterson Meyer 
conditions. 
Roundtable discussions, al- 
though still in the planning 
stages, would pool the resources 
of all campus groups. 
It is not the purpose of USG to 
run the roundtable meetings, 
but to allow a free and equal 
exchange of ideas, Meyer said. 
"USG is set up to help every- 
one," Meyer saia. 
Some of the recent help USG 
provided for students was action 
last year that led to the install- 
ment of carpeting in Founders Quadrangle and Kohl Hall and 
painting in Rodgers Quadra- 
ngle. 
Another proposed USG project 
is on-campus student voter re- 
gistration. Though a date has 
not been set, it is tentatively 
E tanned for the first half of Oc- 
ober. 
BROADWAY AT BGSU 
HEUtt 
BOLL?, 
Sept. 8,9,10 Sept. 23,24 
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Student Ticket Prices: S3, S5, $7 
• $1.00 discount on student ticket prices to BGSU 
students with valid I.D. 
Limit 2 tickets per I.D. 
Use your MasterCard, Visa, or University Charge 
For tickets reservations: Call 372-8171 
Kobacker Box Office Opens Aug. 29 
Hours: 12 noon to 6 p.m. 
in cooperation with BGSU College of Musical Arts 
& Department ot Theater 
Itolittteetop 
Cards and Gifts 
School Supplies 
Greek Paraphernalia 
Located in the 
BGSU STUDENT UNION 
HOURS:   8:00 a.m.-4:45 p.m.    Monday thru Friday 
Despite Peterson and Meyer's 
efforts to implement these new 
ideas, the structure of USG will 
remain the same. Rep- 
resentation in USG is divided 
into district, at-large and organ- 
izational representation. 
"We are open to everybody," 
Meyer said. "Elections (for dis- 
trict representatives) are the 
last week in September." 
At-large members were selec- 
ted in elections last spring. 
He said if people have prob- 
lems, they can take them to USG 
and the organization will try to 
help or steer them in the right 
direction. 
"We are here to help people," 
Meyer emphasized. 
USG will hold regular meet- 
ings on Mondays, from 7 to 9 
p.m., in the Assembly Room of 
McFall Center. The date of the 
first meeting will be announced 
later. 
Food  
Continued from page 5. 
"In the future we are also con-; 
sidering switching from the food; 
coupon format to a declining! 
balance format used by several: 
different schools," Schimpf; 
said. "With the declining bal-J 
ance, we would issue students a• 
card, which would register and; 
deduct the cost of a meal. It; 
would reduce the amount of; 
coupon accounting we have to • 
do, and we would be able to inva-1 
lidate a card immediately, asj 
opposed to having to deal with 
stolen coupon books." 
She said, however, that the 
new system would be costly, be- 
cause new cash registers would 
have to be installed and the 
cards would have to be issued. 
"Switching (systems) would 
also do away with the open mar- 
ket students have developed 
buying and selling the coupon 
books. 
"If we decided to do it the new 
system could be in effect by Jan. 
1, but we are just looking into the 
feasibility at this point," she 
said. 
V\ 
rmg 
17360 N. Dixie Highway 
3520672 
Rides available for all services 
Sunday: 10:00 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday: 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
Chi Alpha college 
night on campus 
Family Night 
Senior Pastor: James Allen 
Asst. Pastor: Daniel Crabtree 
Youth Pastor: Loralie Crabtree 
Campus Pastor: Van Robinson 
Chi Alpha-354-1359 Faculty lounge in the Onion 
FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST 
CHURCH 
Ministering with both Campus and Community 
1506 EAST WOOSTER STREET 
at the soothes! corner of the BGSU Campus 
WORSHIP 
9:00 & 11:00 
CHURCH SCHOOL 
10:00 
(For all Ages) 
9:00 & 11:00 
(Extended session through Grade 2) 
PASTORS: 
GARY G. BOUCHER 
GALE F. GEBHART 
a congregation known for: 
the quality of our worship. 
the inspiration of our music and preaching, 
and our continuing ministry with students 
phone: 353-0682 
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM 
Foliage Plants of All 
Kinds and Sizes 
Come out and see our 
Greenhouse and Gift Shop! 
Your Full Line Floral Center 
Floral Arrangements 
Corsages, Balloons, 
Roses, & Carnations 
Soils and Insecticides 
Clay Pots and Saucers 
2V4"-14" 
Hrs. M-F 8-5:30  Sat 8-4 
Closed Sun. 
906 Napoleon 
End of South College Dr. 
353-8381 
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Head football coach Moe Ankney speaks to the crowd of freshmen at the convocation Sunday night. BG News/Paul Vemon 
Freshmen officially welcomed 
While freshmen in the past 
might not have been able to 
recognize the president of the 
University until they were 
seniors, the class of 1992 was 
given that opportunity Sunday 
night. 
President Paul J. Olscamp 
and several other important 
campus figures welcomed 
freshmen in a convocation 
ceremony in Anderson Arena. 
The class heard speeches 
from Tim Peterson,. Under- 
graduate Student Government 
president, and Ed Miller, Bowl- 
ingGreen's mayor. 
The new students were also 
taught the alma mater and the 
fight song by Richard Mathey. 
musical arts professor. 
They met the coaches of the 
fall sports teams and were en- 
tertained by Freddie and 
Frieda Falcon and the BGSU 
cheerleaders. 
Several freshmen said the In- 
troduction was an excellent 
opportunity to meet the cam- 
pus officials. 
Campus cable 
deals available 
by Tim Maloney 
chief copy editor 
Wood Cable TV is offering 
three student deals this year in 
an attempt to increase the num- 
ber of on-campus customers. 
Larry Miller, the company's 
Senera! manager, said he would 
ke to raise the on-campus cus- 
tomer percentage to 35 or 40 
percent this year. Last year, 25 
percent of student rooms pur- 
chased cable. 
The first package is offered at 
a discount rate for both fall and 
spring semesters, from Aug. 20 
to May 10. It includes the basic 
33 channels, one month of free 
Home Box Office, free installa- 
tion and a remote control. 
Miller said the value of the 
package is $144, but the actual 
student cost would be a one-time 
payment of |90. If a student's 
television is not cable-ready, a 
$25 deposit fee is required for a 
converter box, he said. 
Another offer is the semester 
K" in, which runs from Aug. 20 to 
c. 17. It also includes one 
month of free HBO and installa- 
tion, but does not offer a remote 
control, he said. 
The semester plan costs $50, 
compared to the regular cost of 
$86, he said. 
The third option. Miller said, 
is for students who do not have 
$50 to pay for an entire semes- 
ter. He said students can pay the 
installation fee of $20 and $25 for 
the converter box deposit (if 
needed) over a three month 
period. The converter deposit is 
applied to the monthly rate, he 
said. 
Basic service includes 33 
channels. Miller said the most 
popular are MTV, VH-1 and 
ESPN. Other channels are: Arts 
and Entertainment, Discovery, 
CNN-1 and -2, USA, CBN, Nicke- 
lodeon, C-Span, Lifetime, Fi- 
nancial News Network, Nashvi- 
lle Network, WTBS, WJW from 
Cleveland, WUPW from Toledo, 
WKBD from Detroit, WBGU and 
the three network affiliates from 
Toledo. 
The monthly fee for basic ser- 
vice is $12.50. 
The only extra channel avail- 
able to on-campus customers is 
HBO, which costs an additional $10 per month. 
Miller said cable hookups 
have been installed in Harsh- 
man Quadrangle and Prout 
Hall, making all residence halls 
and greek nouses cable-ready 
for the 1988-89 school year. 
Unlike last year, however, 
Wood Cable TV will not have 
sign-up booths on campus. Mil- 
ler said it is best for students to 
sign up at the company's office 
at 118 N. Main St., so students 
can have the three plans ex- 
plained to them. He said also 
students can call and sign up for 
cable. 
TRAVEL 
414E.Wooster 
352-5276 
"We are a full-service agency... Open to everyone - with 29 yrs. experience" 
• AIR TICKETS - RAIL TICKETS * HOTEL RESERVATIONS 
' •TOURS    •MOTOR COACH TOURS •"CRUISE QUARTERS" 
• CAR RENTAL •TRAVELER'S CHECKS 
• 100,000 TRAVEL ACCIDENT INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE 
Yeah, Mom. I'm watching my money 
and eating just fine! 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
Two convenient locations: 
1050 South Main Street 
1470 E. Wooster Street McDonalds 
® 
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Union brightened over summer 
by Beth Thomas 
editor 
When students enter the Uni- 
versity Union for the first time 
this fall, they are going to do a 
double take and then maybe 
check to see if they are in the 
right building. 
Renovations costing $400,000 
for the 30-year-old Falcon's Nest 
began May 9. The work was 
completed June 22 and the first 
floor of the building has been 
transformed. 
The scattered array of tables 
which once filled the room have 
been replaced with the more or- 
ganized look of smaller tables, 
all neatly painted orange and 
green. 
David Crooks, director of the 
Union, said about 30 or 40 more 
seats were added with the new 
tables, since there are more 
small tables to accommodate 
small groups. 
"There are many more usable 
seats because of smaller table 
configurations," he said. 
To accommodate larger gath- 
erings, Crooks added that the 
tables can be pulled together. 
The information desk, pre- 
viously against the back wall of 
the lobby, has been moved to the 
center of the room, but still sells 
newspapers, candy and other 
goods. 
The ceiling, lower in some 
areas, is adorned with hanging 
lights and colored banners. 
The design for the renovations 
was created by SSOE, an archi- 
tectural and design company in 
Toledo, and was supervised by 
Inghram Milliron, director of 
management support services. 
"I would say about 90 percent of 
the customers feel it's fresh, 
colorful and the old one was 
stale and there was no one color 
pattern," said Crooks. 
The renovations will provide1 
more efficient service for 
patrons, he said. 
The bakery has been made 
into an island that also sells 
sandwiches, salads and other 
deli products. Crooks said this 
makes it easier for people to 
quickly pick up to-go items. 
The beverage area has been 
condensed into a one-stop area 
and the food in the cafeteria line 
has been organized to help cus- 
tomers make selections easily, 
Crooks said. 
New additions that accom- 
pany the renovations include a 
charbroiler to give food "a Bur- 
ger King taste''and a milkshake 
machine. 
One minor adjustment that 
still needs to be made, Crooks 
said, is moving the cashier's 
station backwards about six 
feet. At its current location, the 
station is too close to the serving 
area and limits the space avail- 
able for lines to form. 
Renovations are currently un- 
derway in Prout Cafeteria, and 
should be completed around 
Christmastime, Crooks said. 
Falcon's Nest renovations 
give first new look in 30 years 
BG News/Paul Vemon 
In the "new" Union, the Information Desk is now in the middle of the lobby. It still sells newspapers, candy and 
serves as the hotel registration desk. The renovation was the first remodeling the Falcon's Nest and surrounding 
areas have received in 30 years. 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
One of the changes made to the Union during the summer was the relocation of the bakery counter from the 
back wall to the middle of the Falcon's Nest doorway. The counter was redesigned to accomodate additional 
items such as sandwiches and salads. 
UniGraohics 
{■■■■^^■■■■■■1 U University Graphic Arts 
Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
• Resumes 
• Graphic Design Consultation 
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures 
• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives 
• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output 
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh disks 
• PC / Macintosh™ file conversion 
• Full Typesetting Services 
CaM us for further information 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
HVfLMI CUTS M 
COST Of HIMR 
IBMIIOH SUNDAY 12 -6 DAILY 10-9 
Highland sends you back to school with a lesson tn savings' We have 
everything you need (or the dorm or apartment at guaranteed low 
"tnces And, as alwovs, it's all backed by the Highlond Advantage! 
©member Highland for back to school savings,    its a lesson well 
learned" 
SALE NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 27th 
OWIlS/MONTHt 
RCA 13" Solid-State 
Portable Color TV 
Take a break from study- 
ing and add some color lo 
your dorm room with this 
auto color control and au- 
to fine tuning TV. EXR350 
Sanyo MUM Stereo 
Duel Cassette Recorder 
The high-speed dubbing 
lets you make quick copies 
of a friend's tape 3-band 
graphic equalizer Contin- 
uous playback. KMW717 
ONWSlS/MONTHt 
Toshiba Modular Stereo 
With Dual Cassette 
You gotta have your mu- 
sic! 5-band graphic equal- 
izer Turntable Matching 
speakers High-speed cas- 
sette dubbing. 8SL3127 
Compact  Microwave 
With Cookine Guide 
Warm-up leftover pizza or 
enioy a fast food meal you 
can make yourself! Simple 
automatic timer. Remova- 
ble glass tray KMW1010 
$987 
Panasonic Hand-Held 
Mkrecassette Recorder 
Can't stay awake in class?1 
Let this 2-speed recorder 
take notes for you1 Easy 
one-touch recording Cue 
and review search. RN105 
Sharp Solar-Powered 
Foldable Calculator 
"How much money should I 
ask Mom and Dad for this 
time!" Figure your budget 
on this pocket calculator 
with full-size keys. DEL351 
ONLY J15/MONTHt 
Smith Corona Electronic 
SpeRmfhr Typewriter 
Let them take off for spell- 
ing1 A 50.000 word built-in 
dictionary alerts you to 
mistakes so they never ap- 
pear in your paper SL600 
reus Instruments 
Scientific Calculator 
You'll have all the answers1 
Advanced scientific calcu- 
lator with statistics, pro 
gramming, and computer 
conversions. HT160 
fi- \— Ml fa      Ifl £?■ 
MiaitajMUaM.  SS1SI 
P*««*  Ml 002 T 
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Lot 8 expanded 
by 170 spaces 
by Tracy Richards 
staff reporter 
The University is attempting 
to remedy the lack of parking by 
adding 170 spaces to the parking 
lot behind Offenhauer Towers. 
Jean Yarnell, parking and 
traffic manager, said the lot is 
being resurfaced and expanded 
now. The additional spaces will 
be designated for on-campus 
student parking. 
Yarnell said the parking prob- 
lem for on-campus students last 
year was not nearly as bad as 
some students claimed. 
"There were 200 additional 
spaces added last year which 
left many other spaces open to 
on-campus students," she said. 
Yarnell said Lot 8 is the only 
lot the University plans to en- 
large at this time. The lot was 
chosen because of the demand 
for more on-campus resident 
parking. 
The lot is located near 
McDonald Quadrangle and Of- 
fenhauer Towers. 
"Parking is accommodated 
for resident students to walk 
from their residence halls to 
their classes without using a 
car," she said. "Lots for on- 
campus students are not for 
daily use but more for storage.'' 
Many on-campus parking lots 
are located farther away than 
off-campus lots because few 
students drive to class from 
their residence halls, she said. 
Keith Monto, parking facility 
superintendent, said he expects 
the additional parking spaces 
will cut down the number of 
parking tickets issued. 
Renovation of any University 
parking lot is funded through 
registration fees, meter money, 
and parking fine money, Yarnell 
said. 
Registered cars avoid fines 
by Deborah R. Gortschalk 
assistant managing editor 
In one semester on campus, an estimated 
17,000 people let their parking meters run 
out. 
According to Jean Yarnell. parking and 
traffic manager, an additional 9,000 commit 
a parking offense — they back in, fail to dis- 
play a decal, park in a fire lane or reserved 
space, park in a loading dock, or stay over- 
time in a loading zone. 
The first step to having a car at the Uni- 
versity, however, is registering the vehicle 
that will be driven on campus. 
"It is cheaper to register your vehicle than 
to get a non-registered ticket," Yarnell said. 
While a non-register ticket will cost the 
student $35, the fee to register a vehicle is 
$25 per year, which is charged to the stu- 
dent's bursar account. 
Maps are given to students who register 
their cars. Color-coding signifies which lots 
commuter and on-campus students may use. 
Visitors have the option of parking in the 
meter lots and feeding the meters every two 
hours between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. or obtaining 
a free visitor's permit. 
The parking office designates the lot 
which can be used and the length of time the 
visitor's permit is valid. 
"Each (visitor) situation is individual," 
Yarnell said. 
Temporary registration can be obtained 
for $2 per week u a student plans to have a 
car for a short period of time. 
Yarnell encourages students with ques- 
tions to contact the parking office at 
372-2776. The office is open Mpnday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturdays and 
Sundays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is located in 
the Campus Safety and Security Building. 
Parks give students a break 
by Rebecca Thomas 
assistant city editor 
Students who desire a break 
from residence halls or want to 
maintain their summer tans can 
head to one of the three parks in 
Bowling Green that offer re- 
creation and relaxation. 
The oldest of these is City 
Park, located on Conneaut 
Avenue, according to Bob Calle- 
cod, city director of parks and 
recreation. 
City Park includes the city 
swimming pool and a large pic- 
nic area with several shelters 
that can be rented to organiza- 
tions, Callecod said. 
The park also includes facili- 
ties for volleyball, basketball, 
tennis and horseshoes, as well as 
one city Softball diamond. The 
Bowling Green Country Club is 
also part of City Park, Callecod 
said. 
"Since the country club is 
immediately adjacent to the 
park, it is considered a part of 
it," he said. 
The official hours for all the 
city parks are from sunrise until 
11:30 p.m. year round, though 
Callecod said City Park's gates 
never close. 
"If someone really wanted to 
take a walk in the park after 
We take care of .he planning... 
All you have lo do is nark 
and enjoy yourself.   PCk 
hotels, package tours, group 
arrangements, bus charters 
Call Is .Vow For 
Thanksgiving and Christmas 
Reservations \ *h*      (RMMm4 OHIO ™A*tTT) 
BKSDBIBfiOMS 
With Super Good Looks!1 
'Professional Styling Cuts 
closing hours, they could, be- 
cause the gates aren't closed or 
anything,  he said. 
The park most used by Uni- 
versity students is Carter Park, 
located on Campbell Hill Road 
behind Stadium View apart- 
ments, Callecod said. Carter 
Park offers a major softball 
complex as well as a large pic- 
nic area and some shelters. 
It also boasts a large sunbath- 
ing area. "The best suntans are 
started in Carter Park," Calle- 
cod said. "There are more peo- 
ple studying there in the spring 
than at any other place." 
Wintergarden Park, or St. 
John's Woods, is primarily a 
nature preserve, Callecod said. 
The park, located on Wintergar- 
den Road, has no organized ac- 
tivities but provides room for 
pick-up football, softball and 
soccer games, he said. 
Included in this park is the 
Wintergarden Lodge, which can 
be reserved by groups and used 
as dorm facilities for large or- 
ganizations, Callecod said. The 
lodge is also an American Youth 
Hostel. 
Though Callecod said the 
parks have relied mostly on 
word of mouth for promotion 
purposes in the past, the parks 
ana recreation department is in 
the process of re-evaluating all 
the programs. This fall, it will 
circulate a survey to the com- 
munity and students to find their 
needs and interests, he said. 
Image     W  K   x Rndkcn 
F'roducts Available 
I   . : tri< Rcwot Rcpcni 
Service 
Barber Shop 
426 E. Woo»t«r—352-4576 
SPENCER AUTOMOTIVE 
BEST GENERAL SHOP IN OHIO 
33 YEARS SAME LOCATION 
420 CLOUGH - BOWLING GREEN 
353-0171 
Foreign - Domestic - Restorations 
Guaranteed Gas Tank Repair 
■ 
Areyou 
looking for 
a church? 
Come 
worship 
with ns. 
Peace Lutheran Church 
1028 W. Wooster, B.G. 
WORSHIP SERVICE:  9:00 i.m. 
SUNDAY SCHOOL: 10:00 i.m. 
- UNIVERSITY " 
UNION 
AMREAT PLACE TO BE 
Bowl 'n' Greenery 
372-2235 
Three homemade soups daily, 
salad bar buffet and baked 
potatoes.   Food coupons 
accepted after 4 p.m.."" 
Mon.-Fri. 
li:30a.m.-2p.m. 
4p.m.-7p.m. 
Sat. Sun. closed 
Bakery 
Baked goods fresh daily, 
dried fruit, nuts, and candy. 
Food Coupons accepted 
after 6 p.m. 
Mon.-Thur. 7a.m.-8p.m. 
Fri. 7a.m. 2p.m. 
The Pizza Outlet 
372-6945 
Freash pizza 
and subs 
made to order 
within 10 minutes. 
Coupons accepted 
after 6 p.m. 
Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m.-11 p.m. 
Catering 
372-2598 
Serivces available 7 days a 
week for groups from two 
to 2,000. 
Call for more 
information. 
Pheasant Room 
372-2596 
An ala Carte luncheon and 
dinner in a traditional, newly 
remodeled, fine dining 
atmosphere.   Coupons 
accepted for evening meals 
and Sunday Buffet 
Mon.-Fri. 11:301:30p.m. 
Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-7 p.m. 
Sat. closed 
Sun. Sunday Buffet-Noon-2 p.m. 
(starting Sept. 11) 
Information Desk 
Check cashing, newspapers, 
magazines, hotel reservations. 
Mon.-Fri; 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sat.-Sun. Noon-6 p.m. 
r\ 
Meeting Rooms 
372-2241 
Services 
available free of 
charge for 
University 
faculty, staff 
.  and student 
' groups and 
organizations. 
Prout & Prout Annex 
Hot line menu, salad bar and 
cold sandwich line. 
I W* 
Mon.-Fri. 
breakfast 
lunch 
snacks 
dinner 
Sat.-Sun. 
brunch 
snacks 
dinner 
7 a.m.-10 a.m 
10:30 a.m.-2 p.m 
2 p.m.-4 p.m 
4 p.m.-6 p.m 
10 a.m.-2 p.m 
2 p.m.-4 p.m 
4 p.m.-6p.m 
Meals coupons accepted all 
day 
Building Hours 
Mon.-Fri. 
7 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Sat. 
9 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Sun. 
. 9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Hotel Rooms 
23 Rooms available 7 days a 
week throughout the regular 
year. 
Falcon's Nest 
Featuring fast short-order, 
line and cafeteria. 
GRILL 
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-ll p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.    * 
CAFETERIA 
Mon.-Thurs. 
11 a.m.-l p.m.and5 p.m.-7 p.m 
Fri. 11 a.m.-l p.m. 
Ice Cream Shoppe 
Featuring 16 flavors, \t'-^\ 
homemade novelties, pj'%r. *) 
and ice cream pies forJ 
special occasions. 
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-ll p.m. 
The Little Shop 
372-2962 
Gift ideas, office supplies, 
cards, souvenirs, and Greek 
keepsakes. 
MON.-FRI. 8 a.m.-4:45 p.m. 
Buckeye Room 
372-8071 
Bowling & Pocket Billiards 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-ll p.m. 
Sat.-Sun. Noon-10 p.m. 
/. 
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Fact Line roots in rumor control 
by Judi Kopp 
staff reporter 
Thank you for calling Campus 
Fact Line. There are no opera- 
tors on duty now, but there will 
be one here to answer your ques- 
tions at 8 a.m. tomorrow. In the 
meantime, I have some infor- 
mation that may interest you... 
Even though the chances of 
getting through on the first try 
are less than 50-50, Campus Fact 
Line, 372-2445, may be one of the 
most called numbers on cam- 
pus. 
"During the last academic 
year Campus Fact Line record- 
ed 205,000 calls total, which is 
between 800 and 900 calls per 
day," Gardner McLean, associ- 
ate director of public relations, 
said. "Every student averages 
13 calls to Campus Fact Line a 
year — we really have a large 
campus often undid the work 
they nad done. 
"In the spring of 1971, it was 
decided there needed to be an in- 
formation service that could 
give information about rumors, 
almost like a 'rumor control 
service'," he said. 
Campus Fact Line opened in 
April 1971 and received 16 phone 
calls the first day, McLean said. 
The first questions dealt with 
rumors, but there were also cal- 
lers seeking information. 
Answering these questions be- 
came the second function of the 
"fv- 
service. 
McLean said 13 students will 
be working in the fall and the 
service averages a dozen em- 
ployees. Usually one person is in 
charge of two phones, but in the 
past two people have manned 
tour phones. 
impact.' 
Alth J ough it is now considered 
a "student survival kit — one 
that gives students some re- 
sources to get through school 
and make life at the University a 
little easier," McLean said 
Fact Line was originated as a 
"Rumor Control Service" after 
the May 1970 shootings at Kent 
State University. 
"During the Vietnam War 
public opinion about the war was 
changing from blind support of 
(the war) to saying the war was 
wrong. College campuses were 
very politically involved in 
protests about the war," he said. 
"(After the shootings at KSU) 
every state university in Ohio 
except this University was 
closed by the administration or 
by student strikes." 
"The reason (this) University 
stayed open is because of the ac- 
tive involvement of the faculty 
and staff who talked to students 
about the war," McLean said. 
These discussion groups hel- 
ped the situation, he said, but 
rumors spreading around the 
"The only other operation I 
know of is the New York City 
public library (information line) 
that was started in the '80s, but I 
don't know if it's still in exit- 
tence. They receive about 
220,000 calls (per year) and we 
have averaged about 160,000, so 
we're doing pretty well," 
McLean said. 
He said it costs about $14,000 
to run the operation and most of 
the money is allotted for wages. 
"We hold back about $400 for 
materials and information and 
$200 for phone bills. Other than 
that, wages to run (Fact Line) 
are the only expenses," McLean 
said. 
He said according to the phone 
company, the chances of getting 
through after dialing the num- 
ber the first time are less than 50 
percent, which indicates the 
service has become more busy 
than in the past. 
"A lot of the calls we receive 
are from farther away than the 
University and some are even 
from people who have no asso- 
ciation with the University, but 
(someone) said 'dial this num- 
ber and they can answer your 
question,'" McLean said. 
| j 
I Perfect Touch Salon & Tanning 1 
Perfect for all your beauty needs 
"The operation is smaller now 
than several years ago," he 
said. 
Lisa Padlo, senior public re- 
lations major and student coor- 
dinator of Campus Fact Line, 
said the information for callers 
comes from numerous sources 
including encyclopedias, al- 
manacs, dictionaries and other 
reference books. 
"We have also compiled our 
own notebooks about the city 
and campus," Padlo said. 
"Sometimes we do a lot of call- 
ing to find out the information." 
McLean said Campus Fact 
Line operates successfully be- 
cause students typically ask the 
same questions. 
Padlo said operators used to 
record the actual calls by writ- 
ing (the question) down, but now 
calls are tallied according to 
categories. 
"Students usually want a lot of 
telephone numbers," she said. 
"We also categorize calls into 
academic, administrative, ac- 
tivity, entertainment and mis- 
cellaneous categories." 
McLean said Campus Fact 
Line is the only service of its 
kind at a university or college. 
g 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
Lisa Padlo, Campus Fact Line student coordinator, is one of the 13 operators who work at the service this fall. 
Fact Line originated as a rumor control service in the early 1970's, and today answers between 800 and 900 calls 
dally. Padlo is a senior public relations major in her second year as an operator. 
% 
American Heart 
Association       i 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
INTERNATIONALLY 
FAMOUS 
►**    A COLORFUL 
AND WIDE SELECTION 
OF SWEATERS... 
sweats, pants, shirts 
skirts, jackets accessories 
EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS OF 
Portside Marketplace 
Franklin Park Mall 
• Everyday Haircuts $8 
• Ear Piercing 56.50 
With 24 Karat Gold Earrings 
• Complete Line of Nexxus Products 
• Visit our Suntan Booths 
First Visit Free! 
10 visits for just s25 
Maintenance Sessions 
10 for 830 
I !5J 
|    1084 S. Main 352-2812 § 
Courtyard Square-next to Mcdonalds 
in One- the economical 
Diamond Dimension'" Checking 
account that's perfect for students 
and anyone else interested in a 
good, basic checking plan. 
Dimension One is especially suited 
for people who write only a few 
checks each month and maintain a 
low monthly balance. And it costs 
just $1 per month plus 20C 
per check. 
Discover an added dimension in 
personal banking. Stop by our 
office for details. 
Aiytmb* 
Automated Teller Machine 
Located at 434 E. Wooster Street 
(in front of Myles Dairy Queen) 
DIAMOND SWINGS 
AND LOAN COMPANY 
Personal banking at Its best. 
Full Service Office   •   735 S. Main Street, Bowling Green  •   3S2-2S38 
Checking that takes personal style into account. 
if •cimoiiiKMiiia 
Radio /hack SALE! 
Welcome, Students! 
Tandy®1000 TX 
PC Compatible 
« 899?! ££ 
Sal* End* 9/M/M     "•■•119900 
Stereo Rack System 
With Dual Cassettes 
Save 
•80 
Reg. 399.95 
GET AN EXTRA 
10% 
OFF! 
ANY ITEM IN THIS ADI 
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY. 
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT 
LOCATIONS SHOWN BELOW 
Phone Answerer 
Save 
•40 
43-3»4 
"Beeperleas" 
Remote 
Rag. 129.95 
Dual Mlcrocassettes 
8995 
Desk/Wall 
Slim-Forte® 
21»5 
While. 43540 
Brown, 43-541 
Tone/Pulse 
Dialing 
CD/AM/FM Cassette 
?,'£ 26995 
BalwiMinra Reg. 419.95 
VHS VCR With HQ 
Save 
•100 
Wireless Remote     Reg. 399.95 
Remote bane'KM extra 
Speakerphone 
Save 
•50 
Storea 200 
Namea/Numbers 
Musical PA 
Cut 
25% 
2995 
32-2030 
Batienee ami     Reg. 39.95 
Playa College Songs 
Car Alarm 
79»5 With Pager 
Phone Helpers 
:
—rfo 
Cltf rtption Cat No tecl. 
25-Fi Com 
Duplex Jack 
Inline Coupler 
27W67 
279-358 1.4a 
Power Strip 
TV/FM Antenna 
49-791        PtQi battery extra 
2495 
Fine 
Tuning 
Control 
FM Headset 
Stereo! 
2995 
Only Weighs 
2 Ounces) 
Batteries extra 
Calculator 
Off 
Clock Radio 
AM/FM 
Backup battery extra      12-1566 
Programmable 
Calculator • 
Tape Recorder 
Cut 
40°/o 
9Q95 
■■W 14-1053 
Reg. 49.95 
Batteries extra 
y 
voice 
Actuated 
4995 
83-Function 
Scientific 
Type II Cassettes 
Cut 34% 
HD-60 HD-90 
929 ?79 
•"tadi fceaet> 
44-940 44-941 
Reg 1.4* Rag. 4.3S 
Musical Keyboard 
^ 
Save 
•60 13995 
«-*007        Reg. 199.95 
Bailert«s extra 
Mlcrocassette 
Tape Recorder 
Save 
•20 
7995 ■   f*# 14-1040 
Reg. 99.95 
Voice Actuated 
Mlcrocassettes 
Micro-60 Mlcro.90 
3t»     6?s 
Woodland Mall 
1230 North Main Street 
352-5727 
Most Major 
Credit Cards 
Welcome 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION PACES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING, STORES ANO DEALERS 
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Welcome Back to Bowling 
Daily 10-9    Sunday 12-5 
OurVzjDff 
secon 
sale 
the 
Right now when you 
buy any pair of shoes 
at Kinney. get a second 
pair for half pnce Choose 
from our entire collection 
of smart styles for the 
whole family You'll start 
schooldays on the nght 
foot at Kinney Where 
you'll always find the 
nght shoe, at the nght 
price 
KNNPT 
'AVAILABLE IN ALL 
TOLEDO LOCATIONS 
AND THE WOODLAND 
MALL IN BOWLING 
GREEN 
Kinney' 
We only sell 
the ri^u shoe. 
The JCPenney Styling Salon 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU !! AT WOODLAND MALL 
SHOW YOUR BGSU ID & RECEIVE 
$2.00 OFF S5.00 OFF 
Full Service HalrCUt     Any Color or Permanent 
Wave 
PLUS FREE HAIR CONSULTATION WITH EVERY VISIT 
CALL NOW FOR YOUR (APPOINTMENT 
354-0940 OR 354-1077 EXT. 205 
. HOURS M-F 8:30-830 
SAT 8:30-8:00 
SUN 12:00-4:00 
CHARGE IT NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL 
FREE 
CATALOG 
of Government Books 
Strut for your copy today! 
Free Catalog 
Box 37000 
Wailunjlon DC 200U-70OO 
J7 "TUNE-UP" BACK TO 
}S2 COLLEGE WITH. . . 
BRUCE HORNSBY & THE RANGE 
"Scenes from the Southside" 
SOUNDTRACKS • DIRTY DANCING 
& MORE DIRTY DANCING 
BRUCE HORNSBY 
& THE RANGE 
Scenes From The Southside 
Uok cut AmWMav'TlM VMhy NM 
I WW VMk WMh tou @^fe' 
99 
vbt LPOR5 \dL. L  
"CASSETTE 
99 
CD 
gfa 
ftturlna ttt Mm: 
(TV* t*d) Th» Tim. dlt, UMkM EyM 
ViMUh.ti.lMnd 
More Dirty Dancing 
tin M mm "Dirty D«ndng" 
«nd   Big Okli Don't Cry ' 
ERIC CARMEN 
The Best of Eric Carmen" 
LPOR 
CASSETTE 
D. J. JAZZY JEFF 
"I'm the Rapper & He's the D.J." 
99 
VJ«    LPOR   9 X-Ce  
CASSETTE 
GOOD THRU AUGUST 29, 1988 
KLtCkt   UN JJ) 
WOODLAND MALL 354-1781 
HOURS:   10 a.m.9 p.m. Mon. thru Sat., Sun. 12-5 p.m. 
"HERE'S 
THE 
BEEF" $1M0FF!\ 
Bring this Coupon to Subway and get $1.00 off 
any Footlong Sub with a purchase of a Medium Drink. 
Offer expires Sept. 30, 1988 
WOODLAND 
MALL ♦SUBWflV" 
One coupon per visit 
I 
I 
I 
I 
353-0204 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9 J 
Sun. 12-5 
Open 
Mon-Sat 10-9 
Sun 12-5 
EAT-IN 
WOODLAND AAALL 
354-2272 
TAKEOUT 
PIZZA BY THE SLICE 
 -«-- , -----  
FREE 
14 oz Drink with an 
order of 4 Breadsticks 
Offer Expires Sept. 30, >988 
Good for 
$2.00 Off a Large Pizza 
! 
$1.00 Off a Small or Medium J ■ Offer Expires Sept. 30, 1988 
M. uAu> 
352-1072 
Back to School Special 
Gib 
V**0* 
H: 
«*»m. 00(f 
son Guiv 
10 to 30 % Off    0i*** 
All Guitars      „ .lftTs 
ats ^oi*8 
G^1 
10Vo Discount 
to all music teachers 
■■a 
Repairs 
Tunings 
Lessons 
BUGS 
reen 
Mllllll crnxr u czzo 
woodkmd mql 
cinema 354 -0558 
Welcome Students 
A FISH 
CALLED WANDA 
DAILY 115 330 
EVENING 7:00 935 
DIE HARD R 
DAILY 100 3:20 
EVENING 6:50 9 20 
L    CVt 
YOUNG GUNS 
DAILY  1:00 325 
E ENING 645915 
B lIHlllll 
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM 
STREET 4 
DAILY 1.10 3.35 
EVENING 7:05 9:45 
MO tUSINESS PG 
DAILY 3:20 ONLY 
EVENING 9:30 ONLY 
rm 
MAC AND Mi PG 
DAILY 120 ONLY 
.EVENING 7:15 ONLY 
& 
, wM*n 
\ 
Located in 
the 
Woodland Mall 
25' OFF 
any 1 lb. purchase 
of any Snack Item 
"f 
EXTRA 
5% OFF 
of all Gift Items 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
10-9 
Sun. 12-5 
50" OFF 
any 1 lb. purchase 
of Gourmet Coffee 
10% OFF 
any 
Pasta Purchase 
Super Savings Coupon 
Great selection from 
famous makers   , 
Bass      Stacy Adams 
Nike     Adidas     Jazz 
Nickles     Nunn Bush 
Freeman     S.R.O. 
Nina     Wegenberg 
Stratford     Puma     Calico 
Spalding     Pony     Converse 
Dingo     Bellini 
Naturalizer    9-West 
and more! 
Use your 
* 
* 
&, dip this coupon + 
& bring into El-Bee Shoes   *§ 
and receive 
25% OFF 
your purchase 
-WOODLAND MALL- 
1234 N. Main     352-4000 
■*. 
\ 
a raid •*■> «~Uy ««U| oc ortat *c«al offan 
Expires 9-11-88 
<£ 
* 
*> 
Shop 
Auflu.t24,t9M    1), 
woodland mall 
Powell's Ice Cream 
Welcomes You Back! 
Frozen Yogurt 
Gourmet Ice Cream 
Soft Serve Ice Cream 
Frozen Custard 
Sandwiches 
Located in the Woodland Mall 
Open Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5 
Get two soft serve 
ice cream cones 
for the price of one! 
offer expires Sepi.15. I988 
I-  I 
*i A 
v 
A 
See us for 
Greek 
Lavaliers 
# 
V 
Jewelers' 
We give BGSU students 
$200 INSTANT CREDIT 
and a 20% discount* 
Stop in and see us for details! 
* These benefits are yours when you complete Richard Potasky Jewelers credit 
application. Instant crdeit approval is subject to the conditions stated in 
credit agrement, crdeability and sufficient income. 
- WOODLAND MALI - 
WELCOME TO BGSU 
AND WELCOME TO 
ELDER-BEERMAN! 
It's going to be a great year! 
STOP 
and meet us at the 
Woodland Mall... 
we're just minutes 
away from campus 
and we've got a lot 
In store for you! 
THE NEWEST 
FASHIONS FROM: 
■ Union Bay■ Esprit■ Bugle Boy 
■Ocean Pacific■ Saturdays 
■Calvin KleinBReebokB9-West 
BBelliniBNikeBEspritBGenerra 
BCIiniqueBEstee LauderBAramis 
BPoloBLiz Claiborne 
j 
> 
i I 
$ 
HERE'S A WELCOME BACK 
OFFER ESPECIALLY FOR YOU!.. 
# 
PLUS THE EXTRAS 
YOU NEED FOR 
CAMPUS LIFE: 
B sheets B towels 
BcomfortersB irons 
■popcorn poppers■ dishes 
THIS 
COUPON GOOD FOR 
20* OFF 
tnm regular price of any 
single purchase In our 
Woodland Mall Store 
Valid Sunday, Augutt 11 thru 
Saturday, Augoat 27, 1M« 
You mutt praaant your Bowling Qraart 
State Unrmalty identification 
The Elder-Bemrman Charge Advantage 
■ SeecMaat+wa —matt 
■ ■ ■ 
WOODLAND MALL 
Shop 10 to 9, Sunday 12 to 5:30 
We Want What YOU Want 
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Students offered nightlife options 
by Linda Hoy 
city editor 
With 40 percent of undergrad- 
uate students prohibited from 
consuming alcohol under the 
new drinking-age law, Universi- 
ty groups are planning alterna- 
tive activities, and area bar 
owners are preparing to contend 
with underage drinkers. 
Barbara Keller, director of 
residence education, said the 
number of residence hall pro- 
grams where alcohol was served 
decreased significantly during 
the 1987-88 school year, and this 
trend will continue this year. 
"If alcohol is going to be ser- 
ved, then we're looking at the 
use of alcohol as a beverage and 
not as the focus of the event," 
Keller said. 
If an underage student should 
be caught drinking alcohol, he 
will be referred to standards and 
procedures. Possible punish- 
ments include probation and 
suspension, she said. 
"Use of alcohol is not only in 
violation of University policy 
but it's in violation of state law,' 
she said. 
"Boredom is an individual student's 
problem, not a problem caused by lack of 
programs to attend. There's always 
something for somebody to do." 
-Barbara Keller, director of residence 
education 
Underage students will meet 
with punishment for drinking 
off-campus as well. 
Area bar managers say their 
employees are watching out for 
fake ID's and will be removing 
underage patrons from their es- 
tablishments. 
The manager of Howard's Club 
H said her establishment will 
confiscate any altered ID's. She 
said alterations can be detected 
when a driver's license is held 
up to light. 
Uptown-Downtown owner Jeff 
Hobbie said his employees will 
also confiscate defaced ID's and 
turn them over to the city police 
department. 
"Over the years I've handed 
in shoe boxes of fake ID's," 
IOFF 
—I 
IOFF I 
•    COUPON    • 
This coupon is worth $5.00 off any | 
typeset [Photo or Laser] and    j 
Mi ««*•« printed resume. 
111 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
quick print, inc. 
Offer expires September 30, 1988 
HOWARD'S^ * 
210 N. Main No Cover 
Wednesday August 24 
thru Saturday August 27 
BAND UPDATES ON BG 5! 
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
NOW OPEN 
FOR LUNCH TOO! 
ON FBI.. SIT. I SUI. 
F&EEI  
Free Extra Thick Crust 
Free Extra Sauce 
Free Extra Cheese 
Just Ask! 
OT1H POOP TMWU a/Jt'M 
FKEI 
.. Free Delivery 
O^^ 353-0044 
N. Main B.G. 
--•SAVE$S-----|     r----SAVE$$---« 
2(10") Pizzas 
CHEESE  & 1 Item $555 
• IHOMCMMWTMrmi 
EXP. 10-88 
|^---SAVE$$ ■---•! 
! 1 Large Pizza 
;  CHEESE & 1 ITEM 
i $fioo \m 
p. 10-88 
1 
S(NGL€ 
00 01 
OFF    PIZZA 
•CB#O" A*O OOM O SrgM hra 
•W 0»* 0*0" ■»«! On* 
■- T| 
r----SAVESS---^ (10") Pizza 
CHEESE  & 1 Item 
PL\ FREE SOFT DRINK $4 55 
ikOMOaMisnvak 
EXP. 10-88 M   w 
Hobbie said, adding he expects 
an increase in the use of altered 
CD's this year because of the 
drinking law. 
Hobbie said if a student bor- 
rows an ID, the ID cannot legal- 
ly be taken unless it has been 
altered. 
Although underage students 
will not be allowed in the bars 
during the weekend, this sum- 
mer Uptown began offering an 
opportunity for younger stu- 
dents to dance and enjoy a bar 
atmosphere during the week. On 
Wednesday nights, 18-year-olds 
and over are admitted to Up- 
town. 
Hobbie said employees are 
keeping a sharp lookout for 
underage drinking on Wednes- 
day nights, and no second chan- 
ces will be given. Anyone caught 
breaking tJie drinking-age law 
will be removed from the bar 
without a refund. 
Admission is $2 for those who 
are not of legal drinking age. 
Others are admitted free. 
For those students who are not 
interested in the bar scene, the 
campus offers activities to keep 
a filled social calendar. 
Keller said a student who gets 
involved on campus will be sat- 
isfied with his social life, citing 
such activities as movies, plays, 
sporting events and University 
organizations. 
Boredom is an individual 
student's problem, not a prob- 
lem caused by lack of programs 
to attend," she said. "There's 
always something for somebody 
to do. There's always an activity 
for somebody to get involved 
with or participate in." 
She said residence hall pro- 
grams will be focused along 
maintaining total wellness. 
Wellness has six dimensions: 
physical, emotional, intellec- 
tual, social, occupational and 
spiritual. 
Programs on the harmful ef- 
fects of abusing alcohol will also 
be held during Alcohol Aware- 
ness Week, scheduled for Oct. 17 
through Oct. 22. 
Beth Adler, coordinator of Al- 
cohol Awareness Week, said 
that each day of the week a lec- 
ture or discussion will be held 
about alcohol, and each evening 
the group will sponsor a trivia 
contest. 
Other events scheduled for the 
week include a health fair and 
an hour-long oral interpretation, 
a celebrity Ufecycles event, and 
a five-kilometer run. 
COME BLOW YOUR HORN 
In A University Band 
CONCERT BAND / WIND ENSEMBLE 
If you are interested in playing in any of the above bonds, we invite 
you to STOP BY THE BAND OFFICE (ROOM 1010. Musical Arts 
Center) or telephone (372-2186) before completing your registra- 
tion for Fall I 
There Is plenty of opportunity to continue your participation in 
bands. You DO NOT have to be a musk mpjor to play your instru- 
ment at BGSUII 
TOTALLY coot CARPS 
THE SOURCE 
518 E. Woojter • BG, Ohio 
352-6886 
DELI & WINE 
Warzy's 
SANDWICHES 
SALADS 
CHICKEN DINNERS 
SUBS 
WINES 
WHOLE BEAN COFFEES 
BEERS 
MIXERS 
■^ 
1068 N. MAIN , B.G. 
Next to Liquor Store 
«v*aascffi&L'.- s 
ALUMNI OWNED & OPERATED 
CorpTBGSU 
Accounts 
22 
PICKS 
-Mumber 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
Since the drinking age In Ohio has been been raised from 19 to 21, 
freshmen will have to find alternatives to drinking at local bars. 
, AMERICAN X LUNG ASSOCIATION. 
Quality, service, value, truth and selection -No matter where you go, or where you 
have gone, you will not find these emphasized as much as they are here. We pnde 
ourselves on our reputation. And due to the tremendous response of our commit- 
ment we are growing more rapidly than we could ever have hoped. We must be 
doing something nght. Word of mouth IS our best ally-//$fen to your neighbors and 
friends-find what they think of us-compare the rest-We are confident you will be 
one of our valued patients toot 
Sue's Optical 
725 Haskins Road (South1 of Convenient) 
FREE PARKING   EYE EXAMS BY R. CHERRY, O.D. 
25 YRS OF EXPERIENCE IN B.C. 
Call 3S3-E YES for your eye exam appt 
f 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE 
^. 12953 KRAMER RD. 
OFF OF S. MAIN 
- BG - 
BG'S LARGEST 
MOST COMPLETE 
IMPORT FACILITY 
352-7031 
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BGSU awarded 
two posthumous 
degrees in May 
by Scott Korpowski 
staff reporter 
The University awarded two 
posthumous degrees in May. 
Steven Griffith and Scott Sheley 
earned respective bachelor of 
science and bachelor of arts de- 
grees. 
Griffith was a display design 
technology major from Worth- 
ington, Ohio. He died in an au- 
tomobile accident February 23. 
Sheley, of Eaton, Ohio, died New 
Year's Day in a choking acci- 
dent. He was a psychology 
major. 
Posthumous degrees are 
rarely awarded, Laura Wag- 
goner, assistant registrar, said. 
"We awarded two in May, 
which is the most we have a- 
warded in one year, as far as I 
can remember,' she said. 
To be awarded a posthumous 
degree, the student must have 
died  within  one  semester   of 
graduation, Waggoner said. "It 
depends on their situation, but if 
a student unfortunately be- 
comes deceased in their last 
semester, the University will 
award a degree posthumously," 
she said. 
Requests for posthumous de- 
gree awards usually begin with 
the student's adviser and follow 
the school's administrative lad- 
der to the dean of the student's 
college. 
The dean would then advise 
the registrar to award the de- 
gree, Waggoner said. 
The family of the deceased 
has the option of accepting the 
degree at commencement 
ceremonies, Waggoner said. 
"We try to take the family's 
feelings into account, but if they 
attend, the family receives the 
diploma which is noted post- 
humous," she said. 
Waggoner said the University 
averages one posthumous de- 
gree per year, but she does not 
recall any for 1987. 
SLS gives students legal help 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
Students who are in legal 
trouble and do not know where 
to turn can direct their problems 
to Student Legal Services. 
By making an appointment, 
students can receive legal help 
without being charged, with the 
exception of the $3 fee included 
in tuition payments each year. 
However, any court costs, filing 
fees or tines that may be in- 
curred as part of litigation are 
the student's responsibility, 
Marcy Wilks, legal assistant 
with SLS, said. 
The fee covers the cost of run- 
ning the SLS office, and retain- 
ing one full-time and one part- 
time attorney, plus a legal assis- 
tant and remodeling the facility. 
The remodeling costs for the 
office are approximately $4,500, 
Wilks said. 
Greg Bakies, full-time attor- 
ney, earns $34,000 and Richard 
Schmidt, part-time attorney, 
earns $13,000 under a nine- 
month contract. 
Though students can opt not to 
pay the fee, Wilks said she ex- 
pects most students to support 
BG News/Suaan Schulz 
Gregory E. Bakies and Richard A. Schmidt 
"We have budgeted a 98 per- 
cent participation rate," Wilks 
said. She said approximately 
$40,000 is generated from the 
fee, the only source of income 
for SLS. 
SLS can offer advice, rep- 
resentation or education for stu- 
dents who pay the fee, in most 
cases, according to Wilks. 
SLS cannot, however, assist in 
student cases involving the Uni- 
versity, such as grade or class 
disputes. 
Still, there are other Universi- 
ty-related instances where the 
organization can help. 
"If, for example, campus se- 
curity picks up a student, yes, 
we can get involved because 
441 don't want 
a lot of hype. 
I just want 
something I 
can count on.W 
mm if li^^^H 
IB                 41    m^^Kr         JttJ^        ^^1 Some long distance com- panies promise you the moon, 
but what you really want is de- 
pendable, high-quality service. 
^Hjk -T^ft                           M^_g0| That's just what you'll get when 
*■*                    m         *  jfl                                                                       ^F you choose AT&T Long Distance 
Service, at a cost that's a lot less 
than you think. You can expect 
low long distance rates, 24-hour 
operator assistance, dear con- 
nections and immediate credit 
for wrong numbers. And the 
assurance that virtually all of 
your calls will go through the 
first time. That's the genius of 
the AT&T worldwide Intelligent 
Network. 
When it's time to choose, 
forget the gimmicks and make 
the intelligent choice, AT&T. 
If youd like to know more 
about our products or services, 
like International Calling and 
the AT8T Card, call us at 
1800222-0300. 
Hi  Hi HHi HH   BHHBHH   IHIHHHI 
ART 
Greg MeyUniversity of North Carolina- Class of 1989 
The right choice. 
after the charge is filed, it is the 
city or the state (making the 
charge)," Wilks said. 
Last year, SLS made 2,100 
client contacts, and of those con- 
tacts, 70 percent of the cases 
dealt with criminal misdemean- 
ors such as driving under the in- 
fluence, criminal trespassing, 
disorderly conduct, petty theft 
and pulling false fire alarms, 
she said. 
Landlord-tenant disputes con- 
stituted 25 percent of the con- 
tacts, and the remaining 5 per- 
cent were miscellaneous, Wilks 
added. 
. "The minute (students) find 
they have a problem, they 
should call right away,'' Wilks 
said. 
She said most problems arise 
when students wait too long be- 
fore seeking help with their legal 
problems or the problems are 
not taken seriously enough. 
"Being a student is not a de- 
fense. Some of those pranks are 
illegal and if criminal charges 
are filed, they have to live up to 
those responsibilities," Wilks 
said. 
"They are adults, they are on 
their own. and they will get 
caught," she said. 
How to Create, 
Conduct & Complete 
Your Dissertation 
(and keep your sanity in    • 
the process) 
September 17 6 24, 1988 
at the 
Bowling Green Holiday Inn 
for more information, call 
The Hew School of Thought 
Bill Brucksch, EdD 
Executive Director 
(513)  429-2071 
r Hurry, Hurry, 
Hurry! 
to 
1966 
STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS 
FAIR 
WHAT: A fun opportunity to 
meet and talk with 
representatives from 
over 65 student 
dubs, oroups. and 
organizations. 
WHME: lenhart Grand 
Ballroom. 2nd Floor. 
University Union. 
WHEN: 
WHYi 
Wednesday. 
September 7. IIOO 
a.m. to JOO p.m. 
make the most 
of your college 
experience! 
GIT INVOMW 
Sponsored by th» Q**1c» of 
StutfM flOMUn V OrttflUttort      H 
R OMaon ol Snxtent Mtam 
        -Ilj|. 
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UAO offers activities, skills 
by Deborah R. Goilschalk 
awislant managing editor 
Statistics prove that students 
Involved in campus activities 
have a better chance of graduat- 
ing - which is exactly why the U- 
nlversity Activities Organiza- 
tion encourages involvement in 
one of its 13 planning commit- 
tees. 
UAO, which sponsors a 
majority of the University's en- 
tertainment, is an organization 
that can provide students with 
"skills that can transfer into a 
real job," said Gale Swanka, the 
organization's director. 
Students become better organ- 
ized when they learn to run pro- 
grams, plan budgets, and refine 
Meets diverse interests 
communication and time- 
management skills, Swanka 
said. 
Students interested in art can join a committee that provides 
publicity materials, ana build a 
portfolio at the same time. Mu- 
sic students can join one of two 
music committees and work to 
schedule local or national bands. 
Boy and Girl Scouts can join an 
outdoor recreation program, 
Swanka said. 
"There's a lot of variety in 
what we do," she said. 
The other 11 committees are 
the Derforming arts, travel, 
spotlight entertainment, pub- 
lications, public relations, mini- 
courses, campus films, adminis- 
tration, games, exhibits and 
contemporary issues. 
"All of them offer a chance to 
make friends and get involved 
on campus," Swanka said. 
When students get involved, 
they have something to do in 
their free time and are much 
happier, she said. 
The first organizational UAO 
meeting is Sept. 7 at 8 p.m. on 
the third floor of the University 
Union. 
Three UAO committees are 
working on a non-alcoholic faci- 
lity that will host comedians, 
local bands, mimes and disc jockeys Friday nights beginning 
in mid-October in Prout Hall 
Cafeteria. 
This, along with a non- 
alcoholic Fall Fest, have been 
planned because most freshmen 
and sophomores are under the 
legal drinking age, and UAO 
wants to plan events where all 
students will be comfortable. 
Monday night Eppler South 
was transformed into a night- 
club in an orientation program 
called "Club Coca-Cola, a spin- 
off of "Club MTV," which is 
seen on Music Television 
(MTV). 
911 helps students 
during emergencies 
I  
by Tim Bush 
Waff reporter 
; Students faced with an emergency on campus can easily and 
Quickly reach help by dialing 9-1-1 on any campus phone. 
' Janet Tracy, communications supervisor for the University police 
division, said 911 can be used for medical emergencies, fires, or to 
report crimes in progress. 
• ''The 911 number just makes it easier for students to get help in a 
purry," she said. 
Dialing 911 reaches the desk of the University police division. The 
operator on duty can dispatch police officers or transfer the call to 
the city fire department or Wood County Hospital at the touch of a 
button, Tracv said. 
Although the 911 number reaches the same place as the number 
for the University police, 372-2346, Tracy said students should call 
911 only in the event of a real emergency. 
"If students use the 911 number for routine calls to the police de- 
partment, or to report a crime that has already occurred, the 911 line 
could become tied up," she said. 
Another method by which students may reach the police during an 
emergency is through the "blue light" phones which are stationed at 
nine locations on campus, Tracy said. These phones are located in 
boxes on blue poles. 
"If a girl is being chased on campus and the only thing she can do 
is reach one of these phones, open the box and pick up the receiver, a 
light will come on at a receiver in the department and we will know 
that something is happening at that specific location. We'll then send 
somebody," she said. 
Temporary phone 
directory revived 
by Amy Burkett 
wire editor 
For the first time in six years, 
the University has printed a 
temporary telephone directory 
for use until permanent books 
can be published. 
The revival of the temporary 
directory was brought on by the 
request of Richard Conrad, di- 
rector of Computer Ser- 
vices/Telecommunication Ser- 
vices. 
"By having a temporary di- 
rectory, this will take off some 
of the calls to the campus opera- 
tors and Fact Line. At the be- 
ginning of the year so many 
people use the campus opera- 
tors, because that is the only 
way they know to get the needed 
number. But by printing a tem- 
Krary directory, students will 
ve easy access to the numbers 
they need," Conrad said. 
JJli-'.^^Ll^l^^-Ll L^_L:_. ._J_1J_^1_1_1:1_1±1^_1_._.J       .•.'.'.•. 
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GET INVOLVED WITH 
COME TO THE UAO ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING - SEPTEMBER 7th - 8 p.m. 
GRAND BALLROOM 
START OFF 88-89 WITH A 
BANG!! 
**** *********************************** ********** 
DON'T MISS... 
"THE THREE STOOGES 
FILM FESTIVAL" 
Thursday, September 8th 
Gish Film Theater/Hanna Hall 
9 p.m. - FREE w/ BG I.D. 
"SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL" 
Friday & Saturday. Sept. 9th & 10th 
210 MSC at 8 p.m. & 10 p.m. 
ONLY $1.50 w/BG I.D. 
"ABOUT LAST NIGHT" 
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 9th & 10th 
210 MSC at Midnight 
ONLY S1.50 w/BG I.D. 
******************************** i 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
Homecoming King & Queen 
Applications available in the 
UAO office - 3rd floor Union 
Sept. 5th - 16th - Due Sept. 16th 
I 
PLANT 
SALE 
Tuesday, 
September 6th 
thru 
Friday, 
September 9th 
in the 
UNION 
OVAL 
********* ******* 
NEXT 
WEEK'S 
MOVIES 
THE 
ADVENTURES 
\OF SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
& 
THREE MEN 
AND A BABY 
m 
Cliff Boutelle, director of pub- 
lic relations, organized the tem- 
porary directory. 
"The temporary directory will 
list faculty and staff members 
plus the number of all on- 
campus organizations and stu- 
dents. It is in tabloid form and 
was distributed to all on-campus 
mailboxes," Boutelle said. 
"This will be very helpful to stu- 
dents in making others more ac- 
cessible." 
The permanent phone books 
will be out at the beginning of 
October. Off-campus students 
must fill out a form stating their 
address and telephone number 
by Friday, Aug. 26 in order to be 
listed in the directory. 
Those forms can be picked up 
at and returned to the Union In- 
formation Desk, Off-Campus 
Student Center, Library Circu- 
lation Desk, Housing Office or 
the University Bookstore. 
Corner Confusion 
BG News/Paul Vemon 
A Bowling Green city police officer had to direct traffic last Thurs- 
day on the corner of Wooster and Main streets, due to the fact that 
the lights were being changed over. 
Flexible schedule set 
for student photo ID'S 
Pictures for photo IDs will be 
taken in 104 Commons, behind 
the campus police station, start- 
ingAug. 24. 
The hours are: 
[ iAug. 24 and 25: 9 a.m. to 7 
p.m. □Aug. 29 through Sept. 1: 9 
a.m. toy p.m. 
Sept 5-8: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Sept 12-15: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Regular hours begin Monday 
Sept. 19 and will be Monday 
through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. through the remainder of 
the semester. 
Photo IDs will no longer be 
taken in Moseley Hall, as has 
been done in previous years. 
CRUDE 
STOPPER! 
CONVENIENCE IN EVERY WAY 
Food • Beverages • and more. . 
All Beer at State Minimum prices. 
Carry out from 7 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
Come in and check out our 
selections • All General 
titles are 89* each. 
GRAND OPENING 
Experience BG's Classiest Tanning 
Club. Attached to the back of 
Dairy Mart. 4 beds available 
see coupon below. 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENT LOCATION: 
E. WOOSTER ST. (ACROSS TRACKS)  352-8723 
BRING IN COUPON FOR YOUR DISCOUNT 
CAMPUS TANNING CLUB 
BG's Classiest Tanning Club 
Located directly behind Dairy Mart 
on E. Wooster Street. 
Good thru 
I      9-1-88 $5 off of tanning 
CALL 352-7889 FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
'""nTiimiiHmmmimniT" 
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Retired campus cop 
charged with assault 
by Beth Church 
copy editor 
A retired University public 
safety officer was arrested Sat- 
urday afternoon for allegedly 
assaulting his wife and several 
weapons were confiscated from 
his Bowling Green home, police 
said. 
Kenneth Mercer, 933 Pearl St., 
was charged with domestic vio- 
lence after his wife, Lola, re- 
Eorted he allegedly grabbed her 
y the throat, hit her in the 
mouth and pushed her against a 
door, causing her to nit her 
head. 
Mr. Mercer was apprehended 
at the intersection of Main 
Street and Napoleon Road by 
city police. 
Mrs. Mercer told police her 
husband kept a number of guns 
in the house. Police confiscated 
the weapons "because of a 
safety factor for both (par- 
ties)," according to the police 
report. 
Five .22-caliber rifles, an M-l 
carbine rifle and two 20-gauge 
shotguns were removed from 
the home. 
Two additional weapons were 
taken from the Mercer home 
Sunday. The police report said 
four of the guns did not have 
serial numbers. 
Lt. David Weekley of the 
campus police force said Mr. 
Mercer was a former sergeant 
with the campus police depart- 
ment. He was on a leave of ab- 
sence from January until a 
month ago, when his retirement 
became effective. 
According to an Aug. 28, 1986 
BG News article Mercer was 
suspended in November 1984 
from his duties with the Univer- 
sity police when the University 
charged him with failure to de- 
monstrate good behavior after 
an alleged incident between him 
and a University student. 
He was reinstated with full 
back pay Aug. 25,1986, after the 
Ohio Supreme Court upheld a 
July 198s Wood County Common 
Pleas Court decision saying 
Mercer's punishment should 
have been a 60-day suspension, 
not dismissal. 
Theater seeking freshmen 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
staff reporter 
The 1988 all-freshman University Theater pro- 
duction of "The Madwoman of Chaillot" is filled 
with opportunities for talented freshmen who can 
act, sing, juggle, dance, play music, or even do 
sign language. 
According to director Norm Schroder, the play is 
a "comedy of ideas" which reflects the time it 
was written in. 
Jean Giraudoux wrote and set the play in 1944 in 
Nazi-occupied Paris, and because of that the play 
becomes ^Srery allegorical for that era," said 
Schroder, a doctoral student in theater. 
"In the play, the 'bad' guys want to destroy 
Paris by digging it up and drilling for oil," he said. 
"So the 'good' people inform the madwoman of 
what is going on and she decides to get rid of all the 
'bad' people in the course of an afternoon." 
The play will run Oct. 19-22 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 23 
at 2 p.m. Currently, the cast will include 23 speak- 
ing roles. Schroder said he is planning to add some 
non-speaking roles as well. 
"Anyone cast is going to spend a lot of time on 
stage, he said. "It is basically an ensemble cast, 
but even the smaller roles have their own unique 
little moments. 
"I am very interested in seeing people with tal- 
ents such as juggling, dancing or even street musi- 
cians," he saidT^'One character is a deaf-mute, so 
I'd really like to see someone who knows sign lan- 
guage." 
Yet for those freshmen who prefer the comforts 
of back stage instead of the spotlight, Schroder 
said the freshmen will also be involved in all tech- 
nical aspects of the production, from assistant 
directing and stage managing to building sets and 
runninglights. 
"This is the ideal show for freshmen interested 
in technical theater to break in with," he said. 
Auditions will be held Aug. 29 and 30 at 7 p.m. in 
400 University Hall. Callbacks are by invitation 
only and will be held Aug. 31 at 7 p.m. in the same 
location. 
Freshmen interested in the technical aspect of 
the production should contact Schroder at audi- 
tions. 
Allen Kepke, chair of the theater department, 
said it was important for the freshmen to realize 
that the auditions are open to non-theater majors 
and no previous experience is needed. 
"A lot of people who were in the freshmen show 
go on to be in other theater productions," he said. 
"Yet some of our other students were not cast in 
the freshmen show and got involved through other 
plays, so don't become discouraged if you don't get 
cast." 
Coke gets can contract 
Pepsi relegated to tountains in dining halls 
by Judl Kopp 
staff reporter 
Even though Mike Tyson 
says Pepsi reigns with him as 
"The Champ.'' the products 
will have to tight "The Real 
Thing" on campus. 
Coke products are now sold 
in cans and Pepsi products 
are offered in fountain form 
in the University's dining 
halls, according to Jane 
Schimpf, director of Food 
Operations. 
The two beverages have 
been available in the reverse 
form for the past three years. 
"Coke contracted with the 
University in April and the 
change was made in the din- 
ing halls on May 20," Schimpf 
She said soda contracts are 
awarded for one year with an 
option to renew for two years 
at the end of the first year. 
Pepsi had Just completed its 
third year supplying the Uni- 
versity. 
Schimpf said of the three 
companies that put in bids at 
the University —Pepsi, Coke 
and 7UP — the 7UP Co. 
offered the lowest can price, 
but the Coke product were 
chosen to suit students' tastes. 
"We taste-tested with stu- 
dents and realized our cus- 
tomers wouldn't accept RC 
(cola)." she said. "A survey 
was also taken at the Union 
and the students said 'We 
want Coke or Pepsi.'" 
Schimpf said to be fair to 
the TUP Co., a machine was 
installed in Prout Cafeteria 
and tabs are being kept on 
sales. 
"In the spring, if the cus- 
tomers buy RC products, we 
will consider 7UP," she said. 
Bids are based on a com- 
bination of price, quality and 
service. Schimpf said deliv- 
ery needs and quality of 
product are as important as 
price. 
"The award is in the best 
interest of the University to 
serve as an agent of the cus- 
tomers," she said. "We want 
to serve the customers what 
they want to purchase." 
She said product identifica- 
tion is also a reason cola 
companies enjoy having their 
products offered at universi- 
"In college markets, the 
companies like to have the 
product in the college for 
identity. If the students see 
the products here (in the 
cafeterias), it is hoped the 
students will identify with the 
product and will buy it at the 
grocery stores," Schimpf 
said. 
She said in the future, cola 
products may be bid separ- 
ately from the variety of pro- 
BG News' Photo Illustration 
ducts offered by the 7UP Co. 
"I see the assorted flavors 
offered by 7UP to be popular 
— the Cherry 7UP and the 
Sunkist Orange products," 
she said. 
She said sales of the canned 
products outweigh sales of 
the fountain sodas. 
"I sell a lot more cans - it's 
estimated we will sell $263,000 
in Coke. We only sell $27,000 
from the mixed syrup sales," 
she said. "I think a lot of that 
is because students are able 
to carry the canned products 
out of the cafeterias more 
easily than the (fountain 
drinks)." 
Neither Pepsi or Coke are a 
clear frontrunner in student 
preference, she said. 
"I used to say the students 
preferred Pepsi, but I would 
say both are popular. Looking 
at the statistics I would say 
sales are pretty even," she 
said. 
Student Services Building 
WELCOME BACK! 
University Bookstore 
New and Used Textbooks. 
• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE • BGSCJ SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS 
• CHILDREN'S BOOKS *ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• BEST SELLERS *FILM & DEVELOPING 
• PAPERBACKS •GREETING CARDS 
• STUDY AIDS •BGSCI IMPRINT ITEMS 
• MAGAZINES •HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
• CALCULATORS            m m ^      •GIFTS Special Opening Hours 
8/22     Non.      8 a.m. - 8p.m. 8/25       Thur. 8 a.m. -8 p.m. 
8/23     Tues.     8 a.m. -8 p.m. 8/26       Fit 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
8/24     Wed.     8 a.m.-8 p.m. 8/27       Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
8/29 Mon. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 9/1 Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
8/30 Tues. 8 a.m. • 8 p.m. 9/2 Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
8/31 Wed. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 9/6 Tues. 8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Open SAT. 8/20 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
SUN. 8/21 Noon - 6 p.m. i 
CLOSED ' 
Sun 8/28. S.t. 9/3. Sun. 9/4. Mon. 9/5 (Labor Day) 9'7 Wed     Resume K^1" Hours 
Master Card/Visa Accepted Regular Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri. 
Phone: 372-2851 9:00 to 5:00 Sat. 
The University Bookstore is owned ond operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying 
its students with textbooks,, classroom materials and to supply all of your college needs. 
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GSS aims to serve both 
grads and undergrads 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
i staff reporter 
Although the primary focus of 
Graduate Student Senate is to 
represent the needs and grie- 
vances of graduate students, 
undergraduates can. benefit 
from the organization as well. 
Many issues affect both grad- 
uate and undergraduate stu- 
dents, Erik Strunk, GSS vice 
president, said. He said those is- 
sues are tuition, medical insur- 
ance policies, on-campus light- 
ing and on-line registration. 
In a certain aspect, we have 
freshmen, too," Strunk said. 
"(First-year graduate students) 
are confronted with the same 
problems and confusion as un- 
dergraduates." 
GSS is composed of an execu- 
tive unit and general body. 
The executive unit has six 
officers: president, Teresa Tan- 
cre; vice president, Erik 
Strunk; treasurer, Kilong Ung; 
secretary,   Kathleen   Bower; 
"In a certain aspect, we have freshmen, 
too. (First-year graduate students) are 
confronted with the same problems and 
confusion as undergraduates." 
-Erik Strunk, GSS vice president 
minority affairs coordinator, 
Angela Spence; and program- 
ming coordinator, Silagh Chiap- 
petta. 
In addition to the officers, two 
at-large representatives are 
also members of the executive 
unit. 
The general body of GSS, con- 
sisting of 51 senators and two at- 
large representatives, has vot- 
ing privileges, but the executive 
unit does not. 
The senators, who are selec- 
ted by the academic depart- 
ments, voice ideas and concerns 
during the GSS meetings held 
every other Friday from 2:30 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
<5 * 
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During the first two weeks of 
fall semester, academic de- 
partments will get letters in- 
structing them to choose a GSS 
representative, Tancre said. 
Departments make the selec- 
tions according to their own 
guidelines. 
Two committees that are 
major components of GSS are 
the finance and welfare commit- 
tees, Tancre said. 
The finance committee con- 
siders applications for supple- 
mental funds, including a 
professional development Fund 
and additional research funds. 
The welfare committee"could 
deal with anything," Strunk 
said. It is designed to ensure 
that "graduate students get a 
fair shake," he said. 
The doors to the GSS office are 
open to undergraduate students 
as well. 
"We are more than willing to 
talk to undergraduates ... about 
the graduate college or graduate 
student's life," Strunk said. 
BG News/Susan Schulz 
Jeff Skinner, senior molecular biology major, posts jobs at the Student Employment Office. The office, located 
at 460 Student Services. Is open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Dates open for job listings 
by Linda Hoy 
city editor 
Looking for a paycheck to beat 
the bursar bill blues? The Office 
of Student Employment offers a 
job referral service for students 
who want to work while on cam- 
pus. 
Although appointments for 
viewing campus job listings fill 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w. valid drivers license 
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Student 
Records 
Under the terms if the Family Educational 
Rights and the Privacy Act of 197-4, and 
University policy on student records. 
Bowling Green State University may 
disclose such personally identifiable 
information from a student's educational 
record as has been designated to be 
directory information. 
Students have the right to refuse the 
designation of personally identifiable 
information as directory information. If a 
student exercises this right, directory 
information will not be released without 
the student's consent except as provided 
by law and University policy. Students 
choosing to exercise their rights respecting 
directory information should contact in 
person the Office of the Vice President for 
Student Affairs, by 5 p.m., Thursday, 
September 1, 1988. 
up fast, students can always 
come in the office and wait for a 
break in the job rush, according 
to Jeff Skinner, student assis- 
tant at student employment. 
Skinner said all registered 
students should have received 
cards in the mail detailing the 
firocess for getting on-campus 
obs. 
"There are so many new and 
returning students looking for jobs that it is the only way we 
can get everyone jobs," he said. 
Student appointments for 
viewing the job listings will be 
held on Aug. 22, 23, 25 and 31, 
and Sept. 2, from 8 a.m. to 12 
p.m. and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 
10-minute intervals. 
"For students who did not 
schedule an appointment they 
can come by our office (450 Stu- 
dent Services). It will be a first- 
come-first-served basis," Skin- 
ner said. 
He said that during the third 
and fourth week of classes be- 
tween 20 and 60 students show up 
outside the office to look for jobs, and appointments can be 
made then. 
After a student has viewed the 
job listings, a referral is issued 
to the department where the 
student is seeking employment. 
Interviewing andTuring is hand- 
led by the individual depart- 
ments, Skinner said. 
New jobs will be posted on 
Tuesday and Friday of each 
week at the office, he said. 
FUN FOOD 
FUN TIMES 
FOR FUN PEOPLE 
353-0988 
I04S. Main St.. B. G 
DOWNSTAIRS- 
45 Sandwiches, 60 Brands Of Beer, Homemade 
Soups, Fondue, Ribs, Steaks and Desserts 
P=UPSTAIRS WE FEATURE^ 
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4-9 p.m. 
Munchle Buffet 4-7 p.m. 
TUES.-SAT. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
JAZZ NIGHT EVERY MONDAY 
vodr.   itotiK 
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Campus 
DA vehicle stolen from 
Toledo was recovered from 
Lot 6 on Aug. 19 when a park- 
ing officer found it to be in vio- 
lation of parking regulations. 
The Toledo Auto Theft De- 
partment was notified. 
OTwo males shouted "boo" 
into the window of a McDonald 
West ground floor resident 
Saturday night. Reports said 
they then threw something 
through a window. There were 
no injuries, but damage was 
estimated at $70. 
OTwo 10-speed men's blue 
bicycles, locked to each other, 
were stolen from Anderson 
Hall Sunday. The total value of 
the bicycles is $340. 
QA tan bi-fold leather wallet 
containing an employee identi- 
fication card and $125 was tak- 
en from a desk top in Offen- 
hauer West Sunday. 
DA change purse and full 
coupon book was stolen out of a 
Surse during the Freshman 
onvocation   in   Anderson 
Arena Sunday. 
DTwo teddy bears were sto- 
len from a treasure chest in the 
front yard of the Alphi Phi 
house Sunday night. 
HFive males were found in 
the tunnels underneath 
McDonald West at 3 a.m. Mon- 
day. Lee J. Burlingame. Jef- 
frey Laws, Jamie Corral and 
Daniel Carrol, all of Bowling 
Green, and James Jeffrey of 
Weston were arrested and 
charged with criminal tre- 
spassing. 
Police are investigating 
the theft of stereo equipment 
from the Moore Musical Arts 
Center Monday afternoon. The 
value of the equipment was es- 
timated at$550. 
OTwo meal coupon books 
left unattended were stolen 
from Kreischer Dining Hall 
and the University Union 
Monday. The books had a total 
value of $239. 
D Police said Nicole D. Bark- 
ley of Bowling Green, Gregory 
C. Williams of Dayton, Chris- 
topher L. Comer of Cincinnati, 
Michael T. Singer of Columbus 
and Craig W. Schappacher of 
Springfield were cited, in se- 
parate incidents, for violations 
of liquor laws early Monday 
morning. 
City 
An air-conditioner valued 
at $400 was stolen from the of- 
fice of Kirk's Coin' Laundry 
Friday. 
DPolice said, in separate in- 
cidents, they arrested Gima- 
son Brown, 1 Springhill Dr.. 
Lanny Welly of Bryan, and 
Tim Hang, 4441/2 S. Main St., 
for driving under the influence 
of alcohol Saturday. 
■ IA 17-year old Toledo resi- 
dent was arrested Saturday at 
Howard's Club H for posses- 
sion of a false identification. 
DA female student walking 
on East Court Street was hit 
with a water balloon Saturday 
by several unidentified males 
driving by. The student did not 
wish to press charges. 
DTwo radar detectors were 
stolen from automobiles over 
the weekend. Police said one 
was stolen from a car in the 
J.C. Penney parking lot at 
Woodland Mall Saturday and 
the other from a car in the 
Ponderosa Steak House, 1544 
E. Wooster St., Sunday. 
Both cars had the passen- 
ger's window broken. No 
arrests were made. The radar 
detectors were each valued at 
about $250. 
Three mailboxes on Scott 
Street were smashed and par- 
tially torn from their posts 
Sunday. The value of damages 
has not yet been estimated. 
Police answered 10 calls of 
disturbing the peace during 
the weekend. 
OFemales on both Main 
Street and Ninth Street 
received harassing calls Mon- 
day evening. Both callers gave 
names unknown to the women. 
Michele A. Herman of 
Bowling Green was arrested 
Monday for shoplifting $41.84 
of merchandise at Harts, 1094 
N. Main St. 
Help bring the world together. 
Owner/Manager 
Formerly of 
The Hair Gallery 
Formerly of 
The Arrangement 
Formerly of 
First Edition 
STYLING STUDIO 
354-1477 
Specializing In 
Perms Haircuts 
Highlighting Hair Coloring 
Manicures Sculptured Nails 
Ear Piercing 
315 E. Wooster 
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CAMPUS ■■■ 
POLLYEYES 
352-9638 or 354-0056 
440 E. Court 
Free Delivery 
(Minimum of $300) 
Open 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. Sun-Wed. 
Open 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Thur, Fri. & Sat 
Slices of Pizza Available For Delivery $1.50 
•Live Music      Wed.-Sat. 
•Over 50 Imported Beers 
FREE CUP OF SOUP 
With Any Large Salad 
Chef, Taco, Veg. or Turkey 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES Saw 11.00 
$1.00 OFF 
Any Full Price Pasta Dinner 
Or Nacho Delite 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638 
""—'"Jo""*"'"" 
Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizxa 
With One Item 
Extra Item* 7(K       $3.20 Value 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS! 
$9. >.oo 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
Two 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas 
Extra Items 90«    A $12.80 Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
$7.00 
Any Large 14 Inch 
Two Item Pan Pizza ft 
One Quart of Coke 
Extra Item. $1.20   A $10.00 Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street   352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
Skills labs assist students 
by Kathy Fox 
staff reporter 
Although college class work can become over- 
whelming, the University offers several programs 
to assist students in making the grade in reading, 
writing and arithmetic. 
Joan Morgan, director of the Office of Academic 
Enhancement, said the department offers three 
labs to help students improve their basic skills as 
well as offering other support services. 
As well as offering the Writing, Study Skills and 
Math Labs throughout the year, the department 
also schedules seminars on time management, 
notetaking and listening to improve a student's 
performance at the University. 
Ofir Sisco, reading specialist at the Study Skills 
Lab, said the program offered at the lab is de- 
signed to enhance knowledge a student has 
already obtained. 
Although the Study Skills Lab specifically fo- 
cuses on courses such as sociology, psychology, 
and natural sciences, advice for studying, text- 
book comprehension, and notetaking pertaining to 
all courses is available. 
Sisco said strategy is a tool in any specialized 
field — with academics as no exception. 
"Study skills are the strategy you use in learn- 
ing," she said. 
The lab is located at 213 Moseley and is open 
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Similar to the 
Writing and Math labs, an appointment is not re- 
quired at the Study Skills Lab, but is advised. 
The Writing Laboratory, located at 303 Moseley, 
aims at helping students who may have difficulty 
writing papers or reports or who just want to brush 
up on certain writing techniques and styles. 
The general opening for both the Writing and 
Math Labs will be Sept. 6. However, the labs will 
open with limited hours beginning Aug. 29. 
Hours of operation for the Writing Lab are tenta- 
tively set as Monday-Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 8 
p.m., Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
and Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Math Lab hours are Monday-Thursday from 9:30 
a.m. to8p.m., Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 5p.m., and 
Sunday from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. in 101 University 
Hall. 
The labs are staffed by a combination of gradu- 
ate and undergraduate students. Laura Perez, 
math specialist at the lab, said most students bring 
their math homework to the lab and ask questions 
as they arise. 
"Sometimes a small group from one class will 
sit together and a tutor will answer their ques- 
tions,  she said. 
I ■:.;.;.:.;.;.:.;J.i.f.;.;.!gg Welcome Back Students 
TO'S 
900 E. Wooster 
(across from Kohl Hall) 
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• Great Prices on Sportswear 
• We have Greek letters 
• See us for Customized Imprinting 
• Rainbow of colors 
• Widest selection of Sportswear 
352-3365 
Garnet Ohns, Owner 
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ONE ACCOUNT PLUS. 
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP 
ADDING UP 
Only Fifth Third's One Account 
Plus can give you so much for so 
little per month 
FIGURE IT OUT FOR 
YOURSELF 
Add up how much you're used 
to paying for checking. Now total 
up how much more you'd be get- 
ting (and how little you'd be pay- 
ing), if you had One Account Plus. 
You'd get: 
► Unlimited check writing 
► Free personalized checks 
► No minimum balance 
► A Visa Of MasterCard with no 
annual fee* 
► Discounted rales on installment 
(oars' 
■< 
► Visa or MasterCard Ready Reserve 
► Free trawler's checks, cashier's 
checks and certified checks 
► Free Jeanle s Private Line bill paying 
► Free notary services 
► A free safe deposit box for one year 
► Plus, interest on your money 
The total cost for all these serv- 
ices? A paltry seven dollars a month 
Just a few dollars more than most 
people pay for a regular account. 
ADD ON ANOTHER FWS 
If you'd prefer getting all the 
benefits of a One Account Plus 
checking account, without 
paying the monthly service 
fee, |USt do one of the f^, ^^^ UnMmy, Tiffin. Bowling £rw%: 
following tutor*, Bmmm, nn4N*»Mifi.    \f. 
'■A 
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal- 
ance of 12,000 in your One Account 
Plus checking account.' 
» Average a quarterly balance of (3,000 
in a savings account ~ 
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal- 
ance of (6.000 in a BankSaie* 
Account 
► Or deposit (7.500 to a Certificate of 
Deposit 
Call or stop by any Fifth Third 
Banking Center for more information 
on how to open your One Account 
Plus 
flfTTf mIRQ BANK 
Of sotrHwisnm ono 
20    August 24,1988 
Hot Stuff reg Connel 
Mike Maguire. a University employee, welds a fitting onto a replacement pipe for the University power 
plant on Ridge Street. Repairs to University buildings such as the power plant and Williams Hall are being 
completed as classes begin. 
Summer sees openings, 
closings for area stores 
by Rebecca Thomas 
assistant city editor 
Murder case has new lead 
A Walbridge man was named 
this summer as a possible sus- 
pect in the murder investigation 
of a former University student. 
The investigation of the Jan- 
uary 1987 murder of Karen Sue 
Hirschman is still proceeding, 
and the Wood County Pros- 
ecutor's Office stated that ad- 
ding this new suspect is the only 
new development in the case. 
Hirschman was  a  manage- 
ment information systems 
major who had transferred to 
the University from Michigan 
Technological University at the 
beginning of Fall 1986 term. 
According to a Jan. 13, 1987 
BG News, Hirschman was found 
dead at about 9:05 p.m. Jan. 6, 
1987 by her boyfriend in the liv- 
ing room of her apartment at 818 
Second St. She had suffered stab 
wounds to the chest and abdo- 
Mlll.l I lllllllilllMIIMIM 
I EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC 
FROM AUTO FOCUS 35MM CAMERAS TO VIDEO CAMCORDERS 
men and had bruises on her 
head. 
Police removed two vanloads 
of evidence from the apartment 
and gave it to the Ohio Bureau of 
Criminal Investigation. 
She was the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Hirschman, 
4531 Flanders Hill Road, Toledo. 
Her family moved to Toledo in 
September, 1985, when Karen's 
father was transferred to the 
Trinova Company. 
Every summer, Bowling 
Green stores close and others 
open, and this summer was no 
exception. 
A Dig surprise to returning 
students will be the closing of 
Roger's Drugs, 135 N. Main. 
Fred Reichert, pharmacist at 
Roger's, declined to comment, 
confirming the closing of the 
drugstore within the "next cou- 
ple weeks." 
The Big Dipper Ice Cream 
Company, 140 E. Wooster, also 
closed after operating in Bowl- 
ing Green for one year. 
Many new establishments 
have opened or will open soon in 
Bowling Green. The biggest 
opening in the city is Cassidy's 
Restaurant, 176 E. Wooster. The 
restaurant, owned by Ken Cor- 
bett (owner of Sundance), is 
supposed to be the "answer to 
the growing demand for a first- 
class restaurant in the city." 
The building, which used to be 
Rocky Rococo's Pizza, was re- 
modeled during the summer, 
and a large addition was added, 
Corbett said. 
Another opening is Blue Rib- 
bon Photo, which opened Mon- 
day, June 22 at 157 N. Main, ac- 
cording to Steve Wronkowicz, 
store manager. The new photo 
shop sells all photography 
equipment, including lighting 
supplies and one hour photo fin- 
ishing, Wronkowicz said. The 
store began its lease of the space 
July 1 and may be hiring part 
time workers, he said. 
"Photo experience of any kind 
WE STOCK THESE LEADING BRANDS 
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FEATURING 1 HOUR FILM PROCESSING. 
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would be helpful, whether in 
journalism, technology or art," 
Wronkowicz said. 
Another new opening is Mad 
Hatter Music Store, located at 
143 E. Wooster. The store is ow- 
ned and managed by the lead 
singer from the Mad Hatter 
band, Ed Cratty, and the lead 
guitarist, Bill Hanway. Cratty 
said the grand opening for the 
music store is scheduled this 
week. 
The store offers alternative- 
type music as well as chart 
albums, he said, and should be 
considered a supplement to the 
well-established Finder's Re- 
cords and Tapes. 
"We cater to a crowd that re- 
ally had no place to look for this 
kind of music before in Bowling 
Green/' he said. "We don't con- 
sider Finder's competition; we 
consider ourselves kind of a 
supplement to them." 
A familiar name to everyone, 
the Corner Grill, located at 200 
N. Main, both closed and 
reopened over the summer. 
Danny and Linda Jones are the 
new owners of the Corner Grill, 
which closed in late May when 
the previous owner got ill, Mrs. 
Jones said. 
The new Corner Grill is open 
24 hours daily and offers home- 
cooked food, including soups and 
Eies; the restaurant occasiona- 
y offers daily specials, Mrs. 
Jones said. 
It is doing "great" business- 
wise, Mrs. Jones said. The res- 
taurant's busiest hours are 
days, though business is good 
during all three shifts, she said. 
The place many people called 
home. Main Street Bar, 117 1/2 
North Main, now really is home 
for 10 tenants who have leased 
apartments on the top two floors 
of the bar. 
Newlove Rentals, who began 
remodeling the old bar in July, 
completely gutted the building's 
top two floors and replaced them 
with 10 one-bedroom apart- 
ments; the main floor will be 
used for office space, according 
to Mary Fawcett, owner of New- 
love Rentals. A new place to get 
a hairdo, the Hair E Canary, has 
opened at 315 E. Wooster, re- 
placing Sundance Photography 
Studio, Nicole Pfeffer, owner 
and manager of the hair salon, 
said. 
Most of the staff is from the 
First Edition Hair Salon, which 
closed over the summer, Pfeffer 
said. The salon is having an open 
house Aug. 25 for anyone who 
wants a tour of the salon, she 
said. 
Last, but not least, Sohio Pro- 
care, located at 275 S. Main, 
opened for business Aug. 15, ac- 
cording to an employee at the 
station. 
In addition to the new faces, 
familiar ones remain. Uhlman's 
Department Store, 139 S. Main, 
carries a variety of clothing and 
housewares. Ben Franklin, 154 
S. Main, supplies all the "neces- 
sities" of life, including note- 
book paper, cleaning products 
and household goods, in addition 
to a large craft section. 
Sundance Restaurant, 110 N. 
Main, offers students an alter- 
native to fast food or residence 
hall cuisine with a variety of ap- 
petizers and a fine dining at- 
mosphere. 
As for repairs and mainte- 
nance, True Value Hardware, 
136 S. Main, offers many tools 
and gardening equipment for 
those interested in the technical 
aspect of things. 
COME JOIN US! 
VERSITY 
HRISTIA! 
"TDCHURCHl 
Worship • Teaching • Fellowship 
10:OOAM SUNDAY 
Choral Rehearsal Hall 
Room 1040 
BGSU Music Building 
There will be special music along with a dynamic 
message for students by Pastor Larry Kinkopf. 
Come Share the Excitement! 
For More 
Information 
Call 354-8801 
Sponsored by: 
BGSU 
BIBLE STUDIES 
WHAT'S NEW! WHAT'S NOW! OH, WOW! 
EVERY SUNDAY- $50.00 Perm for $30.00 
INCLUDING haircut and style. 
Call for an appointment. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
Come in and pick up your Student "Smart 
Head" card and receive 25% OFF all regu- 
lary priced salon services on each visit all 
year! 
Available at 
GLBVBY 
«ti 
at 
mmans 
Down town B.G. 
139 S. Main St., BG • Located on the 2nd floor   352-5615 
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USG hears 
students' 
opinions 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
Undergraduate Student 
Government is the voice of the 
student body. But, students have 
to let USG know what they are 
saying to enable the government 
body to vocalize their needs, the 
organization's president said. 
Tim Peterson, USG president, 
said the organization will use 
round table discussions and a 
program similar to last year's 
Action/Reaction to get a feel for 
what issues concern students 
most. 
''The    name    (Ac- 
tion/Reaction) is associated 
with a poor product, and it is 
kind of cliche-ish to say 'new and 
improved'," Peterson said. 
Locked student opinion boxes 
will be repainted and Peterson 
said he would like to place them 
in the library, at residence hall 
front desks, Greek houses, the 
French House and make maila- 
ble forms available in the Off- 
Campus Student Center, with 
resident advisers and at the U- 
niversity Union. 
"With legitimate issues, we 
feel we would be better able to 
get (valid opinions) in other 
areas (than the cafeterias)," 
Joe Meyer, USG vice president, 
said. 
Another way USG will be fer- 
reting out student opinion is with 
round table discussions. 
The discussions will hosted, 
though not led, by USG, Peter- 
son said. 
The meetings will be a gather- 
ing of representatives from 
other campus organizations and 
the purpose is to exchange views 
and work together on campus 
projects, he said. 
"One of the big things right 
now is voter registration," 
Peterson said. 
At the round table discussions, 
an idea can be discussed and 
campus organizations can work 
togefiier, instead of overlapping 
each other. 
Another round table topic will 
be alcohol awareness, he said. 
"Issues from year to year 
don't change, they either gain or 
lose popularity," Peterson said. 
Events on campus can deter- 
mine the popularity of an issue, 
Meyer said. 
''Unfortunately, it takes 
something very stark to happen 
to draw attention to an issue," 
Meyer said. 
Toe agenda for round table 
discussions has not been set, and 
Peterson said he thought it 
would not be fair to announce a 
schedule without first talking to 
the groups involved with the dis- 
cussions. 
No date has been set for the 
first discussion. 
Drop-add 
continues 
to Aug. 30 
Every new semester brings 
students back to school and 
drop/add lines to the Union, and 
this one should be no different. 
Drop/add will continue 
through Aug. 30. The hours are 8 
a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in the Lenhart 
Grand Ball- 
room on the second floor of the 
University Union. 
Drop/add is where students 
make corrections in their 
schedules if they have a time 
conflict, a canceled class, or if 
they need to add or drop classes. 
Courses can be dropped by go- 
ing directly to the door and 
filling out a form. 
Adding can be more difficult 
and requires waiting for a 
drop/add worker to look for 
course openings. Occasionally 
closed course cards can be ob- 
tained from the department if a 
class is filled. 
Susan Pugh, director of regis- 
tration and records, said she De- 
lieves things will run very 
smoothly at drop/add this 
semester. 
"There are 25 workers assist- 
ing the students and we have no 
reason to believe things won't 
run smoothly. We've extended 
our hours until 7 p.m. on the first 
day of classes, Wednesday, Aug. 
24, to help students," she said. 
TAKE CARE OF YOUR 
LUNGS. 
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN. 
Churchill's supe r Market 
1141 S. Main St. Open 6am until 1am 
Open 7 days a week 
Welcome Back Students 
Churchill's Super Market, located next to K-Mart at 1141 South Main St., 
would like to welcome all new and returning students. At Churchill's we know 
time is very important to your schedule. So, if you're looking for the largest 
variety of brand name groceries and frozen food items to fit your fast-pace 
schedule, we at Churchill's are ready for you. There are no games or 
gimmicks at Churchill's -- just wide aisles, fast check-out service and the 
lowest prices in town. 
At Churchill's we have the area's largest grocery store video department 
(1500 movies), plus free membership. While you're selecting your video you 
can munch on one of 8 favorite ice cream cone selections for only 25* a dip. 
Give us a try at 1141 South Main St., next to K-Mart. 
WALTER A. CHURCHILL JR. 
MM 
a 
V 
Top Job 
Cleaner 
28 oz. 
$1.99 
/'*'*"*" 
Coca-Cola 
24 pk. 
cans 
$4.99 y 
$2.19 
 ———-—: 1  
ZX 
Cheer 
Laundry 
Detergent 
42 oz. 
box 
$1.99 
M 
Armour 
Corn 
Dogs 
$1.59 
Jt ■ :  
Totino's 
Tempting 
Topping 
Pizzas 
11.9-12.9 oz. 
$1.29 J 
Dinner Bell 
Regular & 
Thick 
Sliced 
Bologna 
16 oz. 
$1.59   , 
WIN A FREE FUJI TEN-SPEED BIKE 
DETAILS & BIKE AT OUR STORE 
FIND THESE SALE ITEMS, MANY OTHER SALE ITEMS, 
AND GREAT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES THIS WEEK AT CHURCHILL'S 
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Rec center bigger, better 
New color, tile and paint among highlights 
byJiradO.Wadley 
editorial editor 
While students were vacation- 
ing during summer, several im- 
provements and additions were 
made to Student Recreation 
Center. 
Terry Parsons, director of the 
center, said all hand- 
ball/racquetball and squash 
courts were ref inished and pain- 
ted. The sports center and activ- 
ity center floors were also refin- 
ished, and Andrews Pool was 
upgraded with new tile and a 
new color scheme. 
Additions to the center in- 
cluded four aerobicycles and 
two   new  electronic   "Life 
Rowers," which allow the user 
to row against a computer as 
monitored on the screen. 
A program called "Rec 
Guides," which will help people 
to get the answers they need to 
use the SRC, is expected to be a 
big asset for new students. 
Also, awareness programs for 
golf and swimming enthusiasts 
were added to the weight room 
and archery awareness pro- 
grams held in past years. The 
programs are designed to offer 
instruction and coaching in the 
different exercise areas, accord- 
ing to Parsons. 
Weight room awareness is 
held on the mezzanine level, 
Monday through Thursday from 
TOTALLY COOL CARPS 
THE SOURCE 
518 E. .faster • B6, Ohio 
352-6886 
7to9p.m. 
Archery awareness meets in 
the archery/golf room Monday 
and Wednesday, 7 to 9 p.m., as 
does golf awareness on Tues- 
days and Thursdays from 7 to 9 
601. Swimming awareness is 
ild in Cooper Pool Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 8 to 9 p.m. 
The Pace-Trail, an outdoor 
track built last year, is now in 
full operation and is open from 
6:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. seven 
days a week, Parsons said. 
The track is eight feet wide 
and consists of crushed limes- 
tone, which is soft on the ankles 
and knee joints. Sixteen equally 
distanced 16-foot poles outline 
the lake with the pace lights at a 
predetermined rate. 
"It's a motivator approach 
that improves the runner's 
pace," Parsons said. "The run- 
ner should reach each station 
when his light turns on." 
Y 
WORSHIP 
With Us 
Sunday 
10:00 a.m. 
Students Welcome! 
JUrat CGbrtattan QUjurcij 
(Disciples ot Christ) 
Hasklns at Po« Road 
Bowling Gre«n 
J. Kenneth Evans, Pastor 
354-3989 
Lci« 
A Happy Homecoming     BG "-a**0-* 
Betsy Vogel, sophomore undeclared major, gets a helping hand 
from her mother, JoAnn, as she moves into Rodgers Quadrangle. 
Vogel, a member of Phi Mu sorority, returned to the University Auq 
16 to participate in rush. 
Weather 
policies 
detailed 
Although it's still summer and 
one of the furthest things from 
students' minds is snow i- win- 
ter weather is just around the 
corner. 
When that first snowstorm 
hits, students can tune to a num- 
ber of sources to get the latest 
information about class cancel- 
lations. 
According to the policy print- 
ed in the 1987-68 University tele- 
phone directory, "the decision to 
cancel classes due to inclement 
weather rests with the Universi- 
ty's central administration." 
If the decision to cancel is 
made, Fact Line, area radio and 
television stations including 
WBGU-FM, WFAL-AM, 
WBGU-TV Channel 27, and 
Channels 11,13 and 24 in Toledo 
are then notified. 
They will have this informa- 
tion by 7 a.m. the day of the can- 
cellation. If a later storm 
occurs, the canceling of after- 
noon or evening classes will be 
made by 5 p.m. 
Even if classes are canceled, 
University employees must re- 
port to their jobs unless a specif- 
ic announcement canceling 
work schedules is made. 
Bill Bess, director of public 
safety, said classes were last 
canceled two years ago and it is 
very rare for the University to 
cancel classes. 
"If we are able to get the 
campus and city fairly cleared 
then there will be classes." he 
said. "Because of the large 
number of students and faculty 
who live right here in the city, 
we feel if these road conditions 
are fair then we can hold class- 
Congratulations, 
it's a (high) boy! 
Or a sofa, 
or a chair. 
Give our furniture a good home, 
and well give you a great price. 
TENT SALE 
Thur., Aug. 25-Sun., Aug. 28 
Thurs. & Fri. 9AM-8PM • Sat. 9AM-5PM • Sun. NOON-5PM 
They've led pampered lives in Fortune 500 companies, model apartments—even with sports 
stars. They've been returned in prime condition. Now, they're all ready for adoption—an 
enormous selection of fine name brand, previously rented home and office furniture from 
Globe. Priced from 30-70% off, these beautiful bundles of joy will save you a bundle. So hurry 
in to Globe's Tent Sale now. And get the furniture you really want at a "tent" of the original price! 
Save 30-70% 
TwH Sal. MwchandlM New Motel-Motel ed*r <t 
Sofas • Large Selection from 99" Twin Size seta 119" 
Ooa LoveSeara 59" FulSue sets 149- 
Hercuion Sofa a Love Saat 199" Queen Sue seta 179" 
Hercuton Cue Chan <9- rung Sue seta 199" 
Wing Chairs 119" 1f»" Color Telev»on 149- 
Oak Finish End TaOles 19" Washer a Dryer 399- 
Oak Finish Cockta.1 rabies 25" Oak End Tables 49" 
Assorted Ceramic Lamps 19" TV Stand 29- 
3 piece Dinette 59" 2 Drawer Letter Files 89- 
Chrome'Glaea 5 pc Dnette 99" Work Table 30 » 60 49" 
Odd Dinette Chairs 12- 30 » 80 Metal Desks 69" 
Entertainment Center 89- Ploom Dividers Aaat from 49" 
Cheat - 4 drawers 79- 6 fool Folding Tables 49" 
Dresser a Mirror 119- Computer Tables 59" 
Nqhtstands 39" Swivel Executive Chairs 49" 
Aast Pictures 29" Desk Lights 10- 
T 
*   X?U»t *-t 
MfKMVT MOMVaWT 
Shop for Savings all week. 
Beautifully used furniture at a "tent"of the original price. 
F Furniture Rentals 
Toledo • 1244 Corporate Drive • Holland, OH • (1-475 & Airport Highway) • 866-6«00 
M M 
HAIRUJnVS 
Welcomes Back 8.G.S.U. Students 
\fc>u ve go* 
the style 
ot success1 ? 
Specializing In 
• Quality Cuts 
• Perms 
• Highlighting 
• Color • 
• Make-up Demo 
• Eyebrow Arching 
Greenwood Centre 
1616 €. UUooster 
(Opposite Football Stadium) 
Open Tuesday 
thru Saturday 
coi 352-2107 
For Appointment 
»*** 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS!!! 
1272 N. MAIN 1370 E. WOOSTEI 
WE DO IT LIKE YOU'D DO IT TM 
FREE WHOPPER® SANDWICH 
WITH PURCHASE OF A WHOPPER, FRY AND DRINK. 
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER CAR PER VISIT. 
OFFER EXPIRES 9-30-88 EOM, 1988 
OFFER VALID AT: 1272 N. MAIN, 1570 E. WOOSTER 
BOWLING GREEN.    BG NEWS. 
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Faculty awards granted 
to noted staff members 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
staff reporter 
Recipients of the Michael R. 
Ferrari Award, the Olscamp 
Research Award and the Facul- 
ty Distinguished Service Award 
were named Monday during the 
opening day activities of the 
administra- 
tive and facul- 
ty staffs. 
Receivin 
the Ferrar 
Award was 
Richard L. 
Conrad, direc- 
tor of Comput- 
er Services 
and Telecom- 
munications 
Services at the University. Ac- 
cording to award requirements, 
the recipient "shows a caring at- 
titude in working with faculty, 
staff and students." 
An alumnus of the University, 
Conrad   was   instrumental   in 
equipping campus phones with 
the 911 emergency telephone 
system. During his 10 years as 
director of Computer Services, 
the University has seen the im- 
plementation of 15 microcom- 
puter labs on campus. 
Gary R. Hess, chair of the his- 
tory department, was granted 
the Olscamp Research Award. 
The honor reflects a three-year 
commitment to outstanding 
academic or creative achieve- 
ments. 
Within the past three years, 
Hess has published two books 
and five articles. His participa- 
tion in two major international 
seminars generated three other 
papers which will be published 
this year. 
Hess has served as chair of the 
history department from 
1973-1981 and from 1985 to the 
present. 
Named as recipient of the 
Faculty Distinguished Service 
Award was Ann-Marie Lancas- 
ter, chair of the computer 
science department. The award 
distinguishes "a faculty mem- 
ber for outstanding, continuous 
University service. 
In the past eight years, Lan- 
caster has authored or worked 
on 10 grants for a total of nearly 
$350,000. In addition to being 
elected vice chair of the Faculty 
Senate for 1988-89, Lancaster 
also has served on many com- 
mittees on the college, depart- 
ment, and university levels. 
Merit scholars abound 
Freshmen class has high number of finalists 
by Scott Whitehead 
staff reporter 
The class of 1992 will be the 
class of the National Merit 
scholar at the University. The 
incoming class contains 64 merit 
scholars, compared to 25 in all 
four classes last year. 
According to 
University 
President 
Paul   J.   Ols- 
camp, this is 
the first time 
the University 
actively  re- 
cruited  these 
high   school 
seniors.   The ""tin 
specific results of the process 
included 41 finalists and 23 semi- 
finalists. 
John Martin, director of ad- 
missions, said two incentives for 
the students to enroll at the Uni- 
versity were scholarship oppor- 
tunities and personal attention. 
The students also received let- 
ters from Olscamp, phone calls 
from alumni and students, and 
in some cases, home visits. 
Jill Carr, housing director, 
said the merit scholars were 
also given preferential housing 
over all other incoming fresh- 
men. This involved giving the 
students first choice on housing 
whenever possible. 
For finalists, the scholarships 
are worth $7,800 to non-Ohio re- 
sidents and (4,800 to Ohio resi- 
dents. 
Semi-finalists, however, will 
receive scholarships for instruc- 
tional and general fees which 
amount to $5,500 and $2,500, re- 
spectively. 
Proof of financial need is not 
considered when awarding these 
scholarships. 
In order to keep their schol- 
arships the students must main- 
tain certain grade point re- 
quirements. As freshmen the 
requirement is a 3.0, sophomore 
year a 3.25, and a 3.5 their junior 
year. 
Typically there are about 
15,000 merit scholars nationwide 
each year. The results are 
determined by competitive tests 
taken by high school seniors. 
Eighteen of the students are 
from outside Ohio, and Martin 
added that many of the students 
selected majors in the sciences. 
s1.00 OFF 
Center serves as 'sounding board' 
by Scott Korpowski 
staff reporter 
Homesickness, roommate squabbles, and career concerns are just 
some of the many problems faced by University students. 
The aim of the Counseling and Career Development Center is to 
help solve such problems, Janet Harrington, CCDC career counsel- 
or, said. 
The CCDC provides personal, social and career counseling and 
testing services. The center employs two full-time psychologists. 
Meetings are entirely confidential and can help students deal with 
problems such as drug and alcohol problems, eating disorders, time 
management and adjusting to college life, she said. 
"Counseling is available by appointment unless in an emergency 
situation. Then we would, of course, see them immediately, she 
said. 
Career counseling is the second service offered by the CCDC. 
The CCDC career counselors practice a "developmental orienta- 
tion" for those seeking their services. 
Among the steps in the developmental orientation process are val- 
ues clarification as well as skills, abilities and goals identification. 
"In career development, we look to identify you and then identify 
your career goals,"she said. 
The CCDC career counselors also organize periodic programs to 
aid students in career decisions, she said. 
LUNCH AT 
THE ELKS CLUB 
Daily Specials Starting at 
*3.25 
Our dining room is open to the public daily 
Mon. - Fri.      11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
We also have Banquet 
Catering and Masting 
Rooms available 
to accomodat* 
your ovary need. 
CALL 
332-2149 
NEWS 
If     FLASH 
ATTENTION 
GREEK 
PLEDGES 
NEWS 
FLASH     f 
Tr 
OPEN THURS. 8:00 A.M. 
(AUGUST 25th) 
ffc Just A Few of the Many Greek Items Available 
• Fraternity/Sorority jewelry 
•Party favors 
• Athletic clothing 
•Gifts 
• Glassware 
• Stickers 
•Gift wrap 
•Mugs 
• Balloons 
•T-shirts 
•Sweatshirts 
•Decals 
• Ribbons 
•Stationery 
•Key chains 
• Pennants 
• Plastics 
One stop 
Greek shop 
JEANS N THINGS 
331 RIDGE 352-8333 
"Major Decisions," is a program directed at undecided majors 
and presents representatives from different colleges giving what 
they have to offer. 
Another career planning program, "Career Aerpbics," will again 
be offered during the 1988^9 school year. 
"With Career Aerobics we can target more people at once and it 
commits people for four weeks of counseling," she said. 
For a semester-long commitment, students can enroll in Career 
and Life Planning (CAO131), a three-hour University course. 
The CCDC also provides testing services for graduate school and 
undergraduate foreign language placement. 
Harrington said students are often intimidated by the thought of 
making an appointment with a counselor, but she advises not wait- 
ing too long to make career decisions. 
I™ 
I 
!     Any  Large 2 ITEM PIZZA 
only at 
I 
um m
MARK'S 
l | free delivery 
Pizza Pub 
352-3551 
STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE 
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 
SKYDIVING 
Cl«v«l«nd Sport 
P«r«chutlnfl School 216-548-4511 
151M Grow Rd. 
rjarratlnrlll*. Ohio 44231 
Great Lakes 
Sporting Goods 
Bowling Green's Complete 
Sporting Goods Store 
10% OFF 
Any regularly priced item in 
the store with this coupon 
expires 8/31/88 
Welcome Students 
to BG and 
Taylor Olds-Cadillac 
1986 HONDA CIVIC 
4 dr., 5spd, 24,000 miles 
17993 
1984 OLDMOMU CIERA 
4 dr., cruise, auto, oir, 36,000 miles 
JI995 
IMS MERCURY MARQUIS 
4 dr., power, 36,000 miles 
17993 
IMS PONTIAC 6000 LE 
Oulo, air. pwr. window 
$19*3 
IMS BUICK CENTURY LIMITED 
4 dr., air, stereo 
17993 
19S2 OLDSMOBILE CIERA 
4 dr.. auto, oir 
$3993 
f™So^ 
DOWNTOWN'S FINES} 
DRINKING 
♦ 
ATMOSPHERE 
141 I MAIN - BDWUNG GREEN 
128 W. Wooster 354-5555 
This Week Featuring . . . 
WEDNESDAY: 
Motown Night! 
95C Drinks 
THURSDAY: 
WFAL COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
Reduced admission with college I.D.! 
UP SINC CONTEST 
18 and over 
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254 
SPACE SAVERS 
INC. 
MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE 
SOFA & LOFT RENTALS AVAILABLE 
* Singles 
* Doubles 
* Triples 
To Order Call 352-5475 
Located behind Jeans N Things 
(Across from MAC West) 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE! 
Fall 1988 FITWELL 
Center Hours Pool Hours 
Mon-Thurs   7 a.m.-midnight Cooper     Mon-Thurs   7 a.m.-10 p.m.* 
Fri                  7 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri                  7 a.m.-9 p.m.* 
Sat                 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat                 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sun                11 a.m.-10 p.m. Sun                noon-9 p.m. 
Andrews  Mon-Sun       1-8 p.m. 
* closed 2-5 p.m. Sept 12-March 10 
Court reservations new time is 3 p.m. 
X 
Fit-For-All-Aerobics 
Session 
1988-89 Fall/Spring Programs 
Fit For All Schedule 
Days                             Time Location 
Green Level 
Aerobics 
Mon.-Thur. 
Mon.-Thur. 
Mon.-Thur. 
Fri. and Sun. 
12:00-1:00 p.m. 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 
5:45-6:45 p.m. 
5:15-6:15 p.m. 
Activity Center 
Activity Center 
Activity Center 
Activity Center 
Advanced 
Aerobics 
Mon. Thur. 7:00-8:00 p.m. Activity Center 
Yellow Level 
Aerobics 
Tues. and Thur. 6:00-7:00 p.m. Combative 
Dance Room 
Red Level       v 
Aerobics 
Mon. and Wed. 
Low Impact!! 
6:00-7:00 p.m. Combative 
Dance Room 
Water 
Aerobics 
Tues. and Thur. 5:30-6:30 p.m. Cooper   Pool 
30 Minute 
Workout 
Mon. and Wed. 12:15-12:45 p.m. Combative 
Dance Room 
AWARENESS PROGRAMS 
Weight Room Awareness 
Archery Awareness 
Golf Awareness 
Swimming Awareness 
Located on the Mezzanine Level, our 
Weight Room Supervisor will assist lifters 
Mon.-Thur. from 7-9 p.m. in the develop- 
ment of weight programs, usage of the 
equipment and general lifting policies. 
In the Archery/Golf Room Mon. & Wed. 
from 7-9 p.m., our Archery Supervisor 
will guide participants in proper usage of 
equipment and safety techniques used 
during Archery activity. 
In the Archery/Golf Room Tue. & Thur. 
from 7-9 p.m., our Golf Supervisor will 
assist participants in golf stroke tech- 
nique, usage of equipment and rules of 
the game. 
In Cooper Pool on Tues. & Thur. from 8-9 
p.m., a swimming supervisor will assist 
participants in swim stroke technique 
and swim lap programs. 
FITWELL is a personal health enhancement opportunity for B.G.S.U. 
Recreation Center members. The ultimate goal is the establishment of a 
life-long, non-conditional personal fitness lifestyle. The complete program 
includes: 
A. Orientation - Pre-screening questionnaire, informed consent, and 
description of testing procedures. 
B. Physiological Fitness Testing 
1. HEALTH RISK APPRAISAL - A questionnaire is used to compare 
the participant's lifestyle patterns to others in a data base. The 
computerized results show participant's chances of death over 
the next ten years as a result of their daily habits. 
2. BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING. 
3. CHOLESTEROL SCREENING - If an elevated reading occurs, a 
small blood sample may then be analyzed for total cholesterol, 
high density lipoprotein, low-density lipoprotein, and triglycer- 
ides (factors contributing to heart disease). 1988-89 Cholesterol 
Screening will be free! 
4. BODY COMPOSITION ANALYSIS - The Body Impedence System, 
which uses information from electrodes placed on the 
participant's hand and foot, is the device used to determine body 
fat percentage. Ideal weight and intermediate weight goals to 
reach on the way toward that ideal weight are given in the test 
result. 
5. AEROBIC FITNESS TEST WITH ELECTROCARDIOGRAM -   Heart rate 
and aerobic capacity are monitored using the treadmill test. 
Results are used to determine the optimal pulse rate for aerobic 
conditioning, as well as the pulse rate at which exercise should 
be stopped. 
C. Interpretation of Test Results - This is given by the ACSM Exercise 
Program Director. 
D. Post-Conditioning Evaluation - Evaluation available recommended 
following 10-12 weeks of exercise to verify improvement. 
Learn-To-Swim-Program 
Learn-To-Swim 
Fall. 1988 
Instruction will be held on Saturdays, September 10 - November 12. 
• MUST HAVE SRC MEMBERSHIP BEFORE REGISTERING • 
(Please present child's most recent certification to 
assure child is placed in the appropriate class.) 
Class Size Level Time Pool 
10 Waterbabies 9:10-9:40 a.m. Andrews 
10 Goldfish 9:50-10:20 a.m. Andrews 
15 Pre-Beginners 1 10:30-11:00 a.m. Andrews 
15 Pre-Beginners II 11:10-11:45 a.m. Andrews 
15 Beginners 9:15-10:00 a.m. Cooper 
15 Advanced Beginners 9:15-10:00 a.m. Cooper 
15 Intermediates 10:15-11:00 a.m. Cooper 
15 Swimmers 10:15-11:10 a.m. Cooper 
15 Springboard Diving 10:15-11:10 a.m. Cooper 
10 Adult Swimming 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
Wednesdays 
September 16 - 
November 18 
Cooper 
• Must be 6 years or older 
Signups begin August 29 
9 a.m.-7 p.m. in the SRC Main Office 
Cost of all classes is $8.00 per participant 
Scuba 
The popular NAUI Openwater I Scuba Diver course will be offered this 
fall. Learn the fun and excitement of this underwater sport the safe way. 
NAUI Certification upon completion of the course. Optional Florida trip for 
certification. 
Cost: $135.00 
Sign-ups begin: August 24, 9 a.m.-7 p.m. in the SRC Main Office 
Time: August 30-November 10, Tuesday and Thursday evenings 
from 7-10 p.m. Swimming Skills required. 
x 
i 
m 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 372-2711 
3AVS * dllD 
Sports liiUkotntnen See you at the 
ELKSFEST 
Bowling Qr—n B«v*f«g« 
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Davenport leaves BG for Ohio State job 
Gail Davenport looked in her closet 
over the weekend and realized most of 
her clothes were orange and brown. 
They aren't going to do her much good 
as the new head Softball coach at Ohio 
State University, a position she was hired 
for Aug. 16. 
"It's funny; I have nothing against or- 
ange and brown, but it is sometimes 
difficult to find orange and brown clothes 
outside Bowling Green," said Davenport, 
who leaves the Falcons after five years 
as head softball coach. "Scarlet and gray 
are not my favorite colors, but they bet- 
ter become them real soon." 
Davenport has compiled a 119-123-4 ca- 
reer record at BG, including a 35-23-1 
overall record and 24-8 in the MAC last 
year. The Falcons were MAC champions 
and hosted a NCAA regional tournament. 
She will succeed Barb Dearing, who 
was head coach at OSU the past three 
years. Dearing resigned in late summer. 
In   five   years   at   BG,   Davenport- 
coached teams have yet to lose to the 
Buckeyes in regular season action. 
"I'm looking at it as a challenge," Da- 
venport said. ''The first year or two will 
be rough. The athletic department has 
made a big committment and is very 
supportive to the program. 
''I'm starting to get excited about it." 
BG athletic director Jack Gregory said 
Davenport will be missed. 
"We will miss Gail a great deal," Gre- 
gory said. "She has developed a very sol- 
id program, one we consider the best in 
the MAC. She will be difficult to replace. 
"Professionally, I think most feel it is a 
tood step for her. Only time will tell. I'm 
appy for her, but we hate to lose a coach 
of her quality." 
Davenport will be taking over a pro- 
gram that has struggled the past two 
years. She will be entering the job with 
no recruits and a lot of uncertainty as to 
who will take the field for the Buckeyes. 
However, the facilities at OSU were 
very hard to overlook, as was the oppor- 
tunity to coach in the Big 10. 
"I was not unhappy at BG or was I 
wanting to leave," she said. "I guess the 
hardest thing was when OSU made the 
offer. I had to look hard. But their are 
certain jobs you consider to be unique 
opportunities. If I didn't move now, this 
job may not come back again. 
"There are only three jobs in the entire 
country that I'd leave BG for -OSU, Mi- 
chigan and Arizona, my alma mater." 
Davenport said she is going to miss her 
players. 
"That was the hardest part of the de- 
cision," the veteran coach said. "You get 
very close to the kids each year. That's 
what I enjoyed most here —I bad great 
kids to work with." 
A 1980 graduate of Arizona, Davenport 
led the Wildcats to two appearances in 
the College World Series as a player. She 
still holds several Arizona records, in- 
cluding   career   batting   average   and 
season batting average. 
She came to BG from the University of 
Iowa, where she had spent two years 
working toward a doctorate in athletic 
administration. Prior to her time with 
the Hawkeyes, she served as an assistant 
coach at Puna Community College. 
Four straight 20-win seasons, including 
the past season, the best in BG's history, 
have made the Falcons a force to be con- 
tended with in softball. Davenport said 
she believes BG's winning ways will con- 
tinue. 
"I think last year was our best year 
and whoever comes in, I see that continu- 
ing; the program is in pretty good 
shape," she said. "Mr. Gregory has 
made some committments to the pro- 
gram. There is no reason they can't go 
out and have a season like last year's. 
"I will always support BG softball — 
unless they are playing OSU." 
Gregory wants more for BG athletics 
Jack Gregory's office is 
proudly adorned with pictures 
of Bowling Green's Mid- 
American Conference cham- 
Cnship teams. He concedes 
t he may be running out of 
wall space for them. 
His desk looks as if a flurry 
of activity has taken place 
throughout the day — in an or- 
ganized sort of way. 
But after nearly a full day of 
business already, BG's athletic 
director seems to be just get- 
ting started — and that's the 
way Gregory looks at the Fal- 
con athletic program as he en- 
ters his seventh season. 
As he rattles off a priorty list 
of projects he still wants to 
achieve, he can also recite a 
list of accomplishments for the 
athletic department. 
"We have accomplished a 
great deal and I'm happy with 
what we've done," Gregory 
said. "But I feel we still have 
so much to do — there is a chal- 
lenge in front of us. We've had 
our ups-and-downs. We've had 
great successs and some dis- 
appointments. Awful lot to do 
— we're looking forward." 
When speaking of what has 
been done, Gregory always 
uses the word 'we,' instead of 
BG News/Paul Vemon 
Jack Gregory 
'I.' He said he strongly believes 
the athletic department is a 
team that works together. 
Over his six years, there are 
some "unseen" achievements, 
such as a balanced budget 
every year and a more than 100 
percent increase in private 
fundraising dollars, including 
the development of 12 endow- 
ment funds. 
Some of the "seen" accom- 
plishments is the success of the 
athletic teams, most notably 
the football, women's basket- 
ball and hockey teams. Last 
season, BG won the Jacoby 
Trophy, awarded annually to 
the MAC school with the best 
overall record in women's 
sports. 
But there are things that 
need some work. 
He said the spring sports 
have not been as successful as 
he would like to see them and 
attendance has been down in 
football. Construction of a con- 
vocation center, an indoor 
practice facility, a new golf 
clubhouse and the enlargement 
of the Ice Arena are projects he 
would like to see started. 
"The enlargement of the Ice 
Arena and the golf clubhouse 
are a little closer than the oth- 
ers," Gregory said. 
The size of the Ice Arena led 
to a battle with the NCAA over 
BG hosting a first-round 
hockey tournament game. 
Gregory said some hardball 
was involved. 
"We've had some real strong 
confrontations with the 
NCAA," he said. "Five years 
ago we were overlooked for the 
tournament and we presented 
what is called the BG proposal 
to them asking for two teams 
from each conference be 
placed in the tournament 
whenever possible., 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
Jack Gregory discusses BG athletics. 
"There were a lot of hard 
feelings. The hockey commit- 
tee was opposed to it, but we 
got it passed. Schools from all 
over the country voted in our 
favor." 
Last year, he threatened the 
NCAA with BG pulling out of 
the tournament unless given 
home ice, but not quite in those 
words. 
"We protected ourselves; we 
still wanted the kids to have the 
opportunity to play," Gregory 
said. 
He is also proud of the aca- 
demic accomplishments of the 
Falcon athletes. In 1984, BG 
became the first school in the 
MAC to appoint a director for 
academic and regulatory af- 
fairs. Last year, 122 BG ath- 
letes had a grade point average 
of 3.0 or better. 
In the past two years, six 
Falcon athletes have been 
named Academic All- 
Americans. 
Gregory is set on giving BG a 
national athletic reputation. 
He says it is slowly coming and 
winning the 1964 Division I 
National Championship in 
hockey helped. 
D See Gregory, page 29. 
Falcons must meet early challenge 
Ploy four of first five games on road 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor 
Moe Ankney says his players 
like a challenge. 
To say the least, his Bowling 
Green football team will have 
one to start the 1988 season. 
The Falcons, runner-up in the 
Mid-American Conference the 
past two seasons, open with four 
of their first five games on the 
road. BG begins the year at 
nationally-ranked West Virginia 
on Sept. 3. 
"We're going to have a rough 
September and we've got to be 
ready for it," Ankney said. "We 
have an important league game 
at home with Ball State (Sept. 
10) and we play at Toledo at 
night at the end of the month 
(Sept. 24). 
"It'll be a challenging month 
for us. But if we get through it In 
good shape, we'll be on our 
way." 
Indeed, they might be. 
The MAC News Media Asso- 
ciation tabbed the Falcons sec- 
ond only to Kent State in the con- 
ference. The Golden Flashes re- 
turn Eric Wilkerson, who led the 
NCAA in all-purpose yardage in 
"Kent State deserves to be the 
favorites." said Ankney, who is 
10-12 in his two seasons here. 
"But Bowling Green, Western 
Michigan, Eastern Michigan 
and Central Michigan all have a 
chance to win it." 
The Falcons have won the 
championship twice in the 1980s 
('82 and '85) and finished second 
four times ('83, '84, '86 and '87). 
In the 1980s, BG has a league- 
best 51-19-1 record. 
Leading the way for the Fal- 
cons this year is AU-American 
candidate Kyle Kramer. The 
strong safety led the team and 
was fourth in the conference in 
tackles (12.8 per game) a year 
ago. 
Kramer said he wants to make 
a return trip to the California 
Bowl, in which he played as a 
freshman in 1985. 
"I think we have the talent to 
win the conference," the senior 
said. "We have a lot of people 
back on offense and some on de- 
fense. We have to work hard now 
and keep up the enthusiasm.'' 
In Ankney's previous seasons, 
he could usually rely on his de- 
fense to be the strongest part of 
the team. But this year, with se- 
ven of 11 starters returning, the 
offense should carry much of 
that burden. 
A1I-MAC quarterback Rich 
Dackin, the league leader in 
total offense at 215.3 yards per 
game in 1987, returns for his 
third year as a starter. 
"It's going to be exciting, es- 
Bscially because I have (Ron) 
eard and (Reggie) Thorton to 
throw to. They're probably the 
two best receivers in the MAC," 
said Dackin, a junior. 
Ankney said Dackin must 
have a better season than he did 
last year — he threw for 13 
touchdowns, but had 16 passes 
intercepted. 
"He was good last year, but he 
needs to improve," Ankney said. 
"He has to protect the ball bet- 
ter this year — he can't make as 
many turnovers," 
In addition to All-MAC per- 
former Thorton and Heard, the 
team leader with five touchdown 
receptions, Dackin will have 
several other players to distrib- 
ute the ball to. 
Included are receivers Ken 
Rankin, who is returning to the 
team after sitting out last year 
with a knee injury, and Mark 
Bongers, the number one punter 
last year. Bongers will back up 
newcomer Chris Shale this 
season. 
Mike McGee gets the nod at 
tailback and Shawn Daniels at 
fullback. Daniels, who started at 
tailback last season, rushed for 
a team-high 440 yards, while 
McGee gamed 313. Seeing time 
behind these two will be Chuck 
Edgerton and Ron Viscounte. 
At tight end, starter Kyle 
Hockman and Pat Jackson will 
share playing time. Last year, 
Hockman hauled in 37 passes. 
For Dackin to have adequate 
time to set the ball to these 
Siyers, the offensive line will 
ve to do their job, Ankney 
said. Tom Addie and David 
Haynes, who Ankney calls the 
best guard combination in the 
MAC, are the only two retur- 
nees. 
"We have to run the ball bet- 
ter this year," Ankney said. 
The leading candidate for the 
center position is Brian Sher- 
man, with Brian Walnsch his 
backup. Sherman has the edge 
on the job now because Walnsch 
has been slowed by the flu. 
At me tackles, Ankney said Bi- 
lly Horn, Matt Kregel, Harold 
Arrowsmith and junior college 
transfer Rich Young are the 
leading candidates. 
While the offensive line lost 
D See Football, page 32. 
Gail Davenport 
Offensive 
line plays 
well in 
scrimmage 
One of the question marks on 
the Bowling Green football team 
this fall is the offensive line. 
If Saturday's intrasquad 
scrimmage is any indication, 
then that group is doing quite 
well. The Falcons rushed for a 
total of 167 yards on 45 carries in 
the first one hour and 15 minutes 
of the scrimmage. 
"The offensive line is young 
and anxious to learn," offensive 
line coach Terry Malone said 
Tuesday. "We got hats on people 
and when we get a helmet on 
someone the backs are going to 
gain yards." 
Bolstered by guards David 
Haynes and Tom Addie, tackles 
Harold Arrowsmith and Billy 
Horn and center Brian Sher- 
man, four backs gained more 
than 30 yards. 
Leading the way was backup 
tailback Chuck Edgerton, who 
ran 12 times for 67 yards and the 
only touchdown of the day. 
First-team tailback Mike 
McGee gained 34 yards on seven 
rushing attempts. 
Two other tailbacks, Rozell 
Winters and Scott Lindsey, ru- 
shed for 35 and 33 yards, respec- 
tively. 
Later in the scrimmage, head 
coach Moe Ankney ran only sit- 
uation plays. Edgerton and full- 
back Shawn Darnels both scored 
on short yardage plays and full- 
back Matt Zelina caught a five- 
Cl scoring pass from Eric 
th. 
Ankney liked what he saw in 
because BG ranked just seventh 
in the Mid-American Conference 
last year in rushing. 
"I was really pleased with 
Chuckie Edgerton," Ankney 
said. "He gave our offense a big 
spark early. I was also pleased 
with Mike McGee. Although 
McGee fumbled once out of 
bounds, our offense was tur- 
nover free today, and that's 
good for the first scrimmage. 
"On the other hand, that 
means our defense didn't cause 
any turnovers, and that worries 
me. We also missed a lot of tack- 
les, but that's normal for the 
first scrimmage.'' 
Another bright spot in the 
offense was quarterback Rich 
Dackin, who completed 12-of-19 
passes for 161 yards. 
Fullback Ron Viscounte 
caught five passes for 68 yards. 
Transfer punter Chris Shale 
kicked eight times for a 36.5 
average, a figure better than 
last year's 30.4 yards per kick, 
which was last in the MAC. 
Q See Scrimmage, page 29. 
Spikers want top MAC spot 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor 
With a solid team comprised 
of both veterans and freshmen, 
Denise Van De Walle is looking 
to capture what has eluded her 
the past two years — the Mid- 
American Conference volley- 
ball championship. 
The Bowling Green coach 
has led her team to two- 
straight, second-place finishes 
in the MAC, earning her the 
1986 and 1967 Coach of the Year 
awards. 
"We've got a good group of 
returning players," said the 
six-year coach, whose team 
was 24-6 in 1987. "We have five 
talented freshmen and they 've 
been a pleasant surprise with 
their work ethic and overall 
capabilities. 
What lies in the Falcons path 
once again is six-time defend- 
ing champion Western Michi- 
gan. The Broncos, who gradu- 
ated four starters, including 
two-time MAC Most Valuable 
Player Use Martin, have 
never lost a match or a game 
toBG
^v    ... 
"They're the team to beat, 
Van De Walle said. "With hard 
work and extra effort we're go- 
ing to improve. The key is for 
us to improve our confidence. 
"I cant say that we're defi- 
nitely going to beat them, but 
we'll definitely give them a run 
for their money?' 
BG lost twice to the Broncos 
last year, but played them 
tough in both matchea. 
Van De Walle 
Leading the squad is second- 
team All-MAC setter Linda 
Popovich, who set a school 
single-match record with 80 
assists against Central Michi- 
gan last year in the tourney. 
She also holds the school ca- 
reer mark for assists with 
2,159. 
The junior, who owns a oer- 
CSeeSpfk«vpage30. 
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BG must travel rough road to gain MAC crown 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor Commentary 
The fever is high for the 1988 Bowline Green football season. 
Excitement is running through the air of downtown. It is time to 
get married. No more being brldesmaides. 
After back-to-back 5-6 finishes, both good for second in the Mid- 
American Conference, the Falcons are expected to contend with 
Kent State and Eastern Michigan for the title this season. A cham- 
pionship would mean their third trip to the California Bowl this de- 
cade. 
But the road to Fresno will not be an easy one to maneuver. 
The Falcons start with four of their first tive games away from 
home. They open with 17th-ranked West Virginia in Morgantown, 
WV. After a home game with Ball State, BG travels to Texas Chris- 
tain (who received four votes in the first Top 20 poll), arch-rival 
Toledo and Western Michigan. 
The Falcons have struggled to a 3-9 record on the road under third- 
year head coach Moe Ankney. In the 1980s, BG is 23-27 away from 
DoytL. Perry Field. 
If Ankney can steer his troops through the first five games with, 
say, a 2-3 mark, then the Falcons will have a legitimate shot at the ti- 
tle. 
A1-4 or 0-6 start would write this season off. BG needs wins in two 
of the three MAC games to get off to a good start. 
Another key through this time will be the team's health. Playing 
the likes of the Mountaineers and Horned Frogs will put a strain on 
the team. Physically, the Falcons will be going against much bigger 
players. They must not lose any key personel. 
Also, all four away games to start the year are on artificial turf. 
Although BG did not play a single game on the turf last year, the 
Falcons went 1-4 in 1986. In losses were at Washington, Minnesota 
and Toledo on the turf, BG was outscored by a whopping 101-10 mar- 
gin- 
Another concern is quarterback Rich Dackin. He has not played 
well on the carpet and nas admitted playing on it has bothered him in 
thepast. He must play better for theFalcons to do well. 
The team itself is another story. Some positions have great expe- 
rience while others will have first-time starters. 
Both sides of the line are question marks. 
The offensive side has perhaps the best guard combination in the 
MAC in Tom Addie and David Haynes. The center and two tackle 
spots are unproven. Of the current starters — Brian Sherman at 
center and Billy Horn and Harold Arrowsmith at the tackles — only 
Horn has seen playing time in the past with the starters. 
If the offensive line can make it through the early part of the year 
and gain some experience, look for Dackin to have his best season. 
With offensive threats like Ron Heard, Reggie Thorton, Mike McGee 
and Shawn Daniels, he should be able to keep the opposition off 
stride. 
On the defensive side of the baU, graduation took All-MACplayers 
John Hunter, Jack Coppess, Joe Foley and Ray Redd. All but Redd 
played on the line. 
Filling their shoes will not be easy. Returnees Dave Kinzie and 
Derrick Carr will have to hold down the line until players like Duane 
Crenshaw, Toy Easton and Doug Van Fossen can gain experience. 
The plus for BG is the defensive secondary, led by All-American 
candidate Kyle Kramer. Tony McCorvey and Mike Holmes are the 
other two returnees who should help solidify the position. 
With the younger players in some key positions, the early part of 
the year will notbe easy. Ankney must utilize all of his coaching abil- 
ities in the first five games to get the Falcons through in good shape. 
If he can do that and players like Sherman, Arrowsmith, Cren- 
shaw and Eason can grow up experience-wise, then look for BG to 
capture its third MAC title of the decade. 
Seniors to lead Falcon booters 
When Gary Palmisano's crop 
' of seniors were freshmen, he 
i was able to give them a lot of 
playing time as Bowling Green 
struggled to a 4-11-4 record in 
1985. 
That added playing time has 
paid dividends  the  past  two 
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seasons for Falcon soccer — but 
the biggest payday is yet to 
come. 
Palmisano returns 17 letter- 
men from a 12-5 team, including 
nine seniors. 
These seniors are going to be 
the key to a successful BG 
season, he said. 
Returning to lead the Falcons 
are senior tri-captains Jon Fel- 
ton, Ron Haines and Kevin 
McGrath. All have started since 
their freshman season and have 
improved every year. 
"The senior class is more im- 
portant to this program than 
ever before," Palmisano said. 
"That (4-11-4) season accompli- 
shed a lot. Not only were the 
freshmen playing, but they were 
playing against some of the best 
teams in the country. It paid 
dividends. 
Palmisano, though, was eager 
to talk about defense — defense 
wins championships. 
Anchoring the strong backfied 
is Felton, who earned NSCAA 
All-Amencan honors last season 
after one goal and five assists. 
He also garnered All-Mideast 
honors, and was the Mid- 
America Cup Player of the 
Year. 
"Jon is the backbone of the de- 
fense," the veteran coach said. 
"He's not only experienced, but 
when we lost four players (be- 
cause of injury), he really step- 
ped up his game and became a 
leader. He took more responsibi- 
lity and I think it made him a 
much better all-around player." 
Haines, who has been a stal- 
wart in the backfield, scored a 
goal and added an assist in 1987. 
Also expected to make signifi- 
cant contributions are senior 
Dave Scharf, juniors Craig No- 
tarianni and Chris Blike, and 
sophomore Rob Bluthardt. 
BG, who has always had the 
philosophy of building the team 
from the goalkeeping position 
out, returns junior netminder 
Mickey Loescner, a standout in 
his first two seasons here. 
Last season, he posted a 10-4 
record, with seven shutouts, and 
a 0.94 goals against average. □ See Soccer, page 31. 
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Changes, additions 
in sports in summer 
The Great One is now a King. 
The Boz wrote a book. Billy 
Martin was fired by George — 
again. 
These are just a few of the 
highlights from the wide, wide 
world of sports this summer. 
But they almost pale in compar- 
ison to some of the sports. But, 
these events pale in comparison 
to some of the happenings 
around Bowling Green's athletic 
department since school ended 
in May. 
Many Falcon athletes were 
recognized for their academic 
prowess m addition to their 
on-the-field performances. 
GTE/CoSlDA Academic Ail- 
American At-Large First 
Team. GTE sponsors the team 
that is picked by sports informa- 
tion directors from around the 
country. 
He earned a spot on the team 
with a 4.0 grade point average in 
microbiology. Leggett appeared 
in all 45 BG games last season, 
scoring 18 points. 
He loins volleyball's Linda 
Popovich. basketball's Steve 
Martenet and Softball's Amy 
Lienhardt on the GTE/CoSIDA 
Ail-American teams. 
Lienhardt, a senior, was also 
tabbed for the honor squad over 
the summer months. She had a 
3.68 GPA in special education. 
She led the Mid-American 
Conference in hitting with a .439 
average, in runs scored with 57. 
in hits with 83, in triples with 10, 
and in stolen bases with 53. 
Lienhardt also became the 
first All-American in school his- 
tory in softball. She was selected 
as a second-team All American 
by the American Softball Coa- 
ches Association. 
There were also several 
coaching additions and subtrac- 
tions at BG over the summer. 
Buddy Powers, a five-year 
Falcon assistant hockey coach, 
was named head coach at the 
Rochester Institiute of Technolo- 
gy in July. He played a major 
role In   recruiting and on-ice 
coaching at BG. 
Reportedly, former Falcon ice 
star and graduate assistant 
Wayne Wilson will be hired to 
replace Powers. 
In men's basketball, Ricky 
Stokes, a four-year letter winner 
at the University of Virginia, 
has been named assistant coach. 
He replaces Brian Ellerbe, who 
left BG after two years to be- 
come an assistant coach at 
George Mason University. 
Stokes, 26, was honored as the 
nation's best college basketball 
under six-feet tall in 1984. 
Gene Orlando, Jr., a former 
player and graduate assistant 
coach at Ball State University, 
was named men's tennis coach 
atBG. 
Orlando, who turns 23 on Aug. 
23, replaces 20-year head coach 
Bob Gill, who retired in May. He 
lettered four years for the Car- 
dinals and played on four MAC 
championship teams, becoming 
the first athlete in BSU's history 
to play on four league cham- 
pionship teams. 
Another Falcon coach will be 
an addition to the NBC during 
the Summer Olympics in Seoul, 
South Korea from Sept. 17-24. 
Brian Gordon, head swimming 
coach, will serve as an associate 
producer and technical advisor 
of swimming events. 
Some of his primary responsi- 
bilities will center around set- 
ting the proper backdrop for 
certain performers and events. 
Gordon will be working closely 
with the on-air announcers and 
will be pointing out things to 
watch for from the production 
truck. 
Switching to another water 
Connell Dahl 
sport, hockey, four current Fal- 
con icers were selected by var- 
ious National Hockey League 
teams in the entry and supple- 
mental drafts. 
Left-winger Matt Ruchty and 
defenseman Rob Blake, both of 
who are entering their sopho- 
more years, were selected in the 
fourth round. Ruchty was the 
65th player taken overall and 
Blake was the 70th player cho- 
sen. 
Defenseman Kevin Dahl, who 
is entering his junior year, was 
the llth-round choice ot the 
Montreal Canadians. 
Goaltender Paul Connell was 
ficked by the Philadelphia 
lyers in the supplemental 
stage of the draft. 
Right-winger Andy Gribble, 
who closed out his BG hockey 
career, was the second player 
taken in the supplemental draft. 
He was chosen oy the Vancouver 
Canucks. 
Back on the track, Tracy 
Gaerke, a rising junior, broke 
her own school record in win- 
ning the 800-meter run at the In- 
diana TAC Championship in 
mid-June. Gaerke, of Rockford, 
Ohio, won the event with a time 
of 2:07.46, almost three seconds 
faster than her previous school 
record of 2:10.22. 
Beth Manson, BG's first 
NCAA women's track and field 
All-American in the discus, also 
participated in the TAC Senior 
Nationals. 
Falcons' athletic tryouts set 
Open tryouts for women's vol- 
leyball are Aug. 31 at 4 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena. Those plan- 
ning to attend should contact 
head coach Denise Van De Walle 
at 372-2401 prior to that day. ... 
Men's tennis tryouts are today 
at 3 p.m. at Keefe Courts. Con- 
tact head coach Gene Orlando at 
372-2401. ... Women's tennis 
team tryouts are Aug. 29 at 3:30 
p.m. at Keefe Courts. For more 
information call head coach 
Sheila Chiricots at 372-6022. ... 
Anyone wishing to tryout for the 
baseball team must attend a 
meeting Aug. 28 at 7 p.m. in the 
Ice Arena lounge. If you cannot 
attend, call head coach Ed Plat- 
zer at 372-7065. ... There will be 
mandatory meeting Thursday in 
Moseley Hall for anyone inter- 
ested in running track in the 
spring. The men will meet at 
3:45 p.m. in room 407 and the 
women in room 305 at 4 p.m. 
Now we've got plenty to fill you up for under a buck. 
Like our delicious Super Combo Taco. MexiMelt (TM) or 
59= Combo Taco.   And add one of our Side Salads.   At 
the border, you'll always get a run for your money. 
MAKE A RUN FOR THE BORDER 
TACO 
320 E. Wooster 
"BELL. 
Open 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 a.m. 
BOWLING GREEN STUDENTS! 
YOUR BOWLING GREEN KROGER STORE IS 
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY! 
Except 12:00 Midnight Saturday thru 8:00 AM Sunday. 
INT OK, SET ME 
Kroger — Quart Corton 
CHILLED 
ORANGE JUICE 
MT RRE MRTRR IT RERIUR 
PRIOE, RET ME MRTRR, FREE! 
Limit 1 Free Corton. Please' 
INT ME, SET OWE 
Kroger (Assorted Varieties! 
8-ox Corton 
SOUR CREAM 
DIPS 
IIT ME 0MTM IT REMUR 
MUM, RET ME MRTRR, FREE! 
Limit 1 FrM Corton, Please' 
IIT ORE. SET ME 
Individually WrappKJ 
16 oi Pockage 
COUNTY LINE 
CHEESE FOOD 
IIT ME PMUH IT REMUR 
PRICE, RET ME PIMIM, FREE! 
Limit I Free Pockage, Please! 
MT ME, an ME 
Assorted Varieties 
6 oz Cup 
ESPRIT 
YOGURT 
MT ME MP IT REMUR 
PRICE, RET ME MP, FREE! 
Limit 1 Free Cup. Please! 
IIT ME, SET ME 
22-oz Bottle 
TEXIZE 
GLASS PLUS 
MTMEMTTUITREMUR 
PRICE, RET ME MTTLE, FREE! 
Limit I Free Bottle, Please' 
MT IRE, SET ME 
Kraft Dinnw - 7 V« -oz. Box 
MACARONI 
AHD CHEESE 
IIT ME MI IT REMUR 
PRICE, RET ME MX, FREE! 
Limit 1 Free Box, PIMJ*! 
MT ME, SET ME 
Sliced - On. Pound Pockooe 
DINNER BELL 
LUNCHMEAT 
IIT ME PIOUtE IT REMUR 
PRICE, RET ME PICKIIE, FREE! 
Limit I Free Package. Please' 
MT ME, SET ME 
3-Pound Bog 
YELLOW 
ONIONS 
With Th.Purchoi.ot One-5-lb Bog 
WHITE POTATOES 
MT ME, SET ME 
Kroger-5-ct Package 
Disposable 
TWIN BLADE 
RAZORS 
RIT ME PMUIE IT REMUR 
PRICE, in ME PICK1M, FREE! 
Limit I Free Package. Please! 
Ml ME   SET OK 
FRESH BAKED 
SUB BUNS 
TMEPMUMITREMUR 
PRIM, MT ME PIMIM, FREE! 
Limit 1 FreePocfcoge. Please! 
50' 
12 INCH DELI PIZZAS 
SAW » «T T>« CHECKOUT ON ANY TWO I? tNCH DCUftZZA* AVAKAtlE 
AT *OU8 KBOGE* MUCHEESC SHOP*' GOOD AUGUST 32 TXU AUGUT » 
HW   MTAtlHISfNOCOUPONTO C«Mom«oodCo. Iv-WniOuntW H<J 
SmngKm Alabama IHOVArMnnon AflVt—nfig D^—i—t 
OFF 
TWO 
Water Added-Pound 
COOKED 
OELI HAM 
$049 2 
NEW! PACE 24 
MONEYMACHINE WILL TAKE 
ALL MONEY STATION, CIRRUS 
AND BOWLING GREEN AREA 
BANK CARDS! 
nIESTERN 
UNION 
COMING 
SOON! 
DOUBLE iMk 'COUPONS 
-REDEEM ASMANY OF YOURMANUFACTURERS COUPONS AS YOU WISH FO* DOUBLE THEIR VALUE AUG 32 THRU AUG 28 l°MONlY»Th.*.*»* 
your Monufotruf»Hi' "Onu OH coupon* (yfr-oftti (jr>uW*oi K(og»« Limn 1 coupon'ot any cxxixuku i«**n limi 1 CO****coupon OH** totted >oManutoctur»r,' 
coupon* o< W •o'utof letv noi<o>nclua»<.OQi»ti** Coupon* ov*« SO wtHb» nfdwwdOt *oc« -ok* Yoornuitpure'wwp'odocu m iiff/ttpacil-f-donttwcoupon 
Th.* oMf qppl—* Qftly loMonu'ociu'm "CfnuQH' coupon, (ot iltrm v* com/ond not ¥t"fr*»" coupom tf KrogK o> Oth*r RtrtttI FoodStonr coupon* A-noun* 
nHundtdcannot •■eeerf 'he Co*l 0< in* ■»*•*« 
■»'», ■»■■ * ■Ti^-ir-f.-T-' 
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BG linksters lack experience 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor 
Youth and inexperience. 
Those two words dominate the 
1988 Bowling Green men's and 
women's golf' 
teams like 
Jack Nicklaus 
used to do-1 
minate Grand 
Slam tourna- 
ments. 
"We have 
tremendously 
young teams,' 
Falcons coach 
Greg Nye said. N»e 
"We don't have any seniors." 
Both teams have three juniors 
and four freshmen. The men 
have five sophomores and the 
women two. 
The men had all the experin- 
ence in the world last fall with 
seniors Rob Barsantee, Pat 
Bryan and Dan Connor. 
"They played in a lot of tour- 
naments for us (over the 
years)," Nye said. "We'll miss 
Looking to step into one of the 
top positions is leading returnee 
Doug: Ray, who won the North- 
ern Division of the Miami, Fla. 
Invitational last fall as a sopho- 
more. 
Others players who have some 
experience are juniors Kevin 
Helm, Cam Rowlins and Jeff 
Yost and sophomores Tim Goel- 
ler and Todd Daignault. 
"Most of these guys have only 
played in a couple of tourna- 
ments (at the collegiate level)," 
Nye said. "And the freshman 
haven't played at all." 
Three freshmen who could 
step right in are Brett Fulford, 
Paul Green and Wayne Mueller. 
Fulford won the New York State 
Jr. Amateur over the summer in 
Watertown, N.Y., while Green, a 
native of Canada, won the Green 
Hills Invitational in Ontario. 
Mueller qualified for match 
Blay at the prestigious Dubbs 
read Tourament in Chicago, 
where he made the third round. 
The highlight of the men's 
schedule will be the Bowling 
Green Invitational on Sept. 17-18 
at Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
Teams entered are Eastern Mi- 
chigan, Toledo, Eastern Ken- 
tucky, Youngstown State, Ohio 
Wesley an and Wooster. 
The women also have a com- 
petitive schedule. They open the 
year at the Iowa State Invita- 
tional Aug. 30 and Sept. 1-2 and 
Welcome to BGSU & 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
'^LiHSr Schedule begins August 27 
 Public Skating Schedule  
Wednesday Evening 8:00 p.m. - 10.00 p.m. 
Friday Evening* 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday Evening* 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.' 
Sunday Afternoon 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
•NOTE: Wh«f! th« BGSU vonity ho<k*y l*om It ploying ol hom« public skating will nol b« available 
• • Group Rates Also Available Upon Adavnce Notice • • 
Please Call 372-2264 For More Information 
Picture Place 
Welcome Back to Bowling 
Green. Stop by and see us 
in the University Union. 
Monday thru Thursday 9:30 - 4:00 Friday 9:30 - 3:00 
A oSnua A 
KITE CLUB 
Toledo's Hottest Dance Bar 
WELCOME BACK BGSU STUDENTS 
Progressive Music with Toledo's hot 
DJ - Denny Metz. 18 and over on 
Mondays only. 
Pitchers - Pitchers - Pitchers till 9 PM. 
MONDAYS 
TUESDAYS 
,      "COCO VIOA" -    Midwest's 
WEDNESDAY, Aug. 24  hortes? female Impersonator - live on 
our stage -  plus added attractions. 
TUIIDCHAV    A..n   OS       FINALS "BIST BUNS" in Toledo- I nUKJUA T , Mug. «      ,300 CQsh fo GrQnd prjze winner. 
SATURDAY. Aug. 27     ■AOCI©•»»*"J"   No 
cover charge with BGSU I.D. - 
"Luther" appears on stage - singing, 
dancing - He will have special guests. SUNDAY, Aug. 28 
Located in Renwyck Square on Reynolds Rd. - one block south of Hill Ave. 
one mile north of Airport Hwy - 20 min. from BGSU. 
OPEN AT 3 P. M.   DAILY 
537-8868 
later travel to College Park, Pa., 
to play in the Penn State Invita- 
tional. 
Their leading returnees are 
juniors Rena Friedline and Glo- 
ria Holmes and sophomore 
Heidi Wright. Friedline won the 
Chesnut Ridge Championship 
over the summer. 
"Those three have a good deal 
of experience," Nye said. 
"They've been playing the 4, 5 
and 6 position for us for a couple 
of years now. But none of them 
have played in the top spots." 
Two other players — Ingrid 
Lundblad and Kelly Strickland 
— scheduled to return, will not 
for unspecified reasons, Nye 
said. 
Players competing for the 
spot in the starting lineup in- 
clude junior Beth Chapman, 
sophomore Bridgette Palm and 
freshmen Kim Allen, Kim Pra- 
sse, Ann Alexander and Sheila 
Kelly. 
"We've got to see what their 
capable of doing. We have to see 
who's going to play," Nye said. 
Stop in to So* 
Great Savings 
on In-stock bikes 
NISHIKI - TBEK - CANNONOALE - 
GIANT 
We service all 
makes of bikes 
• Accessories by 
CannondolB • Olro 
Rhode Gear - Bell 
Oakley 
• Wide Clothing 
, Selection 
Tune-Clp Special 
with this ad 
$19.95 
reg. 924.99 
24< S. Main 
352-8518 
MOO* ■ Fri. 
IO-0 
Sat.lO-S 
Sink says runners 
should improve 
Cross country head coach Sid Sink wants to see improvement 
from both of his squads over last season's performances. 
For the men harriers, improving on a seventh-place finish is 
a reachable goal. But the women have a lot of work to do to bet- 
ter their third-place finish — you might say they need a run- 
ningstart. 
"The women's team is not deep at all; we're very, very 
thin," Sink said. "We lost two of our top three runners. But 
we're fairly optimistic; if we stay healthy, I feel we can do it 
(improve on lastyear's finish.)" 
Junior Mary Louise Zurbach, an All-MAC performer last 
year, will be counted on heavily, Sink said. 
"We're expecting a lot from Mary Louise," he said. "She 
should be a leader for us." 
Also being looked upon to provide leadership and consistent 
seasons are co-captains Missy Ellers and Sharon Hogrefe. 
Two newcomers to the cross country team are no strangers 
to running. Tracy Gaerke, a junior, was a qualifier to the 
NCAA Indoor Championships last year in the 800-meter run. 
"She has a done a super job in track; she is a big addition to 
the cross country team," Sink said. "I'm looking forward to 
having her. It could help her in track." 
Sink said that Andrea Rhombes is also joining the cross 
country team having had experience in track. 
He said he expects five to seven people to be competing for 
the top spots, but does not see any freshmen in that group. 
Any improvement over seventh place will be a big plus for 
the men's team. 
"We are coming off a very bad year for us," Sink said. "I 
was disappointed In our effort. At the MAC meet we were so 
depleted by injuries and our young runners did not perform 
well. Seventh place is totally unacceptable." 
D See Harriers, page 30. 
RUSH ZBT 
"Membership has its privileges." 
Take Charge with Zeta Beta Tau' 
White Oaks 
Hardwmn 
WHAT'S HIDDEN ON THE 
NORTH SIDE OF BG? 
>!**** tar 600** «** •«JP 
"53» - nsss «0* 
oes* 
nss ftffc J* 
Com* Check Us Out For This And MUCH MORE! ■ White Oaks 
AME Hardware 
OPEN 
MON.-FRI. 
7:30 TIL 7; 
SATURDAY 
7 30-5:30; 
SUNDAY 
1-5 
1045 North Main, Bowling Green        Ph. 354-2756 
Welcome Seek Students!! 
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS 
WE NEED YOUR BUSINESS... COME ON OUTI 
Moke THAYER CHEVROLET Your Automotive Needs Shopping Center! 
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!! 
Lease program • Rentals • Ports Department • Sales, 
New 8. Used, Cart & Truck* • Service • Body Shop • Financing 
m^^^^^^U   TYXII/GU   m 
1225 N. Main                •                353-5751 
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Rankin return aided by prayer 
by Andy Woodard 
sports editor 
Many thought Ken Rankin didn't have a 
prayer of returning to play football in 1988 
after suffering a knee injury in April of 1967. 
Most thought his career 
was over. There would be 
no more pass receptions or 
kick returns. Rankin had 
been written off. 
But two believed he 
could make a comeback, 
and they never gave up 
hope. 
"No one thought I would 
play again, except for God 
and I,   Rankin said. "If I   Rankin 
listened to (everyone else) I could have been 
content and never played again. 
"But I had the desire and I trusted in God. 
He provided me with the strength.'' 
After going through non-contact drills this 
past spring, Rankin is full go for this season, 
his final one at Bowling Green. 
"I'm coming along good," he said. "I'm 
full go." 
Rankin said he never questioned making it 
back. 
"If I had, I don't think I would be in this 
position," the Columbus native said. "I al- 
ways wanted to make All-American, but that 
didn't happen. I never thought I would be in- jured or anything like that. 
"But now my prayers have been an- 
swered." 
The injury itself was a dislocated left knee 
which required total reconstruction of all the 
ligaments, except for one, said Falcons 
trainer Bill Jones. Jones said he had never 
seen an injury like Rankin's. 
"It was the most severe," Jones said. 
"But we never pushed him to play football. 
He's did it on his own." 
BG head coach Moe Ankney said Rankin 
has made considerable progress this fall. 
"He's done real well. He looks like he's 
ready to play," Ankney said. "His senior 
leadership will help us, too. We knew he 
would give us a lot of that." 
Rankin, who holds the BG track and field 
long jump record of 25-feet, seven and one- 
quarfer inches, caught 23 passes for 273 
yards and a touchdown in 1986. The previous 
year, he caught just eight passes, but each 
went for an average of 20.4 yards per catch. 
Most would have lost their speed with such 
an injury. But Rankin said he can still run as 
fast. 
"I've seen progress the whole year," the 
interpersonal communications major said. 
"To others it might look like I've lost a step, 
but I haven't. My speed is still the same." 
, "He might have slowed down one or two 
steps," said quarterback Rich Dackin. "But 
he can probably still run a 4.4 or 4.5 (in the 
40-yard dash). And he still has good hands." 
Ankney said a healthy Rankin would give 
him the chance at times to use three wide 
receivers, including All Mid-American Con- 
ference Reggie Thorton and Ron Heard. 
"We wonThave all of them on the field at 
the same time unless we're in a passing at- 
tack," he said. "But at times we might need 
all of them." 
It doesn't matter to Rankin. He said he 
wants to contribute in any way possiUe. 
"I think I'm a big play person," he said. "I 
can come through in the clutch when we 
need a big catch. Whatever we need on any 
given Saturday, I want to be the person to 
provide that." 
Scrimmage. 
Receiver Ken Rankin (left) blocks freshman quarterback Pat Qucciardo 
during a drill at a recent practice. 
Gregory  
a Continued from page 25. 
He has scheduled the likes of 
Penn State, Arizona and Texas 
Christian in football and has 
been able to talk with Notre 
Dame and Michigan concerning 
future contests. 
"We have seen a breakth- 
rough; we are gradually being 
accepted," Gregory said. 
"Football is to the point where 
we can schedule almost any- 
body. It is a major job to get the 
history and tradition a lot of 
schools have. It will take us 
time." 
Having been involved at every 
level of athletics, Gregory, 60, 
admits he will probably finish 
his career at BG, which would 
suit him fine. 
A 1952 graduate of East 
Stroudsburg State College and 
holder of a master's degree 
from Temple University, he 
came to BG after four years as 
associate athletic director at 
Yale. He also served three years 
in the personnel department of 
the Green Bay Packers and has 
coached football nearly 25 
years. 
He said he has passed on op- 
portunities to interview for other 
jobs in the last several years. 
"I would like to finish here," 
Gregory said. "I'm very pleased 
with BG — it really is an excit- 
ing place. There is a lot to do 
here and I am enjoying the chal- 
lenge of what we re all attempt- 
ing to do. I've enjoyed BG as 
I SOCIETY^- 
WELCOME BACK 
BGSU STUDENTS 
(fq    Tonlte at 
l£l   7:00 p.m. 
I Tom Hanks ■•.■ja        Tonlte at JlU 8:30 p.m. 
Motor Sales 
OVER 40 USED CARS 
AND TRUCKS STARTING 
"We Rent For Lett" 
RENTAL CARS 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
Month, Week, Day 
Starting at '20.00/day 
1051 N. Main St., BG 
352-8469 
much as any place I've ever 
been. 
"Retirement?  That word is 
not even in my vocabulary." 
a Continued from page 25. 
Shale's longest punt was 60 yards and came when he was in the 
shawdow of his own goal post. 
Defensively, coordinator Bob Wolfe felt his unit began the scrim- 
mage well, but seemed to tire as it went along. 
Wolfe praised veteran lineman Derrick Carr, linebackers Charles 
Dotson and Dal McDonald, and defensive backs Kyle Kramer, Tony 
McCorvey and Mike Holmes. 
D D D 
Ankney signed 35 new players for the 1988 season, calling it his 
" best recruiting class." 
Thirty-four of the players are true freshman, while one — Richard 
Young, late of the College of DuPage in Glen EUyn, 01. — is a junior 
college transfer. 
"This is the best (class) since I've been here," the third-year 
coach said. "There is good size in our linemen. We have nod size 
and speed in our linebackers. And for the first time since I've been 
here, we've recruited a quantity of quality defensive backs." 
Fourteen of the newcomers are lineman, followed by seven backs, 
six linebackers, four receivers, three quarterbacks and one kicker. 
Of the 35 players, 26 are from Ohio. 
^ 
eg 
SEVEN TASTY WAYS 
TO IMPROVE A 
COLLEGE EDUCATION 
^ 
«=B 
■Won, 
MONDAY   ,0 
MADNESS '-£ 
only 
$3.00 
additional items 50- each 
No coupon necessary 
. Vahd Mondays only. 
Not valid with other otters 
... a. ........ a.-a.-■.-■si 
I"—" 
Weds... 
WILD 
WEDNESDAY 
1 14" 1 item 
Pizza only 
$5.00 
It's a pizza lover's dream come true. 
Every day every week, you can get 
a special offer from Domino's Pizza®. 
Whether it's Monday Madness or Thick 
Thursday, there are seven great reasons 
to make any week the week for a special 
treat from Domino's Pizza®. So why not 
give us a call? We'll have a hot fresh pizza 
to your door in 30 minutes or less. 
Guaranteed. 
352-1539 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
FREE DELIVERY 
IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS 
FROM 11 AM DAILY 
Tues. 
1 12" TERRIFIC 
TUESDAY  PS 
only 
$4.00 
additional items 80- each 
No coupon necessary 
Vakd Tuesdays only. 
Not vakd with other offers 
Thurs. 
additional items $1 each 
No coupon necessary. 
Valid Wednesday only 
Not valid with other offers 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
i 
i ■ fc. 
THICK 
THURSDAY 
1 12" Extra Thick 
crust Pepperoni, 
double choose 
Pizza for only 
$5.00 
additional Kerns SO* each 
Weekend Specials 
only 
$9.99 
1 12" Deluxe 
"Onions, 
Green Peppers, 
Pepperoni, 
Sausage, 
Mushrooms." 
and 1 12" 
1 item Pizza 
Valid Fridays, Saturdays, 
and Sundays 
No coupon necessary 
Not vaM with other offers 
£. 
1 
1   $1.00 
Off 
HI 
$1.00 off 
any order 
with 1 or 
more 
items 
* 
HI Not valid with other otters Good 7 days s week 
1 r 
only 
$12.99 
114" Deluxe 
"Onions, 
Green Peppers, 
Pepperoni, 
Sausage, 
Mushrooms." 
and 1   14" 
1 item pizza 
VaM Fridays, Saturdays, 
and Sundays. 
No coupon neceeaery 
Not vasd with other offers 
Our drtieft cwry IM« mwi 12000 limMd <Mrvtxy I 
CUSS7 Oom«no't Plus. Sic 
.3 
r*^***-*"*-*--*-^^ 
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Spiker 
D Continued from page 25. 
feet 4.0 grade point average, was named to the third team of the 
GTE Academic Ail-American Team last year. 
"Linda's going to be running a 5-1 (offense)," Van De Walle said. 
"She's in good shape and she's nad two years of starting experience. 
"She should be ready to go." 
The question mark is the left outside hitter spot, where graduation 
took two-time All-MAC performer Jo Lynn Williamson. 
Three players — Suzi Williams, Jane Plantz and Jennifer Russell 
— are vying for the spot. Plantz, a senior co-captain, and Russell 
both startedin 1987. Williams is a redshirt freshman. 
"Suzi should be in the starting lineup the first match," Van De 
Walle said. 
She said Plantz should get the nod at the other left outside spot. 
Russell, who at times dominated last year, had rotar cuff surgery 
in May on her right (hitting) shoulder. The junior is coming along 
slowly, the coach said. 
Sheri Fella and Kelley Ellett, both starters last year, will return to 
their respective positions. Fella will be on the right outside and El- 
lett, a senior co-captain, in the middle blocker position. 
The other middle blocker spot, held last season by the graduated 
Lynne Nibert, is being battled for by two freshmen — Tammy Schil- 
ler and Lisa Mika. 
Van De Walle said she likes what she's seen in Schiller. 
"She's the best jumper we have. She block* with her elbows above 
the net," she said. "And she hits over every block we put up (against 
her)." 
Karin Twain, a backcourt specialist, and either Schiller or Mika 
will be the top players off the bench. The rest of the team includes 
freshmen Julie Conner, Holli Costein and Beth Wright. 
BG opens the season with Michigan in Anderson Arena Sept. 6. The 
Wolverines defeated the Falcons last year, hurting BG's chances of 
receiving an at-large bid into the NCAA tournament. 
Other notable home matches are with MAC foes Toledo, Miami, 
Ball State and Central Michigan and with non-conference teams 
New Mexico State and Syracuse. 
On the road, BG will play WMU (Oct. 21), Eastern Michigan, Ohio 
University and Kent State in the MAC. 
They will play in three tournaments as well — Southern Illinois 
and Wisconsin (both in early September) and the Can-Am Tourna- 
ment in Toledo in November. 
The Southern Illinois Tournament includes powerhouses Arizona, 
Notre Dame (which beat BG last year) and Iowa, along with the Sa- 
lukis. 
"We're playing some pretty big schools," Van De Walle said. "I'm 
anxious to see what we can do." 
BUTCHER BOY 
BURRITOS 
$-(29 
10 oz. 
PEPSI, 
WET PEPSI, J«[gl 
MT. DEW, 
SLICE 
Harriers  
D Continued from page 28. 
He said he expects 10 to 12 run- 
ners to vie for the top nine spots. 
John Hickman returns after a 
fine junior season, but junior 
captain Mike McKenna will be 
slowed by a broken collarbone, 
which occurred toward the end 
of the summer.    ' 
"I expect him to return by the 
end of the season," Sink said. 
"He hasn't been able to do much 
running." 
Sophomores Dan Fulmer, Jon 
Monheim, John Wodarski and 
Brian Donnelly, a transfer from 
Walsh College, are expected to 
provide depth. 
B€ IN TH€ BOOK! 
Thii form It to rtport th* local Qff-Caapu* »«f u to b* HiUd i« the K$U Telephone Directory. PlMie 
fill the for* out completely *"d carefully to *»old aHUkes In the lilting. For»s «u«t Include correct 
socUl   security nuafceri to be processed. 
Any off-c**)iu student who does not return this form will ha*e 1 blank (possibly an old address)   in   the 
local   address *rta   In the directory.    The   form must be returned prior to      FRIDAY.   AUGUST     26 , 
to th* lifted drorf points:    University Union Information Desk, 0'f.Ca*pus Student   Center.   Ubriry 
Circulation Desk, Housing Office or lookstore. 
If   your   grades hi»e been -sent to an incorrect address, fill out an address change for* in   the Office of 
Registration and Records. 
CAIN'S 
POTATO 
CHIPS 
2 for $100 
Extra Large 
convenience Bag 
STERLING 
CHIP DIP 
12 oz. 
CARTON 
Sumum JOB   M7SP0 - Pj»'7 
Jot Hurttr       4751010 
OFF-CAHPUS LOCAL AODPESS 
l»090) 
SOCIAL SECUP.ITI HUHIEP. I     I 
S!U0e»T NAME 
I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I 
10       —enr 
ll-U 10)0 
AO0P.E5S   (MUSI FIT   TMC AIL0.ED SPACES) 
FUST nun 
OPSS T II HE L OWE1
 U,1 U' ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' "   . 
1
 M W Mini y^ 
u_i ArWr^.* Ml 1 tPU ' Tiair 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT - 
STEALING 
ICE 
CREAM 
ALLVAHIETIES 
OwPINT 
STERLING 
HOMOGENIZED 
MIX 
1 QUART 
PEPSI 
FOUNTAIN 
DRINKS 
49c 
32 oz. 
STERLING 
HAM & CHEESE 
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Soccer  
D Continued from page 26. 
Behind him are sophomores Nate Levens and 
Will Gordon and incoming freshman Greg Mur- 
phy. 
"We are very confident that we have one of 
the best goalkeepers in the country," Palmis- 
ano said. "I really don't need to say much. A 
goalkeeper's stats don't lie." 
In the midfield, McGrath will be counted on to 
give the Falcons some consistent play — soph- 
omore Kyle Royer will give it scoring punch. 
Royer tied for the team's scoring lead last 
year with four goals and four assists for 12 
points. 
Senior Brian Cook will move from the back- 
field to a wing spot on the midfield, Palmisano 
said. 
"Brian is a self-made player," he said. "He's 
5-foot-7 and 145 pounds, but he plays like he is 
6-2,180 pounds. 
Junior Andrew Arthurs, along with highly- 
regard freshmen Chris Iantoni, of Lake Zurach, 
111., and Rob Hunt, of Blackpool, England, will 
Sive Palmisano some flexibility in the midfield. 
unior Sean O'Brien, a transfer from Lincoln 
Junior College, could add some scoring punch. 
The Falcons' other leading scorer from a 
year ago, Mike Anticoli, a senior, is expected to 
lead the forwards after scoring five goals and 
adding two assists. 
"Mike has come into his own," Palmisano 
said. "He's a true Division I striker. We're go- 
ing to rely on him an awful lot." 
Senior Tom Kasten, who scored 11 points last 
season, and junior John Nekic will be counted 
on heavily in the front line. 
One of Palmisano's concerns this season is to 
get some consistent scoring as BG averaged 
1.68 goals a game last season. Fortunately, they 
gave up just 0.95 goals a game. 
BG will play a tough schedule that includes 
three tournaments — they host the Kwik-Goal 
Soccer Classic, Sept. 3-4, and have appearances 
in the Illinois State Soccer Classic and the In- 
ternational Soccer Classic. 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
Defensive back DeWayne Harris is in pursuit of running back Rozell Winters (25) in Saturday's scrimmage at 
Doyt L. Perry Field. The Falcons open at West Virginia Sept. 3. 
••••*** Host an exc lange student ******** 
Welcome Back BGSU Students 
From 
Preferred Properties Co. 
> 
835 High St. - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone 352-9378 9:00-4:30 Mon-Fri 
HOUSING OPENINGS FOR FALL 
ATTENTION 
BGSU STUDENTS 18 & OVER 
Did you miss the "grandfather clause"? If so, we have the solutionl 
^t>fl*SD?Y ****& 
are for you! 
Plenty of music, dancing, videos 
open 8 p.m. $2.00 admission 
- non-alcoholic drinks available - 
for those of legal age, your favorite beverages are available plus no admission charge 
162 N. Main St. B.G. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
OPPORTUNITY 
KNOCKS ON OUR DOORS 
FIRST. 
Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you the 
leadership and management skills you 
n< -T-d for success — in college and in life. 
L|taa2E3?!J 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
ENROLL IN MILITARY SCIENCE 101 
DISCOVER THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
TO YOU AT BGSU. 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC 
419-372-2476 
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HALL 
-*C*TWtT •r*r*rt 
August 24,1988 
BG wins Jacoby Trophy 
Bowling Green's women's 
athletic teams have a Mid- 
American Conference cham- 
pionship in nearly every 
sport. But never has the 
women's athletic program 
had the best overall record in 
women's sports — until 
; 1987-88. 
The Falcon women athletes 
easily won the Jacoby Trophy 
with 49 points — 10 more than 
Eastern Michigan, its nearest 
competitor. 
BG's overall championship 
was fueled by winning MAC 
championships in basketball 
and softball and runner-up 
finishes in volleyball, swim- 
ming and track. They also fin- 
ished third in cross-country. 
The Falcon men did not 
fare as well as the women, 
however. BG finished eighth 
in the nine-team conference 
with 29 1/2 points. 
Classifieds 
Football  
D Continued from page 25. 
three starters, the defensive front wall graduated four out of five. 
The only returning starter is defensive tackle Dave Kinzie. Der- 
rick Carr, who started three game at defensive tackle, will play de- 
fensive guard this year. .... ■       , 
"The/11 be the leaders up front. They're the only two experienced 
players we have," Ankney said. "We'll be counting on those two." 
The problems up front will be at nose guard and outside lineback- 
er-defensive end. . . , 
Steve Rick and Colby Latimer, the top two nose guards in spring 
football, are no longer on the team. Ankney had no comment as to 
why they won't return. .... .. ,j 
In their place, Duane Crenshaw, listed as a second-team inside 
linebacker on the depth chart, has moved to nose guard. His backup 
is Mark Ross. 
"We're starting from scratch there," Ankney said. 
The biggest concern is on the outside, where AU-MAC performers 
John Hunter and Joe Foley had started the last three years. Doug 
Van Fossen and Toy Eason emerged as the best players in those 
positions in the spring. 
"We're still scrambing because we don't have a whole lot of people 
to put in there," Ankney said. "It could be a sore spot for us all 
season. It's a question mark." 
Charles Dotson, runnerup for MAC Freshman of the Year in 1987, 
and Dal McDonald, who also saw a lot of action as a freshman, will 
start at the inside linebacker slots. 
But the key to the defense will be the secondary, led by Kramer 
and another senior, cornerback Tony McCorvey. 
"They're both veterans and they've played a lot of football for us," 
Ankney said. "We have two good ones there." 
Another returning starter, cornerback Ray Southard, is also gone 
from the team. Ankney would not specify any reasons. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Al Church Rummage Sate Fr>, Aug 26 
\*9vr\ 3pm. UCF Chapel basement, corner ol 
.Ridge S ThurslWt  Furn . appliances, bicycles. 
; clothes and mracelaneous 
DUKAKIS and SENTSEN M 
DUKAKIS and SENTSEN Si 
:' 
I  Join Students to Elect Dukakis and Bentsen 
" Come to the first organizational meeting ol 
the year. Let's work to beat Buan-Quayle In 
•a*. 
WHEN: MONDAY. AUG. 29.1911 
TIME: 8:00 PM-9:30 PM 
PLACE: TAFT ROOM.  3rd Floor University 
Union 
It you have questions, can Jim at 354* 1036 
Win money (or books   Enter at Kirk's Coin 
Laundry-rag S Main St 352-0397 Open 24 
hours Air Conditioned  ... 
TOMORROW SUCCESS BEGINS 
WITH VISION TODAY 
• • FCS • ' 
Christians with a vision 
Come and llnd out more 
Wednesday Aug 24th 
7 00 PM Proul Chapel  
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS   ADMINISTRATION 
SENIORS 
H your summer |ob related to your area ol spe- 
cialization you may be eligible to enrol in the In- 
ternship Seminar this semester lor which you 
can earn up to 3 hours ot credit Contact the Of- 
fice ol the Dean 1371 BA) by Friday. August 26 
lor aotails  
LOST 4 FOUND 
BIRTH 
CONTROL 
Confidential care 
Fee adjusted to Income 
354-3540 
Planned 
Parenthood 
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT 
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM 
AT    BOWLING   GREEN    PREGNANCY 
CENTER 
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO 
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND 
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES 
Typing done reasonablemy home 
Can Kathy Dean 267-4316 
PERSONALS 
—FINAL DAY— 
SIDEWALK SALE 
StIX 1 LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
SOS ■ 75% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE 
LAST DAY TODAY AUG. 24 
BE THERE I 
MUSIC a FREE REFRESHMENTS 
August Special 
Potato Stuns S3 95 
at Sundance 
Man's wallet lound m West Hal-Weekend of 
8-20. Stop in BG News to Identity or cal 
372-2801. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
It's embaraasing. to say the least to forget 
someone's special day. be it a birthday, an- 
niversary, graduation, or other important day' 
BIRTHDAY. ANNIVERSARY 
REMINDER SERVICE 
INFO FOR SASE 
or 25 cent coin 
PO    Box   139.   for  sales,  Versailles.   Ohio 
45380 
BOSU students needing internship, pracltcum. 
volunteer placement, meet local service agency 
personnel on Wed, August 31. from 
8 30pm-7 30pm at UCF. 313 Thuratin or cal 
Kay Serpent m 362-7534 
CASSIDY'S RESTAURANT 
for Good Food and 
Good Times 
QUALITY FOOO IN A 
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE 
Home of S2 00 
Long Island Iced Tea 
Thursday Nrte 
4to8 
FREE Taco Bar 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
178E Wooater 
Bowling Green 3530100 
From fryers and forms to newsletters and letter- 
head, we've got what you need to look SUPER 
on paper) See us tor al your TYPESETTING 
NEEDS! Kinko's 354-3977 
Intramural softball officials and supervisors 
needed-pick up referral at Student Employ- 
ment and apply in 108 Rec Center Mandatory 
training session Wed. Aug. 31 6:30 to 10 PM 
Nicholas. 
Happy one year" 
I love you. 
Stdewaik Sale 
50-75% OFF 
Jeans N Things 
The Beat Long Island's 
In Town are 
$2 00 at Sundance 
Tyter 
Summer was wondertul-let's do it again' 
Rutabaga! 
Cross your fingers, keep hugging 
your pMow. and hang in there 
your. 
Sydney 
l love you. 
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS SOFTBALL 
(W.CJ ENTRIES ARE DUE AUG 29: SOFT- 
BALL (M) ENTRIES ARE DUE AUG 30. TEN 
NIS <W SOLS.. DBLS . a M DBLS ) ENTRIES 
ARE DUE SEPTEMBER 6  
Volunteer to tutor children, work with mentally 
and physically handicapped adults or be trained 
to leech adults reading-at organizational meet- 
ing. Wed Aug 31 from 6-7pm at UCF. 313 
Thuratin St. or al Kay Sergent 352-7534 
WANTED 
Rmte needed Female non-smoker to share 3 
bdrrn house Own room Cal 352-7312 or 
352-0130 evenings. 
Roommate for 88-89 school year 
Contact Jeff at 354-3439 
HELP WANTED 
BG Country Club now hiring for fall Waitresses, 
busperson. dishwasher needed Apply In per- 
son 2-4 pm 923 Fairview Ave 
Care for bright, active 4 year old Transporta- 
tion necessary. 9 AM to 1 PM Mon thru Frl and 
or 4 1 0 PM Mon thru Wed 354-1506 
DAVID'S DELI- 109N Main 
Now accepting applications for DeN help and de- 
livery drivers with car. See David 1 -4pm. 
Delivery personnel. Must have own car Apply 
in person from 2-5pm al DiBenedetto's Sub- 
Me-Quick 1432E Wooater 
OOMINOS PIZZAdrtvers wanted Full and pert 
time Flexible hours, days and evenings Must 
be at least 18 with own car and insurance Pays 
$4 50 to $6 50 per hour with mileage and tips 
Apply at 1616 E Wooster 352-1539 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Get Your Foot In the Door' PROFESSIONAL Reliable babysitter needed pert-time for infant 
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews and 4 yr oW . starting in September Cal after 
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT! 1000am 1-878-2393 
Kinko's 354-397 7 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,037 to $69,406 
Immediate Hiring! Your area Call (Refundable) 
1-518-459-3811 Ext F1 535A for Federal List 
24HRS 
Subway Sandwiches is currently hiring for the 
foaowmg positions counter attendants and de- 
livery persons, part-time. Apply in person 
Mon   Fri NO PHONE CALLS 
Now Hiring 
Student for Loft. sofa, etc delivery 
Apply in person 
jTscarryout-352-5475 
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE: Our 
company Is seeking part-time employees to 
perform unskitad light production work. Flexi- 
ble hours around class schedules can be ar- 
ranged. Plant location is only 2 blocks from 
BGSU campus The rate of wage is S3 35 per 
hour. If interested cal the company office at 
352-5525 or pick up appication at Advanced 
Specialty Products, Inc., 428 Clough Street. 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Personal reseerch assistant Part-time, flexible 
hrs . btwn 8am-5pm in Perrysburg $5 00 per 
hour plus bonus. Graduate level in organiza- 
tional behavior or business preferred Cal for an 
appointment (419)874-8982 Cheney A As- 
soc 
FOR SALE 
Gymnastic instructors Part time. Good salary. 
Send resume to PTL Gymnastics Center. 720 
•nors Ave. Maumee. OH 43S37 
Highly motivated energetic Individual to Til bar- 
tending, warier, watress. floor walker and ca- 
shier positions al high energy nightclub. Car 
pooling available. Good way to earn extra 
money 'or school. Apply at Buttons Tues thru 
Sun after 8 30 PM 
KNICKERBOCKER SERVICES NEEOS 
Maintenance Man 
Lawn/Landscaping 
Window Cleaner 
Evenings, part-time cleaning 
Cal 352-5822 
1977 VW Rabbit Super town car 
S150obo 352-8744 
1981 Dodge Omni AC. tape, good cond 
Mutt Set • Asking S1300 00 
Cal 354-2875 
Couch lor sate-brown 8 ft long 
Call 353-3592 after 9 00 PM 
LOFT FOR SALE 
ONLY $75 00 
CALL TODAY: 353-8210 
Three-fourth size bed frame on casters with box 
springe, oWuMdrfier. student lamp 352-2137 
after 5 30 PM 
Ultra-Strength systems, armnos 1900 etc Beat 
puce in town Visit O's Herbs a Vitamins 168 S 
Main, 3530005 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrrn queen quite area  S200 a month plus 
utilities Call alter 6 PM 35a   1079 
Fum 2 bdrm. apt with AC. turn eft* with AC 
a turn 1 bdrm. apt. Heat provided in al. E 
EveraSt Cal 889-3038 
Private Room-half block BGSU No kit SI 55 a 
month util Included 12 mo lease PH 
353e38S5 
Room available lor female in exchange for ba- 
bysitting Weekdays 7-9am a every other Sat 
plus Sun 7am-4pm Need car Phone 
352-1832 or 352-7385 
Pioi ion. tita" Thttf 
BOSH- $Mt*t Food fervid tfi*ple.ifte$ 
-for hours  vm 
The- *ul Coupon*, iMxuj 
U i/icd. At Me- dinino, 
hd.lt vjosfad. in 0/iJi 
art b&iU upon -the 
follw/n*, r*tci'-- 
It'Mrs. *S.M 
iBhf-i. +   *10.00 
iK,<K^l 
BMU-FeodOptrftirt 
offeTS: 
' Flexible Hours 
' Jut' FronAioft? 
• 6>*pe.tihvt k/tjt< 
{fculfirtO in Jajr SOA\- 
plch   Yob safidx-dio/i- 
^*t fy(<tiA& oppor- 
-tuA,(<f,: 
3. if ' 6oH.ro.1 'flJorUr 
$.6S/&thkr 
3.SO( &ckllelpLr 
3.14-4.30/ 
Sh/dtn^ $vper~</iyx% 
Collar^ tk. 
6t<dlrit fmp/eurtt/i- 
Off tee - Pk- 372-USI 
4r o\ Athiflq *><*■!/■ 
Bowling Green's Oldest 
and finest Pliieno 
tstajioHfo IV6« 
203 N mom 
fi pizza never had it-so good! 
Fast Free Delivery 
352-5166 
OP£N4PfTl 
7 pm Sot & Sun  (during school) 
J3 OO (Tun. for free Delivery 
Limited Area 
»3 
Small Pizza 8. Pop 
75 
Cojun or 
Chicago Style extra 
For any 1Q" QM 
hee. Pine, and get 
one con of POP ffjtfl 
Ei K 50* each 
OPEN 4 pm 
2 P1TI Sot ft Sun during school 
COUPON 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires 11 X> 68 
Not valid with 
any other offer 
I I 
medium Pizza and 2 Pops    i Large Pixza and Pop 
»6 25 
Cajun or 
Chicago Style extra 
For any 13" Pee Keel 
QUA and get 7 cans 
of POP Fill 
Ei it 75' each 
PE^0"0-5 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires II 30 88 
Not valid with 
any other otter 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I    I 
»8 50 For any W Plug and get a FUEt   | 
Cajun or 
Chicago Style euro 
pE8P°'k» 
' op(N4pm 
I    2 PITI Sat ft Sun during school 
.Jl COUPON 1   I COUPON 1 
I I 
OPEN 4Pm 
2 PITI Sot ft Sun during school 
Ei. fc. 1125 each 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires 12 31 88 
Not valid with 
any other offer 
I 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE? Two days prior to publication. 4p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible for postol service deloys) 
J1.95 minimum. 
BATES: 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" adi 
1" (8 line maximum)     $ 5.85 
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70 
PREPAYMENT"!     is required lor oil non-university relofed businesses and individuals. 
per od ore 65' per lin 
■ 50' extra per od for I 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
NOTICE; _ The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information.   Please come to 
"214 West Hall immediately if there is on error in your od.   The BG News will not be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors in classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions^ 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News. 
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the monogement of The BG News.   The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessorily embar- 
rassing to individuals or organizations    Coses of fraud can be prosecuted. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (MINT)  
ADDRESS  
PHONE#_ 
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your od clearly, EXACTLY few you wish it to appear: (Circle words you with to appoar In bold typo) 
Clowelflcertlon In which you wish your ed to e 
 Cempus 4 City [vents- 
Lost and Found 
 Services Offered 
.Wanted 
. He Ip Wen teat 
.For Sale 
."or Bent 
' Cempus/Clty Event nets ore published free* of charge for ono defy for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Dates to appoar. 
Total number of day* to appoar. 
Mall to:   (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The eVO Newt 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(checks payable to The BG News) 
Phono:     372-2*01 
More people 
have survived 
cancer than 
now live in 
the City of 
Los Angeles. 
'352-4663* e-i\*e0id<'<i 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
S3.2S MINIMUM 
>"b. Me - Q*x 
OPEN: 
MON-SAT 11:00 a.m. 
SUN 12:00 p.m. 
STARTER  
HURDLER  
SPRINTER. ... 
PACER.     . 
RUNNER.   .   .. 
JOGGER  
MARATHON.. 
WALKAWAY. 
RELAY  
Mfto* Ml narr 
JAVELIN.. 
SHOTPUT. 
SUBS 
Ham. Salami.Provotont Chtrse $1.95 
SwlB i Provolont $1.95 
Turkey     SI.95 
Hum i Swix     SI 95 
Tuna   12.25 
Roall Bttf. S2.25 
Ham, Salami,  Turkey, Swiss, Provolone... 
Cheese S2.25 
Salami, Turkey, Pepperoni, Provolone  
Cheese  SI.95 
Hoasi Beef, Ham, Turkey, Provolone  
Cheese S2.9S 
HOT SUBS 
Italian Sausage with Peppers, Onions A... . 
Sauce    52.50 
Meatballs with Sauce A Provolone Cheese.. S2.25 
Small  Regular 
9' 
J2.95 
12.95 
S2.9S 
S2.95 
SJ.60 
SJ.60 
S)60 
SJ.95 
DELI SANDWICH 
S3.2S 
[ 
Ask Aboui Our Deli Sandwich of the Week  
Exirt Lean Roan Beef. Breau of Turkey. Exira Lean Ham 
or Tuna 
iCottuter a r*o-t» of tioneftuh. W$m*mUm, "•">. Im-tr. o*.o*t. mmtHnHo* *#»nW. o* i 
uW-rrOM pw-pr-t-ci rt 4 /nA* '»♦ ro-ftt-vwio* or*-**  Swrrtf   -»■> « OVA p*tk -**»r I 
PASTA 
PASTA  PLATTERpoJio, homemade spa/hetti sauce,       
tarlK bread S2.95 
»if» meatballs or sausage  S3.95 
(Ex. bread 60*1 (Best in B.G.I 
SALADS 
CHEF SALAD .    Lettuce. Tomato. Cheese. Ham. Salami.    . 
Turkey,    Croutons SJ.50 
GREEK SALAD . Lettuce. Tomato, Cucumber. Onion. 
Pepper, Greek Olives, Feta Cheese  $2.95 
TACO SALAD Lettuce, Tomato, Cheese, Taco Meal  
Socho Chips and SMQ Toco Dressing.... 
tExtra Dressing - SOt) $5.50 
TOSSED SALAD. .Lettuce,   Tomato,  Cheese.  Croutons  $1.25 
MACARONI. POTATO SALAD .75 
PARTY SUBS 
DECATHLON (2 fool tub)  S9.9S 
OLYMPIC EVE/JT (4 foot tub "hidi forth 151 $19.95 
H.m. Salami. T.rtt,. Swiu. f*wf*w Omr, M.yo. tm.il. Onoat. Tameiart. 
«•« hw tt'Mti Topeea -II. IMr SPKI* /rrflw Orrauf 
Ptaur onkf p*ny tubi 24 hovn In adtaxr 
Free Pop With Free Pop With Free Pop With | Any 9" Sub Purchase | Any 9" Sub Purchase m Any 9' Sub Purchase 
HE'S BACK 
STINGERS CAFE PRESENTS... 
$0 &&+ EASY LISTENING 
CASUAL 
& 
COMFORTABLE 
DON'T FORGET 
OUR GAME ROOM 
Sunday Nights—Free Tacos 
9 pm to 1 am 
This is the Place to be 
every Sunday We have Sunday Liquor I 
ICaf6 I 
• 1414 E Woosler ■ Bowling Green. Ohio ■ 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
$2.50 EACH 
•DINE IN ONIV • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHE R OFFE R • 
Caf6 
• 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green, dhw • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$1.00 OFF OUR TUESDAY NIGHT 
N.Y. STRIP SPECIAL 
• OWE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Party Store 
• 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio^43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
BUY 4 SUBS GET 1 FREE ON 
SATURDAY BEFORE BGSU FOOTBALL 
HOME GAME ONLY 
■ DINE IN ONLY • THIS OFFE R NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Party Store 
' 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
$.50 OFF ANY 
"TO GO SALAD" 
•DIN!   IN (WIY-THIS CtfFERWT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHEROfFER _____   '    .1__ .'"'■> "rfc ~^' ^rrgiu^o t wimiwr uiK*n^-i-tH' ■ 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 ■ 
$1.00 OFF OUR MONDAY NIGHT 
SPORTS NIGHT DINNER SPECIAL 
• DINE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLCABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
[Party Store 
■ 1414 E Woosler ■ Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
2 LITER COKE 
$.99 
• DINE IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Caf6 
I    . 
11414 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
BOWL OF CHILI 
$.99 
DINE IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$5.00 OFF ANY DINNER CHECK 
OF $20.00 OR MORE 
■ DINE-H ONLY-THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
IParty Store" 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$1.00 OFF PICNIC 
BASKET RENTAL 
• DNE-N ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Caft 
! 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
4 FREE TOKENS PER PERSON 
FOR GAME ROOM 
• DINE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY CITHER OFFER • 
Caf6 
' 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$1.00 OFF OUR WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
N.Z. WHITEFISH SPECIAL 
■ PINE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER __l^^jg^a' ' <"ia ji'thwyi rnw-AO t " '"*"' tjmtm_*-r-tn' ■ 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$1.00 OFF OUR THURSDAY NIGHT 
SHRIMP & FRIES SPECIAL 
• DINEIN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
■ 1414 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 ■ 
2 LITER PEPSI 
i 
i 11 
$.99 
■PINE IN ONLY-THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
|Caf6 
11414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
LUNCH BUFFET M-F 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE 
• DINEIN ONLY • UE I ■ THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER ~ m«»c-m *./■■».i  - i riiij \si r en ITVI wrrLHrfwm.  turn "m  \si ntn \sr r en - 
1556 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
$2.00 OFF SUNDAY PRIME RIB 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
• DINE H ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- 
■ 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 ■ 
4 FREE GAME ROOM TOKENS 
FOR SUNDAY BRUNCH 
• DINEIN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
i u 
£ E_ I £ 
» rjtd 
i? z2 
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Caf6 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
EXPRESS LUNCH 
$ .50 OFF 
• DME-M ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER ■ 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
SATURDAY BRUNCH 
$1.00 OFF 
• 0** -H ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Caf6 
• 1414 E Woosler -Bowling Green, Ohio- 43402 • Ph 353-8735- 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
W-Th-F $1.00 OFF 
■ LUNE-t* ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Party Store 
• 1414 E Woosler-Bowling Green, Ohio-43402 • Ph.3534735- 
2 HOT DOGS 
$.75 
■ DME IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- 
Caft 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowing Green, Ohio • 43402 - Ph. 353-8735 • 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
4 EAT FOR THE PRICE 
OFTHREE 
■ OWE-W ONLY - THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER - 
Care 
• 1414E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
FREE YOGURT WITH 
SATURDAY OR 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
■ DINE-H ONLY -THIS Of FER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • J^JJ___!Z21g_^J_S.':_!*'-'' *rrt n,»r>i t■  VYI I M MKI L/II <•  n vn  r i  n - ■ 
5 Party Store" 
■ 1414 E Woosler -Bowling Green, Ohio- 43402 • Ph. 353-8735- 
1 DELUX SUB FOR $2,29 
(NORMALLY $2.79) 
-OWE-IN ONLY-THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- 
■ 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
YOGURT 
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
■DINE-IN ONLY-THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Care 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green. Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
LUNCH TIME SALAD BAR 
$2.29 
• DINE IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPlCABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
iCafT mm 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353 8735 - 
BUY ONE DESSERT 
GET ONE FREE 
• DWE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- 
UCafT 
• 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353^735 • 
$3.00 OFF ANY DINNER CHECK 
OF $15.00 OR MORE 
• ONE-H ONLY - THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHE H OH L H ■ 
Party Store 
• 1414 E Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph. 353 8735 • 
10% OFF CATERED DINNER TO 
YOUR FRATERNITY OR SORORITY 
(10 PERSON MINIMUM) 
■ DME-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Care 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio ■ 43402 • Ph. 353-8735 • 
LUNCH BUFFET 
$1.00 OFF 
•DWE-H ONLY -THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Woosler • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
SATURDAY BRUNCH 
4 FREE TOKENS FOR 
GAME ROOM 
■DINE-IN ONLY - THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER __^ism^m*vr^_'   inij L^rrcnrim   *rn.Mft.t   TTHM*r«T   t-J I tn   H   <* 'I   i- I 
Caf6 
• 1414 E. Woosler -Bowling Green, Ohio -43402 • Ph 353-8735 • 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
FREE POP 
• DINE-IN ONLY • THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER - 
Party Store 
• 1414 E. Woosler-Bowing Green, Ohio743402 • Ph 353-8735 
SPECTACULAR CHOCOLATE CHIP 
COOKIE YOGURT SANDWICH 
$1.25 
• DINE-IN ONLY - THIS OFFER NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER - 
8 
and Party Store 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
Sat-Sun: 10am - 2:30am 
M-F: llam-2:30«m 
•1414 E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, OH 43402 
•Phone: 353-8735• 
* v. ii 
